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INTRODUCTION:
THE CONTEMPORARY AWAKENING

RAYMONDB. CATTELL
Distinguished Research Professor Emeritus

University of Illinois

Our society has been made aware in this decade thatit is in
trouble, educationally, economically, and in other ways. But
like someonein a disturbing dream it is only vaguely aware of
the real problem. Wishful thinking wouldtell us the problem is
trivial and transient. My considered diagnosis is that we are in
deeper trouble than werealize.

example, their stock exchange predictions, their handling of the
crime problem, and muchelse. There is an emerging class of
true social scientists, though as yet with a limited science
behind them,as represented by the present contributors and the
many outstanding researchers they introduce. Someday the
journalists and politicians will recognize that they deal with
great complexities, beyond their training, and will erect the
great social research institutions needed to monitor and cope
with these problems.

Meanwhile the present little book, and others similarly con-
centrating scientifically on the functional life of society, may
throw a few shafts of light to show thereal depth of the prob-
lem. What has surfaced in the press at last is, first, an educa-
tional problem, documented as a decline of school standards
since the early 1960s. This is analyzed here, beyond cavil, by
Dr. Barbara Lerner. She shows the hollow facade of judging
education by “years of school completed” and/or “‘degrees
received”” and introduces the technical advance of standard
achievementtest results, which show the U.S. (a) declining over
most of 20 years, and (b) falling below Japan and Western
European nations, so that “the only student groups whosetest
score means were usually lower...were those from under-
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developed nations.” It is part of the illusion under which we

have been living, and good proof of accommodation to permis-

siveness, that over these years the class grades have stayed

up, but the real performance has gone down. Yet our simple

minded belief in education in the abstract has stood up,for, as

Dr. Lerner reports, “In the last two decades, we sent more of

our young people to school for longer periods of time than any

other nation in the world.”

Dr. Lerner then logically moves from children at school to

the economics of adults in jobs, and looks at the nation’s

“human capital,” showing that economic forecasting of produc-

tivity is in part possible from achievement tests. As I write a

copy of Job Training News comes on my desk with the heading

“Good students become better soldiers.” The connection of

national earnings, national defense, adult literacy, and political

intelligence with the level on the achievementtests Dr. Lerner

describes is now shown by dozensof researches.

It is a weakness of human natureto cling to single causes for

single effects, whereas a social scientist knowsthat his task 1s

to give meaningful weights to multivariate causes. In my chapter

here I have pointed out that the social psychologist now has a

firm and widening basis of findings aboutscores on intelligence

tests, personality tests, motivation tests and whatI call “‘modu-

lating situations’? in society, as predictors of achievement,

delinquency, mental illness and group behavior. Formulae and

equations can be used, where presently politicians talk rhetoric

and journalists talk banalities. However, on this particular

matter of decline we are, as yet, starved of the research that

would evaluate its roots. I will make an “‘educated guess,” that

the deterioration of performanceis partly due to each of half a

dozen factors, of which the three largest are (a) a decline in the

innate intelligence level due to a century-long dysgenic situa-

tion, (b) a decline in morale, due to relativistic ethics, and per-

missiveness which has spread from society into its schools, and,

(c) an increase in distractions through increased luxury, recrea-

tional time, and hoursglued to TV shows.

Contributors here have mentioned but not documented the

last. The fact that this cannot be our present focus does not

mean that one should forget it. Elsewhere (1971) I have tackled

it in depth; but the argument that the decline of morale, and

the unwillingness to hold to standards, is basically due to the

(legitimate) undermining of dogmatic, revealed religions by
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science is too unpleasant for many people to think about. I
have suggested a solution, but meanwhile I will maintain that
increases in crime andin diverse drug addictions, the decline of
family influence, and the lack of seriousness in education will
prove traceable to loss of authority in ethics, due to increasing
scepticism concerning the “revealed,” subjectively-based reli-
gions.

Better suited to examination in a book of this size is the first
cause above — a possible genetic decline in intelligence. This
has been a difficult idea for which to get popular acceptance,
and the difficulty probably arises from three sources: (a) a
reluctance by most people to believe that intelligence is sub-
stantially inherited, (b) justifiable doubts whether the effect of
large family sizes of the less intelligent might not be offset by
a lower marriage rate and a higher death rate among the sub-
average, (c) the fact that the decline, which is very slow, is
unlikely to be seen in personal experience, since most people
move through life in intimate association mainly with their own
age cohort.
The accumulating evidence that 60-80% of intelligence is

genetic should end (a). It is about as heritable as stature. By

fed we can get a shift of average stature from about 5 ft. 7 ins.
to 5 ft. 9 ins., but you cannot go on doing this. And if you
breed the next generation from the shorter members, then
population stature, with the very best nutrition, will stay
relatively low.
As to (b), my pioneer studies in 1935-37 showedthat both in

rural and urban areas decreasing intelligence steadily related
itself to larger families — and did even when analyzed within
one social status group. Furthermore culture-fair intelligence
tests were used to clear up the question whether education
rather than native intelligence might be the associate (Cattell,
1937). My calculation of an anticipated decline of average I.Q.
of 1 point was checked by a new survey, after a 13-yearlapse,
in the same areas and schools, and no fall was found. (Contrary
to the rise found on non-culture-fair tests). However, the fact
that the intervening period was occupied by World WarII and
preparations for it, including migrations of workers, made the
circumstances atypical and has prevented firm conclusions being
drawn.

Since then intelligence and birth rate has been researched
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four or five times, but as Dr. Vining points out, conclusions

vary with situation, though in the main supportive of my first

study, which was on

a

larger sample than some since. The

failure of social scientists between 1937 and the present to

execute the necessary large scale studies with appropriately

adapted intelligence tests makes one wonder what subjects

they have found more important than the intelligence of the

nation, and all that depends on it. Into this neglected field

comes now Dr. Vining, an unusual population specialist, who

sees that it is perhaps inadequate to count heads without

heeding what is inside them. With careful and sophisticated

analyses he showsthat, after most of 50 years since mystudy,

much the same unfortunate relation exists between intelligence

and family size. (Parenthetically let us remind the doubter of

heredity that even if all the variance on intelligence were

environment it would still be undesirable to have more children

born into less cultured homes; for homeis more important than

school in fixing basic attitudes).

Dr. Lerner seems hopeful that changes in education will

remedy the decline in achievements of which we are becoming

aware, but realistically I cannot share that hope. I believe the

changes she suggests should be put into effect; but we must

have the courage to face the probability that the trouble goes

deeper, and that more radical developments in public ideals,

attitudes, and political action, are going to get to the real root

of the trend, which lies in dysgenic birth rates.

As to the second component in educational decline — public

morale — while we admitted above that its nature and causes

are too subtle for easy analysis, and I resorted to reference to

my special psychological study (1971), we can at least see it

at a commonexperiential level in some comparisons of cultures

and ethnic groups. In the state of Hawaii, where I happento be

writing, there are at least a dozen ethnic groups of good sample

size and differing in racial composition and life style. The lack

of seriousness about education, and lack of concern with con-

versations on things of the mind, can be well broughtintorelief

by comparing some low groups (which shall be nameless) with

say, high groups such as the Japanese, the Chinese, and the

Jews, whose literacy, school achievement, and employment

rates are high. One remedy that history tell us is effective for

apathy in a country as a while, is outside challenge, and in this

respect Sputnik wasa blessing for American education.
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When I became reasonably convinced in 1937 that there was
a high probability of a slightly declining average intelligence in
the population — incidentally at close to the rate Dr. Vining
now calculates — I set out to ask what the consequences would
be. The article I published in the British Journal ofPsychology
(1938) entitled “Some changes in social life in a community
with a falling intelligence quotient” predicted five main effects:
(a) a decline in educational performance, (b) an increase in the
pool of permanently unemployed, containing many largely
unemployable in a society of increasing technical complexity
(Dr. Lerner’s ‘‘structural unemployment”’), (c) an increase in
delinquency, with a fall of moral standards, since the greater
part of crime, as in robbery and rape, is committed by persons
of sub-average intelligence, (d) culturally a reduction of what
can be defined as the “percolation range” of “‘civilized’’ ideas.
The meaning of this is that although the media today are more
active than formerly in putting out cultural news; there seems
to be a limit to the percentage of the public penetrated by more
realistically complex rather than simplistic ideas, (e) in politics
and religion a tendencyto rely on moretraditional attitudes.

That the first of these has taken place is documented by Dr.
Lerner. The second has reached the point where the alternative
seems to be unemployment, or employment with inflation,
through reduced efficiency. The third is evident, incidentally
both in Europe and in the U.S.A., in crimestatistics and the
steady building of more prison accommodation. The fourth
and fifth are harder to quantify and each reader will draw his
own conclusions. I argued that those changes would beslow,
and that with an accumulating compoundinterest, there would
come a time — though quite a way off — when the magnitude
would suddenly surprise us. I believe it would belittle comfort
to those — such as Leonard Darwin, Lord Horder, Sir Cyril
Burt, Julian Huxley — who were with me in writing along these
lines in the thirties, to have to say anything so fateful as: “We
told you so.” Butif the hypothesis is that a fall of average intel-
ligence and theresulting shifts in its distribution would,by the
nature of intelligence and society, cause the above pattern of
changes, then there is support for Dr. Vining’s hypotheses and
my own, based on family sizes, that a decline is in progress in
this century. Probably, of course, like some long battle line,
there is progress there and retreat here, in different ethnic
groups, religions, and social classes. So vital a matter for the
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future of our country deserves research support about 100

times what it has had. Both Dr. Vining and I would readily

admit that the dark sector in our survey has been the percent of

unmarried persons, and of completely childless marriages, at

various intelligence levels. Those figures, and the length of gen-

erations, death rates by intelligence, etc., urgently need invest-

gation.
The link with natural survival that also needs investigation

concerns firm data on the relation of individual achievement

and intelligence to group performance, i.e. on the relation of

mean population levels to levels of organized performance in

the nation as a political-economic entity interacting with other

such entities. We have data on small groups (Cattell & Stice,

1960) showing such cumulative effects of the characteristics of

population members on total group performance, and Dr.

Lerner’s arguments are surely potent that the productivity and

success of businesses is, as would be expected, partly a function

of the competence of those in them. A nation is In manyre-

spects a large business and one can surely make, a priori, an ex-

trapolation to their productivity and solvency. However, it is

only in just the last decade that we have a thin harvest of direct

evidence on this. The dimensions on which the chief (120)

nations can factorially be measured and each given a syntality

(corresponding to personality) profile have been discovered.

One of them, for example, has to do with productivity, another

with morale, and so on. If nations differ in the average intelli-

gence levels of their populations, then correlations can be ascer-

tained between each of the syntality dimensions and population

intelligence. Population levels of intelligence would be likely to

differ through selective migrations, e.g. the “brain drain” from

Europe to the U.S. after the war, and through the strength of

eugenic and dysgenic internal processes, and test samples sug-

gest that real differences in the mean I.Q. do exist. As I show in

my concluding article here, though the national differences of

mean level (from Buj’s appreciable samples measured with

culture-fair intelligence texts) are small, yet a significant correla-

tion with productivity is found for the mean population intelli-

gence levels. Incidentally one would expect most effect on

both productivity and potency of national defense to derive

from the magnitude of the supply im the topmost ranges of

intelligence, from which, given appropriately more advanced

education, resourceful management and

_

beneficial invention
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result. The numbers in that range depend both ontheir birth
rates and the assortiveness of mating, and

a

rise in the latter
could admittedly temporarily offset a decline in the former.
Surely everyone will agree that the schools should turn to giving
appropriate education to these much brighter individuals, but
it will take a more far-sighted public to encourage measuresfor
their greater production.
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THE ROLE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
IN EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE:

THE VALIDITY AND USE OF ABILITY PREDICTIONS

RAYMONDB. CATTELL
Distinguished Research Professor Emeritus

University of Illinois

1. History of the Application of Psychological Tests in
Schools to Present Date

Anyone who wishes to delve intothefirst historical glimmer-
ings of practical work on individual differences in ability will
need to look back to the work of Sir Francis Galton and of
Professor McKeen Cattell towards the end of thelast century.
Sir Francis Galton was interested particularly in reaction times,
goodness of memory, and so on, and accumulated some norms
for the general population. McKeen Cattell took a wider span
of abilities and wasinterested to find out what underlying basic
abilities were projected into actual performances. Unfortunate-
ly, the methods used (1901) did not permit a solution at that
time. Sir Francis Galton’s work (1883) was very fruitful, how-
ever, in that it led, among other things, to the recognition that
humantraits tended to be normally distributed and it led also
to the development of the correlation coefficient for determin.

ance from those who were mentally defective. Indeed, this was
the situation which led to Afred Binet being instructed by the
school authorities in Paris to develop an intelligence test. We
shall see soon that the development of intelligence tests took
two quite distinct paths: one more theoretically based; and one
more quickly adapted to the needs of applied psychology. In
England, Spearman (1904, 1923) and Karl Pearson (1904) as
well as Cyril Burt (1925) became interested in the more theoret-
ical approach which finally expressed itself in Spearman’s
conception of a single general factor. This general factor was
theorized to be a broad ability that runs through all cognitive
performances, and it would require that the different kinds of
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ability measurements be substantially positively correlated. It

so happened that the theoretical approach andthepractical one

started off together, as if at the crack of a pistol. Spearman’s

article (1904) “General intelligence objectively determined and

measured” and the actualintelligence test put together by Binet

and Simon (1905) were within a year of each other.

The approach of Binet proceeded by commonsense observa-

tions, especially in America, in

a

relatively theoryless fashion,

stringing together a variety of performances that one felt

should be representative of intelligence. There were, of course,

some theoretical concepts in this work. For example, those deal-

ing with backward children defined intelligence as “‘the ability

to think abstractly” (Burt, 1961) because the mental defective

could often still handle concrete things but not abstractions.

Teachers generally, of course, thought of intelligence as the

“capacity to learn,” and this finished up in the refined defini-

tion that “‘intelligence is the capacity to acquire capacity.”

There was yet a third source of observation leading to theories,

namely, the observation of the ability of animals of different

levels of evolution to solve problems. From this emerged the

definition that “intelligence is adaptability to new situations.”

The approach begun by Binet and Simon (1905) quickly

resulted in translations of the test into English in England,

and into the Stanford Binet test in America, and so on to a vari-

ety of tests in a direction of movementin which the WISC (See

Cattell and Johnson, 1983) and the WAIS (Wechsler, 1958) are

the present day representatives. On the other hand, the approach

begun by Spearman developed powerfully into theoretical

forms and statistical-mathematical models that have been ex-

tremely valuable not only in the advance of ability testing, but

also in other fields of investigation of psychological trait struc-

ture generally.

Spearman introduced the method of factor analysis in which

one takes perhaps 30 or 40 variables and correlates them over

perhaps 200 or 300 people and then looksat the correlations to

see what underlying influences can be expected to be active in

producing those correlations. This was aided by several mathe-

maticians, such as Jacobi and Hotelling, and issued ultimately

in what is called multifactor analysis, for which Thurstone

(1937) in Chicago was responsible in its most developed form.

The theory of abilities now became a science rather than a

matter for conjecture and for shaping by the rather blind and
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blundering methods of intuition. Spearman claimed that a
single general factor underlaid most cognitive abilities and that
it was “loaded” more highly in abstract matters such as analo-
gies, classifications, choosing exact synonyms, and putting
spatial puzzles together. Thus he was able for the first time to
apply an objective test of the validity of any given intelligence
test. Its validity would be the extent to which it correlated with
an expressed general factor which could be defined from a
broad array of the highly loadedabilities.

This matter we can follow up more intensively in the next
section, but, meanwhile, we should glance at the effect that
these developments had on the use of tests in schools. An
increasing use of intelligence tests, particularly in schools and
industry and other fields, is associated particularly with the
name of Sir Cyril Burt in England (1917), of Binet in France
(1905), of Stern in Germany (1922), and of Terman in America
(1926). The Binet, as an individual test, became muchusedalso
in the offices of psychiatrists and medical doctors, the latter
being in most school systemsused by the professionals who were
responsible for assigning backward children to specially adapted
schools. Soon after tests came in use for children of various
ages, Stern, in Germany, pointed out that if one divided what
he called the mental age by the actual age of a child one at-
tained what he called an intelligence quotient and that this
intelligence quotient remained essentially constant over the
years of the child’s development. This tended to be interpreted
as meaning that the I.Q. measured

a

relatively innate general
ability, but in a strictly logical approach one could account for
it both as due to heredity and as due to a uniformity of the lives
of most children in relation to school experience, as they grew
up.
On this general assumptionintelligence tests began to be used

for scholarship selection in the 1920s; and Sir Cyril Burt in
London,in particular, developed a refined and sophisticated
system whereby throughintelligence tests taken at 11 years of
age, children were set in different streams of educational inten-
sity suited to their natural capacities. This endured for 20 years,
with general satisfaction, but as we shall see in Section 8, it
came under considerable debate in the 1950s and for political
and other reasons has tended to be abandoned in someof the
countries that accepted this design. Whatever we may say later
about this complex issue, the fact is that an individual’s I.Q.
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measurement has about a 50/50 chance of staying within plus

or minus 5 points of the original measurement when

a

child is

retested after a year or two. Thus one can say that in roughly

the first half of this century there was a steady and rapid

increase in use of intelligence tests in the schools, followed and

accompanied also by tests of other special mental abilities; but

that, partly through abuses and partly through inherent inade-

quacies of understanding by psychologists, the use suffered

some setbacks in the 1960s and 1970s.

2. History of Development of Research Concepts About the

Measurements of Human Abilities and the Definition and

Validation of Intelligence Measurement

As seen above the second,relatively theoryless, approach to

intelligence and ability testing ultimately came to erief, as any

one familiar with the history of science might expect. Without

factor analysis and similar correlational methods there was

nothing to prevent anyone setting up his own definition of

intelligence, and there were not lacking many psychologists

happy to put forward such subjective definitions (Terman,

1926) (Wechsler, 1958). The inevitable result in fact was that

the only definition that could be agreed upon in the tradition of

the Binet and the WAIS was that “intelligence is what intelli-

gence tests measure!” It then became almost a commercial

matter, of good advertising, to convince psychologists what

particularintelligence tests best measured intelligence.

On the other hand, Spearman (1905, 1923) and Burt (1940),

showed that the general factor obtainable from a correlation

matrix could be uniquely determined and defined. And al-

though this was debated for some years, e.g. by Sir Godfrey

Thomson (1939), it became in the end generally accepted that

if the general factor could be located it would be uniquely

located. While the theory of g was thuscrystallizing, Thurstone,

at Chicago, went off in a new direction to look for what are now

called the primary mentalabilities (1938). He showed that one

could locate functional unities also at a different level from g

among the many cognitive tests that were used, such as spatial

ability, verbal ability, numerical ability, inferential reasoning,

inductive reasoning, perceptual speed, and so on. Onseeingthis

evidence for distinct primary abilities a lot of psychologists

followed their usual habit of jumping hastily upon a promising

looking bandwagon, and announcedthat the theory of g was no
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longer of any importance and that one should throw away I.Q.
tests and now measureonly thesespecial primaryabilities.

However, both Thurstone himself and the present writer
(1941) showed that, by what is called a second order factor
analysis, one could still find Spearman’s g as it were “‘hiding in
back” of these primaryabilities. For example, one visible conse-

are positively correlated. The explanation of howthis structure
came about was not clear andis still not fully clear today. One
possibility is that the general intelligence becomes practiced
more in somefields than others with each individual, and that
if he has a lot of practice in reading, for example, he will
develop a high degree of verbal ability. On the other hand
there is an equally tenable theory, for which there is some
recent support, that the primary abilities represent hereditary
differences. For example, women are higher than men on
verbal ability at every age from infancy and, conversely, men are
higher than women onthespatial ability. Even where thereis
some equality of training the difference seens to hold, as in-
stanced in the fact that girl babies learn to speak significantly
earlier than boy babies.

The nature of the primary abilities was thus first discovered
in the 1930s and becamewell confirmed and precisioned in the
next decade. A third development in knowledge of structure
then occurred, beginning in the 40s (Cattell, 1943) and reaching
some precision in the 60s. Therein Spearman’s g was found to
split, by more precise factor analytic methods, into two distinct
g’s which have been called gp fluid intelligence, and £-> crystal-
ized intelligence. The differences of these two kinds of ability
(Cattell, 1963, 1971; Horn & Cattell, 1966) are several, as
follows:

1) Fluid intelligence is involved in tests that have very
little cultural content, whereas crystallized intel-
ligence loads abilities that have obviously been
acquired, such as verbal and numerical ability,
mechanical aptitude,social skills, and so on.

2) The age curve of these two abilities is quite differ-
ent. They both increase up to the age of about 15 or
16, and slighly thereafter, to the early 20s perhaps.
But thereafter fluid intelligence steadily declines
whereascrystallized intelligence stays high. (Horn &
Cattell, 1966).
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3) The standard deviation of intelligence quotients 1s

about 15 points of I.Q. with crystallized intelligence

but is about 23 or 24 points of I.Q. with fluid intel-

ligence.

4) There is some evidence that brain damage affects

fluid intelligence no matter what the damage area is

in the brain, and roughly in proportion to the extent

of the damage; whereascrystallized intelligence may

be affected in a more local way as when a person

loses the ability to handle words in aphasia but can

still handle spatial problems. (Lashley, 1963; Reitan,

1959).
5) There are indications that fluid intelligence has a

higher degree of heritability than crystallized

intelligence and indeed some of the debates and

misunderstandings on the inheritance question

probably derive from the debaters unwittingly talk-

ing about different intelligences.

In regard to the third of the above differences, it has been

speculated that educational customs have a good deal to do

with it. In effect it means that if children are kept in locked

step, according to age, in classrooms, the less bright are pres-

sured to advance more in crystallized intelligence and the more

bright — that is to say those highest on fluid intelligence — are

caused to mark time, perhaps becoming bored, and thus not

advancing in crystallized intelligence as much as would be

expected from their fluid intelligence. This fits in with the

broad theory of “investment” (Cattell, 1971: Horn & Cattell,

1966), according to which crystallized intelligence is the result

of the investment of fluid intelligence in those more complex

fields of discrimination in every day matters in which intelli-

gence would be helpful.

While work was going steadily ahead by quantitative and

statistical methods, clarifying the structure of abilities in terms

of primary abilities; of second order general factors; and of the

important differences of fluid and crystallized intelligence,

work in a more qualitative form was going ahead under such

psychologists as Piaget (1960) who recognized in young chil-

dren that certain solutions to problems were often generalized

to give an immediate step-up in the solution of a fairly wide

array of abilities, associated with a particular concept. This

could well be the basis of the primary abilities; and what has
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been called the “‘triadic theory” of ability structure (Cattell,
1971), in fact recognizes three tiers in ability structure: the
primaries or “‘aids”’ corresponding to the Piaget notions; the
provincial broader abilities which are associated: with the
special senses, such as auditory ability and visualization; and
finally, the truly general abilities such as fluid and crystallized
intelligence, immediate memory, perceptual speed, etc.

While this advance in the theory of ability structures was
going on, interest arose in the physiological concomitants. Of
course these could not be investigated insightfully until the
ability structure itself, as emerging in actual behavior, became
established. But Lashley (1963) produced much evidence from
animal work that general intelligence was positively related
to the size and the weight of the cortex, and even among
humans there is still some positive correlation, though very
small, between outer head size andintelligence. It remains to be
seen whether when cortical volume is measured more precisely
by x-rays, etc. this correlation rises at all. On the physiological
side, it is recognized that temporary states of oxygen deficien-
cy, etc. will lowerintelligence test performance and that certain
physiological deficiencies will cause mental defect to the point
of imbecility. The use of primary ability tests and tests of the
provincials also has helped a good deal in brain surgery in
locating areas of damage. Thus, in summary, as of 1980 a good
deal has become knownscientifically about the nature and
measurement of human abilities. For example, we have the
triadic structure of abilities, the degrees of heritability, the fact
that intelligence in normally distributed in most populations,
the fact that there is no sex difference on intelligence as a
whole, the fact that age curve development follows a different
form in fluid and crystallized intelligence, and the fact that
learning in various domainsis positively correlated with per-
formance onintelligencetests.

3. The Effectiveness of Mental Tests in the Schools Psycho-
logists’s Task of Diagnosing Retardation, Educational
Difficulties, and Scholarship Capacity

As we turn to applications we noted that a rule of thumb use
of tests has proceeded alongside the more sophisticated use now
possible from knowledge of the structure and the developmen-
tal properties of abilities, as discussed above. In thefirst place
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the construction of the mostvalid intelligence tests has profited

from the knowledge of structure. For example,it is knownthat

tests which involve what Spearman defined as ‘‘the perception

and eduction of relations and correlates” is central to a good

intelligence sub-test. Thus in the case of the analogies test where

we might way:
“kitten is to cat as puppy is to

one first educes a relation between kitten and cat, namely a

generational relation, and then having educed that relation one

applies it to puppy producing the correlate “dog.”

This process of perceiving relationships enters also, of course,

into classification tests, e.g., “Point out the odd item in:

Beech Oak Grass Ash”

The same theory of intelligence, defining it as the capacity

to perceive complex relations, shows that we should be able to

test intelligence by complex relations amongspatial and audi-

tory presentations that have no “reference meaning,” in the

sense of not requiring prior knowledge about them. Thus the

five subtest examples in Figure 1 do not depend on knowledge

and show whatcan be done to produceculturefairtests.

These examples show that it should be possible to set up a

culture fair intelligence test with purely “perceptual’’ items.

When this is done the factor analyses (Cattell, 1971) show that

such tests are good measures of fluid intelligence rather than

crystallized intelligence, which latter is the main factor mea-

sured in the WAIS, the Binet, the Stanford, and othertradi-

tional tests (Cohen, 1959).
That these tests can, in social use, be considered culture fair

is shown by twofindings: 1) That immigrants to the U.S. from

a different culture tested on arrival and tested a year or so later

rise considerably on ordinary intelligence tests but do not do

so on a culture fair intelligence test (Cattell, Feingold and

Sarason, 1981). 2) When identically the same tests forms are

given in different countries they give mean values for the

populations that are virtually equal. This has been shownfor

example, to hold for the U.S.A., Hong Kong, Japan, Italy,

Germany, and so on.

The first use of intelligence tests in school systems, as indi-

cated above in introducing the Binet, was in the form of indh-

vidual tests, for the clinical purpose of picking out defectives.

The points of separation have been at 1.Q.’s of 70, 50, and 25,

but with changing labels. The original labels at the beginning of

99
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FIGURE 1

Examples of Five Culture Fair Perceptual, Relation-Education
Subtests of Proven Validity for Fluid Intelligence

Choose one to fill dotted square.

elelel3
Choose odd one.

A) iQ] [b]
Choose one wherein dot could be placed as in ‘tem onleft.

Classitication

  
Topology

Choose one to complete analogy.

Analogies

JeA- lille OA
Choose one to fill empty square at left.

Matrices

  
From Form B,Scales I and II, IPAT Culture-Fair Test. By kind permission of the Institute ofPersonality and Ability Testing, 1602 Coronado Drive, Champaign, Illinois
Analogies section from Cattell Scale II, Harrap & Co.
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the century were the idiot level at an I1.Q. below about25,the

imbecile below an I.Q. of about 50, and the mental defective

below a figure of 70. These standards have not changed butthe

labels have, in what is probably an ineffectual attempt by

euphemisms to escape from the social recognition of serious

retardation involved in applying these terms. In anycase, the

important outcome was that the introduction of intelligence

tests enabled the diagnosis to be much more reliably made.

The present writer can remember in the 1920s seeing school

medical officers who would point to a picture of Queen Vic-

toria on the wall and ask the child who it was. After 2 or 3

questions of that kind the doctor would pronounce the child

normal or mentally defective.
A very common use in Child Guidance Clinics and thelike

became, andstill is, that of separating low intelligence from

poor school performance. There are many causes, such as

absence from school throughillness, parents who move around

too frequently, and so on, which produce educational back-

wardness in children of quite normal intelligence. Using both

standardized school achievement measures and intelligence

tests, as well perhaps as primary ability tests, a good psycholo-

gist today can easily distinguish what the child’s problem is

and arrange remedial education on the one hand or allocation

to a special school on the other.

The second main use of ability tests in the school system has

been in connection with promotion and scholarship selection.

As stated above, this has in the last two decades been under

debate, and we shall probe the matter more fully later. Mean-

while we are concerned only with the extent of experience with

the methods and their degree of success. It would take too

much space to set out data from different countries on this

matter but it can be said definitely that it has been a consider-

able success in as much as a child’s performance 2, 3, and 4

years ahead is better predicted by an intelligence test than by

his momentary examination grade levels at the time. The results

of practice with tests of this kind, statistically analyzed,is that

university students average higher on the intelligence quotient

than those who do not go to the university, and in schools like

those of England, Germany, and France in the last generation,

the children who went to selective secondary schools proved

higher in average intelligence than those who did not. The

following Figure 2, showsresults from England:
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FIGURE 2

Rangesof Intelligence in English
Schools and Universities

UNIVERSITY 475151 155
ObtainedDegree

CAMBRIDGE272.—42....!59 University
WOMEN.
STUDENTS

Non-degree Y ”

SECONDARY "5 199

N2 130°§CENTBAL——

PRIVATE 92:5 128

ELEMENTARY 82:5 18-5

9b "5

INTELLIGENCE
QUOTIENTa

1(00=NORMAL 60 70 150 160

INTELLIGENCE RELATING TO EDUCATIONAL GRouP

A third main area of use of ability tests in schools is that of
vocational guidance or counseling. Of course ability tests are
also used from the opposite end of the employmenttransaction
in vocational selection by industries and the military. Again
the success of this practical application has been verygreat.

Probably the best and most systematic evidence on whatis
gained from the use of psychological tests in regard to occupa-
tions is available in the records of the military psychologists
in World Wars I and II. In World War I there was only a rough
beginning, but in World WarII psychological testing units were
installed in the Army, the Air Force and the Navy. Selection
for special training for officer candidate schools, for medical
training, etc. was carried out with ever more advanced methods.
Table One shows someresults from Harrell and Harrell (1945)
on the average intelligence levels found for various occupa-
tions.

Similar results were obtained in England for occupations in
peace time by the present writer as shownin Figure 3.

There should be no mistaking of the fact that although there
are significant differences in the mean I.Q. between,say, jani-
tors and doctors, there is nevertheless a wide spread in each
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TABLE 1

Occupational Meansof Intelligence

Based Partly on Army Drafts

(American Data & English Data)

Distribution of Intelligence Over Occupations

Occupation Mean

Professors and Researchers 134 (Cl)

Professors and Researchers 131 (C2)

Physicians and Surgeons 128 (Cl)

Lawyers 128 (H&H)

Engineers (Civil and Mechanical) 125 (Cl)

School Teachers 123 (C)

School Teachers 123 (H&H)

School Teachers 121 (H&W)

General Managers in Business 122 (C)

Educational Administrators 122 (C)

Pharmacists 120 (H&H)

Accountants 119 (C)

Accountants 128 (H&H)

Nurses 119 (C1)

Stenographers 118 (C)

Stenographers 121 (H&H)

Efficiency (Time Engineer) Specialists 118 (C)

Senior Clerks 118 (C)

Managers, Production 118 (H&H)

Managers, Miscellaneous 116 (H&H)

Cashiers 116 (H&H)

Airmen (USAF) 115 (H&H)

Foremen (Industry) 114 (C)

Foremen 109 (H&H)

Telephone Operators 112 (C)

Clerks 112 (C)

Clerks, General 118 (H&H)

Salesmen (Traveling) 112 (C)

Salesmen (Door to Door) 108 (C)

Salesmen 114 (H&H)

Psychiatric Aides 111 (C&S)

Electricians 109 (H&H)

Policemen 108 (C)

Fitters (Precision) 108 (C1)

Fitters 98 (H&W)

Mechanics 106 (H&H)

Machine Operators 105 (H&H)

Store Managers 103 (C)
Shopkeepers 103 (H&W)

Upholsterers 103 (H&H)

Butchers 103 (H&H)

Welders 102 (H&H)

Sheet Metal Workers 100 (C)

Combined results on occupation means from Cattell (C, C,, Cz) (1934),
Harrell and Harrell (Harell (1945), Himmelweit and Whitfield (H & W)
(1944) and Cattell and Shotwell (C & S) (1954).
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FIGURE 3

Occupation RangesofIntelligence

(English Data)

|
25 physicians and surgeons

socmtral-school teachers : 4
|20civy engineers

18 (highest grade) mechanicul engineers 140
90elementary-school teachers 7

iSgeneral managets {in busmesses) 137
57 shorthand typists: 12g

$4 commercial
4 typists 2g

satonaercial travellers lp

|

30 secondary - school and uruversinj teachers +i.
6

250 nurses | Lay
19 telephone operators js

52 precision fitters Lig
nnanaes wcoach-body bunlders

20 sheet- metal workers
i 2shop) assistants

eeeA a3 cabinet Makers
aa33 machine operators

% 24coach trimmers
|__| 12 hairdreseers— :16 upholsterers

4 ee19 facto kers and sorters[oo ry pak
60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

<—— INTELLIGENCE QUUTIENTS —-———_——

Intelligence Levels in Various Occupations (For Purposes of Vocational Guidance)

The central figure and ~~ on each line indicates the average I.Q.
for the sample taken. The length of the line subtends the scatter of
I.Q.for the middle 50 per cent. in that occupation.
Abstracted fron: measurements on more than a thousandadults, as

reported in “Occupational Normsof Intelligence and Standardisation
of an Adult Intelligence Test,” by R. B. Cattell, Brit. 7. Psychol.,
vol. xxv, July 1934.

Further data contributing to the standardisation of occupational
normsof I.Q.. will be found in “Mean Intelligence Scores of a Random
Sample of Occupations,’ by H. T. Himmelweit and J. W. Whitfield,
7. Indus.Medicine, 1226, 1044 :.
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occupation. This could be due on the one handto the fact that

as the Old Testamentsays ‘“‘chance happeneth to them all.” But,

although there is no question that accidents of life and back-

ground play a large role in where one finishes up occupational-

ly, the spread in real effectiveness need not be as big as these

diagrams suggest. The total effectiveness of the individualis not

just his or her intelligence, but also depends on a number of

character qualities and it is quite likely that if one took a com-

bination of intelligence and the necessary character qualities
one would find less spread within each occupation,relative to

the difference between them, than is evidenced in the above

diagrams.
In some school systemsone has already before school leaving

a sorting whichis half way towards an occupationalsorting. For

example, in the British schools in the first half of this centuryit

was usual for the higher secondary and public schools to lead to

the professions, for the intermediate schools to lead to clerical

and similiar skilled occupations, and for the elementary schools

in the main to lead to semi-skilled and unskilled occupations —

and the curricula were adaptedto this. Clearly, this presupposed

that the selection byabilities that was going on was adequate to
be a basis for such predictions (Burt, 1917, 1959) but as we
shall argue in Section 7 below, selection by personality and
motivation measuresis also necessary if one is to achieve predic-
tions of future performance that are better than those by
abilities alone.

4. The Use of Tests in Child Guidance Clinics, Handling
Problem Behavior in School

A curious fact of clinical practice is that it has been usual to
give ability tests to problem children, neurotic children, and
the like, brought to Child Guidance Clinics, but not to adults
whovisit a psychotherapist or a psychiatrist. For example, one
can read Freud from end to end without encountering any case
in which an intelligence test was applied. To some extentthis
represents nothing butblind tradition, but it also has somebasis
in the fact that problem behavior in school, whichatfirst sight
seems to be emotional in nature, often turns out to be tied up
with ability and performancedifficulties. At the same time,in
passing, it might be suggested that more direct investigation of
personality dynamics might well be undertaken with children
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with school problems, and conversely, some measures of abilitytaken on the adult patients who go toa psychotherapist. ForitIs quite possible that some of the difficuties of the adult arisefrom inability to keep up with his professional or work de-mands, or from Jack of skills, e.g., in dealing with people, in

also other tests which drew on other abilities such as the Good-enough drawing of a man test and the Knox cube andothers.It was not unusual also to apply tests of sensory acuity, as ofhearing and vision, since every now and then somechild would

brought out in twoclassical books by Burt, namely, The YoungDelinquent (1935) and The Backward Child (1937). It wassoon noted, for example, both in London by Burt, and inChicago by Healy, that young delinquents on the whole average
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societies and at all ages, and indeed the relation tends to dis-

“4 the adult realm, but it is evident that some forms of

‘ated with poor mental capacity.

In most Child Guidance Clinics the referrals from schools

for study by the psychologist, are about 50/50 of cases of back-

wardness and cases of problem behavior. It soon became an

adage in Child Guidance Clinics that ‘scratch a case of scholas-

tic backwardness and you find a case of emotional problem

behavior.” It is true that perhaps a half of all cases referred for

backwardness turned out to be cases where the school perfor-

mance was proportional to what one would expect from the

intelligence score and the intelligence score was distinctly low.

Another half of the cases, approximately, however, would show

a perfectly normal or even superior intelligence associated with

backwardness in school achievement. Moreover, every NOW and

then, one would encounter a child wi

130, or even higher, who for various e

school and played truant. Sometimes1

was bored by the average pace of the class and becameincreas-

ingly inattentive and day dreaming. In other cases, of course,

there were home background difficulties and the Clinic oper-

ated through social workers to try to produce situational

changes that would result in better school achievement more in

line with the individual’s proven intelligence. In passing, one

may note that the use of individual intelligence and ability

testing, e.g., as by use of the Stanford, Binet, or the WISC in

Child Guidance Clinics in counseling resulted in the view that

individual testing is more reliable than group testing. This

created a suspicion of group testing whichis in fact unjustified.

If properly proctored, assuring that every child is attending to

the instructions and timing, there are actually some advantages

in group testing. For example, a child will often be shy and

awkward in an individualtesting situation, showing poorresults

in consequence of his embarrassment, and, on the psycho-

logist’s side thereis a tendencyto give a bright-looking child the

benefit of the doubt on one or two ambiguous responses. If

properly carried out with a well-designed intelligence test, group

testing can be depended upon to be reliable for the great

majority. In any case, a repeat testing 2 or 3 days later, will

often reveal any inaccuracies by showing an undue discrepancy

between the first and second performance.

t was as simple as that he
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5, The Correlation Magnitudes Typically Reached BetweenSchool Performance and Psychological Tests

research: 1) the estimation of a performance A from a perfor-mance B at some given time, 2) the more common dictionarymeaning of estimating from some performance today what theperformance will be, say, a year or more hence. Much psycho-logical data that is published concerns itself only with thefirstof these as in, for example, the extent to which the intelligencesof 200 children mn March will predict the scholastic perfor-mances in the same month. However, psychology becomes asuperior science whenit can also predict into the future as whenone is selecting, say, scholarship children for special advancededucation which leads to going to college in the future. Thedifference between the two capacities to predict is the differ-
ence between merestatistics on the one hand, and the scienceof psychology on the other, which knows what the typical agedevelopment changes are or, whattraits are more hereditarythan others, and whatsituations will modify traits. An illustra-
tion of the difference of these two could be given by consider-
ing the testing of draftees into the military, say at an age of
about 20. If we were out to estimate what these draftees would
do in ordinary schooling, immediately, an ordinary, traditional
intelligence test, which tests crystallized intelligence, would do
slightly better than a culture fair intelligence test. The correla-

that ts in fact school achievement itself. Thus oneis predicting
school achievement not only from intelligence but from a mix-ture of school achievement itself with the intelligence test
scores. But now let us consider that these recruits go into quite
different performances from anything to which they are accus-
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tional intelligence test the prediction will be biased by inclusion

of the level of certain classroom skills which have no relevance

whatever to the new world into which the recruit moves.

The level of prediction of school achievement (average over

subjects) from the ordinary intelligence test is known from

literally hundreds of research studies to be about +0.55. Thatis

to say, the correlation of the intelligence test with the school

grades would be about 55. It will be higher or lower according

to certain circumstances, as follows. First, it will depend on

reliability of the intelligence test on the one hand and thereli-

ability of school grading system on the other. If external exam-

inations such as those set up by the Educational Testing Service

are used instead of a teacher’s classroom grades one usually gets

somewhathigher figures. Most intelligence tests that take up to

three quarters of an hour or an hour achieve about as much as

can be achieved in terms of reliability — though by no means

always in validity. So not much improvement arises from

applying what 1s called the “‘correction for attenuation” for

unreliability in the intelligence test itself. Probably the pre-

dictive correlation, with perfectly reliable tests, is going to

center on about .6.

A second factor which influences the degree of correlation

between school performance and the intelligence test is the

range of intelligence and of achievement in the given neighbor-

hood or school. The greater the range thelarger the correlation

coefficient. Thus in college freshmen, who have already been

restricted in range to some extent in regard to both intelligence

and achievement, the correlations are likely to fall to about .4.

The third, and some would think the most important, factor

is the students’ uniformity of exposure to educational condi-

tions in the school and in the home. Where these conditions are

highly uniform as in the middle class environment where

schools are good and the home backgrounds are stimulating,

the correlation is likely to be better than in neighborhoods

where school achievement is determined more by other influ-

ences than the individual’s ability.

As indicated above, the prediction from intelligence tests

depends also on the kind of school achievement that is being

measured. Each subject has whatis called a g-saturation whichis

usually determined by correlation with the crystallized intelli-

gence factor, though it differs very little from the correlation

with the fluid intelligence factor. Thus such subjects as mathe-
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matics, grammatical analysis, classical languages, and physicscorrelate as highly as .8 with intelligence, while the g-saturationof subjects like geography, painting and drawing, and someskilled performances in athletics, correlate very little withintelligence, though they may involve memory and manualdexterity and suchlike abilities to a greater extent.
It is probable that quite a numberof performancesin every-day life, in occupations and elsewhere correlate relatively littlewith intelligence, but the schools have seemingly chosen as theirteaching ground the more abstract and intelligence-demandingsubjects, presumably because these are matters that are notpicked up easily and automatically in everydaylife expvrience.
Recently the question which Spearmanraised, of therelative

g-saturation of school subjects, has come up for discussion in
new terms andsituations, notably by Jensen, who has referred
to “A” and “B” school subject curricula. Thefirst covers those
that demand a good deal of intelligence, like mathematics,
physics, etc., and the second those that demandlittle, like
finger painting, learning under certain ways of teaching geo-
graphy and history, and so on. Actually the distinction is quite
an old one going back at least to the middle ages where the
scholastics recognized two levels of performance in what were
called the quadrivium, of arithmetic, astronomy, music, and
geometry, and the trivium, which covered three subjects easily
learnt, namely, grammar, logic and rhetoric. Thus what some
educators like Jensen are calling the “A” curriculum is analo-
gous to the quadrivium and that called the “B” curriculum
would play therole of the trivium of medieval times.

forward on quite a different ground, namely, that teachers
seem to be having great difficulty in teaching the “‘A” type of
subjects to many children who seemed to be puzzled and
frustrated by them and reduced to a low sense of self confi-
dence and interest in school work. Jensen was, indeed (1980)
openly proposing that the curriculum be made easy in order
that more persons might graduate through it. In the recent
(April, 1983) report to the President on American education it
was substantiated that average performance has been on the
decline for at least a decade and that this declineis greatest in
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science and mathematics. Since the latter are among the most

g-loaded subjects this fits my data and hypothesis concerning a

one point fall of 1.Q. within the generation, due toa dysgenic

birth rate, especially since the other features I predicted, e.g.

the crime rates, are also present (Cattell, 1983b). However, the

finding in the Department of Education report that teachers’

classroom grades went up while the more precise objective test

results went down would suggest the alternative of supple-

mentary hypothesis that permissiveness, associated with a

decline in home and school demands on morale, is also respon-

If one were to adopt the philosophy and the policy of adapt-

ing divisions of schools and curricula to the known distribution

of intelligence, it would probably result in a threefold rather

than a twofold division, since the normal distribution curve can

be cut with greater clarity of separation by putting the middle

50% in one group and the top-most 95% in another and the

lower 25% in another. The average 1.Q. score in the middle

group would, of course, be 100, and that of the upper and

lower groups would be well distinguished from this at values of

about 85 and 115. On the other hand, though occupations are

not everything in life, a division slightly different from this

might be made on the erounds of the higher level of education

to be demanded from different sections of the work force. Thus

the whole class of occupations which wecall professional, and

all of which demand a pretty good intelligence level, might

amount only to a seventh or an eighth of the population, while

the unskilled work at the lower level which largely demands

steady application, might cover as much as 30% of the popula-

tion. The division of schools into elementary, intermediate, and

secondary in Great Britain between 1920 and 1945 approxi

mated this. However, the advance in actual job distributions,

toward a higher proportion of clerical and technically skilled

occupations, might now dictate a somewhatdifferent array of

schools channels.

Instead of tackling the question of intelligence in relation

to curriculum by creating different types of schools, some

countries have preferred a single school, with varying degrees

of reclassification for different subjects. The argument for a

single social group in schoolis that one half then learns how the

other half lives, though the counter argument1s that progressis

impeded in school achievement in the higherintelligence group.



could be reached by extending psychological tests measurement
from intelligence tests to tests in the primary abilities. In prac-
tice this is no great problem,since, if an intelligence test takes
about an hour, and a primary abilities test about an hour and
a half, as in the up-to-date Hakstian test (1978) one is only
taking half a morning out of a child’s schoollife to establish
reclassifications with better confidence. Incidentally, one
would of course repeat this testing once every two years, or
even every year, in view of some changes that may take place in
the primaryability levels, though, as indicated, the likelihood of
a change of more than 5 points on an I.Q. score is not very high.
Nevertheless reliable practice demands more routine retesting
than has been characteristic. Indeed, one of the chief objections
to Sir Cyril Burt’s classification of British school children on
the basis of intelligence tests was that the tests were taken only
ouce at the age of 11 years when the separate streams devel-
oped, whereas good practice would havecalled for repeating the
testing at any rate once a year for the next 3 years and reclas-
sifing borderline children accordingto the results.

6. The Extent to Which Predictions From Tests Can be
Extended to Minority Groups and Special Situations.

nized society, intelligence tests and other forms of psychologi-
cal tests have proven themselves very valuable, criticism has
developed especially in the 60s regarding the fairness of tests
to minority groups. Two purely technical psychological ques-
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tions are involved here, plus a general question of philosophy

in society. The technical questionsare: 1) is there evidence that

the structure of abilities is the same in minority groups as in

society generally? and 2) are the levels of performance on the

various structures, such as fluid and crystallized intelligence,

spatial ability, verbal ability, etc. significantly different or

equal? The philosophical question we will come to in due

course. Contrary to what has often been alleged, the structure

of abilities does seem to be very similar, as shown, for exam-

ple, by Horn and Cattell, Jensen and others. For that matter

the structure of abilities seems to be very similar even if one

goes to foreign countries. For example, the structure of the

culture fair intelligence test in Germany comes very close

indeed to the same saturations for the various subtests as was

obtained in America ((Weiss, 1969) See also Guilford, (1967)).

There is also the question of whether intelligence correlates

with achievement in much the same way. It would be quite

possible that there are differences here, and Lynn’s results in

Japan (1977) could be partly explained by supposing that

school competition is so much moreintense in Japan that the

correlation of achievement with intelligence becomeshigher.

However, Humphreys, who has entered into the debate on the

fairness of the intelligence tests to blacks in America, shows

that the correlation of intelligence with school performanceis

very similar within a black group to that within a white group

(Stanley, 1971). In general, both within social status groups

and across countries, therefore, the main conclusion would be

that the structure of abilities is very similar, e.g., there is fluid

and crystallized intelligence in different countries and there are

primary abilities that take much the same form. Further, the

mode of operation of these abilities in producing achievement

seems to be not very different in the sense that the correlations

are not radically of a different order between, say, achievement

and intelligence in different groups.

The embarrassing question that remains, therefore, concerns

the reality of differences of average ability in different minority

eroups within the United States, or of different countries. That

quite significant differences of average score in ethnic sub-

groups exist is unquestionable, andit is primarily the znterpreta-

tion of these differences about which debate should seek an

answer. Thus in the United States the blacks, the Indians and

some other groups score substantially below the white aver-
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age, while the Jews score above and there is some suggestionthat oriental groups also score somewhat above (Lynn, 1977).
A thorough examination of this question by an impartial
set of scientists is found in the book by Loehlin, Lindzey &
Spuhler (1975). The biggest difference so far found is that
between blacks in the United States and the white average,
which has repeatedly been found to be in the neighborhood of
15 points of I.Q. Difficulties constantly arise in journalistic
discussions of findings in the human sciences due to the quite
appalling lack of simplestatistical education in the high schools.
Thus the statementthat there is a 15 point difference in average
tells us nothing immediately about an individual, white or
black. It does tell us that there will be considerable overlap of

racial group.It also tells us, however, that if we look for persons
with I.Q.s of above, say, 130, which is a cutting point some-
times used for upper professional performances, the chances
of finding a black among 1,000 or of a white among 1,000 to
exceed 130 is far higher in the second group. That is to say,it
is towards the ends of the distributions that the differences in
frequency of individuals of the given intelligence level become
very noticeable.

Unfortunately, the bulk of the findings Shuey (1958),
McGurk (1967), Eysenck (1971), Shockley (1970) of this 15
point difference has been based on traditional intelligence
tests. Psychologists have indeed been slow in their technical
grasp of the difference between fluid and crystallized intelli-
gence and the differences of inference to be drawn from culture
fair, fluid intelligence measures on the one hand and traditional,
crystallized intelligence tests on the other. Wherever we expect
a difference to be due largely to culture adequate investigation
should obviously have been made with culture fair intelligence
tests. As yet such testing is by no means adequate, but it does
show as mentioned beforehand, that say Chinese in Taiwan,
English in the English elementary schools, or French, German,
and U.S. school children all performed much the same on the
culture fair intelligence tests. Nevertheless, the indications are
generally that where an ethnic group hasfallen, say, below the
majority average in the United States on a traditional intelli-
gence test it also tends to fall below the average on the culture
fair test, though not to the sameextent.
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Actually, if one looks at primary abilities one again gets

some significant differences among ethnic groups, which, again,

have to be carefully interpreted in terms of possible causes.

Figure 4 shows someresults alongthisline.

As suggested above it is important to keep in mind through-

out this section that statistically significant differences of

means are consistent with considerable overlap among the

groups and therefore do not justify any inference about an

individual’s intelligence on the basis of his group affiliation.

On the other hand unless we understand the existence of these

differences we may draw some very false conclusions from

evidence on the percentages of different ethnic groups In, say,

different occupations. The fact is that we should expect fewer

persons in a professional occupation demanding substantial

intelligence from a group that falls below the general average,

and more persons, from one above. For example, in the U.S.

there are relatively more Jewish persons in advanced physics,

the law, and similar high intelligence professions, reflecting at

least in part the mean group difference of that group from

others.
As stated above, an up-to-date general survey of ethnic group

differences is available in Loehlin, Lindzey & Spuhler, but the

psychologist who has met the issue of ethnic and racial differ-

ences head on, and has handled a hot potato which few psy-

chologists were prepared to touch, has been Arthur Jensen, in

three well known books (1972, 1973, 1980). Eysenck in

Britain has also written with technical skill on these issues

(1971).
On the question of how muchofthese differences is inherent

and genetic versus cultural, there are wide differences of opin-

ion, with writers like Jensen and Eysenck on one side and

Kamin (1974), Lewontin (1970) and Vernon (1982) on the

other. In speaking of the use of psychological tests in the

schools the question of heritability of intelligence cannot be

dodged. It is, however, a very complex subject and can scarcely

be handled here except in the briefest of outlines. There are

two main methods of investigating behavior genetics, 1.c¢.,

mental inheritance, namely, the twin method and the multiple

abstract variance analysis (MAVA) method. In the twin method

one compares the differences of identical twins on a trait

measure with the differences of fraternal twins. If the differ-

ence of the former is much less then we can say that there 1s
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Figure 4
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substantial heredity in the trait, since the fraternal twins differ

genetically just as any pair of sibs would. The MAVA method,

which the present writer introduced some years ago, is more

complex, involving comparisons of unrelated children reared

together, of true sibs reared apart, and several other constella-

tions. Briefly, the conclusion as of 1982 seems to be that the

variance of intelligence in our present population is, in terms of

crystallized intelligence, about 50/50, but nearer to 70% or 80%

‘nherited in the case of fluid intelligence. It is part of the

complexity of the issue that this figure will differ according to

whether we are talking about variance within the family or

variance between families and also that it will vary somewhat

‘n different societies. There is also the question of whether

environmental forces act in cooperation with the genetic

differences or oppose them. Thatis to say,is there positive or

negative correlation between the impinging environmental influ-

ence and the genetic deviation of the individual from the

mean? Opinion in the general public, and also in psychologists

who have not been very much engaged in research, seemsto be

an expectation of a positive correlation, i.e., “unto him that

hath shall be given.” The present results do not support this and

point to a quite significant negative correlation. This is tenta-

tively interpreted today as meaning that in the classroom situa-

tion in comprehensive schools teaching tends to bring pressure

more strongly upon the less intelligent and to keep the more

intelligent marking time.

The whole matter of expected differences between groups in

regard to school performance, as inferred from psychological

tests, has been thoroughly surveyed by Jensen in over the past

two decades Educability and Group Differences (1973) and

there is also much data in Jencks Inequality (1972) and in

Eysenck’s The Inequality ofMan (1973). Eysenck’s Race, Intel-

ligence, and Education (1971) also takes up this question with

regard to the West Indian immigration into English schools,

concluding that significant differences do exist though notof

the magnitude of those found with the black group in the U.S.

The fact that most researchers discover substantial heritabil-

ity for intelligence does notinitself justify the conclusion that

the differences found between ethnic and racial groups are

genetic in nature. It does however, suggest a probability, unless

other evidence points against this. In the course of the last

twenty years there have been several studies claiming to pro-
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duce substantial changes in I.Q. in children from underprivi-
leged homes, and this of course has been the basis of ‘“‘Head-
start”’ and similar programs. Thereis a considerable discrepancy
between the report of these studies in the press and the report
of them in scientific papers after they have been edited by
competent researchers. In a brief survey of such studies by a
very eminent educational psychologist, David Glass (1968),
aptly named “Piltdown man in Education,”the general conclu-
sion he has drawn is that on

a

first newspaperreport a 20 point
gain in I.Q.is reported. Ina report at a scientific meeting, where
more critical standards have to be adopted,it falls to about a 10
point increment. After the results have been combed for false
statistical procedures by competent analysts it is likely to fall to
about 2 or 3 points (Page, 1940)! There would naturally be no
improbability in improvements being brought aboutin tests of
crystallized intelligence, both through the effect of repeated
testing in what Vernon calls “test sophistication” and also
because the individual becomes acquainted with specific learnt
discriminations in a particular field. But that gain is gradually
lost as the specific intensive training in the givenfield is discon-
tinued and in any case it does not seem to spread to other
fields, either otherfields of crystallized intelligence expression,
or in fluid intelligence measures, as Feingold, Sarason and the
present writer have shown (1941). We shall return to a broader
discussion of the implication of these group differences in
Section 8, after discussion of related matters in Section 7.

7. The Extent to Which Prediction of Achievement, Scho-
larship Selection and Vocational Counseling Can be
Improved by Adding Personality and Motivation Tests to
Ability Tests

The main themehereis the use of intelligence and otherabil-
ity tests in education. But it would be a mistake to consider abil-
ity tests in isolation, because their full predictive possibilities
cannot be understood by sound psychological theory unless we
also include personality and motivation measures. Moreover,al-
though up to this point most educational psychologists have
stayed with ability tests, it is inevitable that in the future their
technical skills will move on to the use of a combination of
ability and personality tests.
To prepare for discussion in this section a very brief digres-
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sion must be madeinto personality and motivationtests. It has

taken about half a century to reach the samelevel of clarity in

regard to personality structure as was achieved by Spearman

and Thurstone in the first 30 years of this century in the field

of abilities. What we recognize now in the personality field is

that no matter whether one approaches by ratings of behavior

in everyday life or by questionnaires, or by situational perfor-

mance test of personality, one arrives at roughly some 20

primary factors and some 8 or 9 secondary (second order)

factors. It is still not always clear what the origins of these

separate structures are. Among the primaries we recognize

proof of Freud’s notion of an ego structure and a super ego

structure, of Bleuler’s conception of a schizothyme and cyclo-

thyme temperament dimension, of Jung’s notions of extrover-

sion and introversion, as well as some half dozen factors which

could not be perceived at the clinical level but required the

microscope of multivariate, factor analytic methods. The same

structures have been shown to exist at different age levels,

developing through childhood, and also in different cultures,

in that structure of the 76 Personality Factor Questionnaire,

the Clinical Analysis Questionnaire, and the High School

Personality Questionnaire all seem to be much the same in

Anglo-Saxon countries, in France, Italy, Germany, Japan, etc.

We can thus conclude that we are dealing with essentially

universal dimensions of human nature. Furthermore, we can

give scores to these from questionnaires and from the OA

batteries (Cattell & Schuerger, 1978) which permit a profile to

be set up for any given individual across some 16 to 28 factors.

The development of objective motivation strength factors,

i.e., measures of the strength of interests by other than ques-

tionnaires, which are fallible in measuring motives,is thelatest

development of all. Such tests as the Motivational Analysis Test

and the School Motivational Analysis Test are now yielding

criteria on relationships in education andin clinical psychology.

These motivation tests measure dynamic structures about halt

of which are the primary drives, as found in the primates and

the mammals generally, and another half of them are acquired

patterns representing learning from such institutions as the

church, the family, the peer group, the occupation, recreation

area, and so on.

As soon as these new measures became available Cattell &

Butcher (1958), with a substantial grant from the Office of
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Education, set out to investigate how much prediction of
school achievement could be obtained from these measures in
conjunction with intelligence tests. Their book, The Prediction
of Achievement and Creatwity, came out in 1968 and immedi-
ately vindicated the common observation of teachers that
personality and character qualities could be as important as
abilities in predicting school achievement. As with the primary
abilities, there were differences in the combinations of tratts
that predicted this and that area of school achievement, but
there were also some very broad results common to virtually
all fields of grade prediction. Thus it was found that the super
ego strength, as one might well expect, is positively predictive
of school achievement, over and above intelligence, that self
sufficiency is also important, and that assertiveness and pugna-
city are negatively related,as also is surgency. Whatis called the
specification equation assigns weights to each of these 16
personality factors in the prediction of general achievementas
follows: (Cattell & Butcher, 1968)..

Ach = .15A + .50B + .10C... + .25G... + -20Q, + .20Q3
Only the more loaded and better known personality traits are

included here, A being cyclothyme tendency, B intelligence, C
ego strength, G super ego strength, Q, self sufficiency and Q,
the self sentiment. It is importantto notice that although some
of the names might suggest identity, the measurements by the
Motwation Analysis Test are what is called “in new factor
space,”’ beyond that of the personality factors. That is to say,
they definitely add information which is not present in the
above general personality factor measures. The finding from the
motivation area can be summarized by Figure 5 which shows
the factors which distinguish the overachiever from the under-
achiever in the dynamic field. It will be seen that the super ego
and the self sentiment are powerful contributors, and that
pugnacity and gregariousness contribute negatively. In some
ages the strength of the sex drive is also contributing negatively.
The result of this pioneer survey of the contributions of the

three domains of psychological tests can be summarized in
Table 2.

What this table indicates is that with these high school
students -the I.Q. continues to contribute what it has hitherto
typically been found to do, namely, a correlation of plus .5
and a contribution to the variance, therefore, of 25%. The
combined personality factors also contribute about another



TABLE 2

Degrees of Prediction of School Reached by

Addition of Personality (HSPQ) & Motivation

(SMAT)Traits to Intelligence in High School Children

a

Criteria

Test of personality, Number of} ———---—------------_-

motivation, and predictor Standardized Average of

ability variables achievement test school grades

a

SMAT 15 .522 (.282) 482 (.164)

*HSPOQ(less factor B)t 13 .520 (.329) 597 (.462)

HSPQ + SMAT 28 .688 (.367) 117 (.449)

HSPQ + SMAT + IQ 29 854 (.734) .813 (.650)

nnn

core

Source: Cattell and Butcher (1968).

* HSPQ = High School Personality Questionnaire.

+ Factor B is a measureofintelligence.

Figures in parentheses are the multiple correlation coefficients corrected for shrinkage.
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FIGURE 5

Motivation Traits that Contribute to Over versus
Under Achievement(Intelligence Constant)
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95% of the variance, and the motivation measures contribute

close to 20%. Considering that the objective motivation mea-

sures here were in their infancy, we might expect that in the

future about one quarter of the variance of achievement comes

from abilities, one quarter from the general personality traits,

and one quarter from motivation. What this means in terms of

the learning process is discussed in Cattell 1971, 1980, Gagne

1967, and others.

The statistician will recognize that this is a truly remarkable

degree of prediction, since it leaves only 25% to chance, which

wn these circumstances might be called the home environment,

the social class, and other things. Of course, the personality of

the child already includes to some extent the consequences

of these environmental conditions, so we do not have a clean

split of contribution from whatis in the individual from contri-

bution that is also the environment. Nevertheless, it shows that

the powerof psychologicaltests today to predict school achieve-

ment is very great if the psychologist worksintelligently with

personality and interest measures as well as ability measures.

Among the swings of interest that have taken place in educa-

tion, that from straight school performanceto creativity, which

occupied much attention in the 60s, deserves comment here.

The psychological analysis shows pretty clearly that the differ-

ence between achievement in regular grades and creativity

resides in the personality factors rather than in the ability fac-

tors. High intelligence, or high performance on the appropriate

primary ability are, of course, necessary for creativity. But they

do not confer creativity in themselves, and indeed there is some

opposition between the personality characteristics that aid

achievement in examinations and those which favorcreativity.

One such is introversion, which is positively connected with

creativity, whereas the teacher’s idea of the normal child is

often an extrovert. A second difference is that dominance (E

factor on the High School Personality questionnaire) which

favors creativity is negatively related to achievement orades.

That is to say, docility, the opposite of the self assertive erg E

in the SMAT, favors receptivity to learning and total perfor-

mance on grade scores. It is interesting that Cattell and his

coworkers have shown (1963) that the pattern of the creative

personality is almost identical across different fields, e.g., in

science, in writing fiction, in art, etc. and that introversion

with dominance is the common characteristic.
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selection in England, by means of intelligence tests rather
than literal classroom performance, the observation was some-
times madethatintelligence tests might reliably be selecting the
intelligent child, but that his performance later in life some-
times showed very little more than passive intelligence and a
capacity to score in academic examinations. It is certainly
very easy to point to examples from, say, William Pitt to
Winston Churchill, where school performance had little predic-
tive power in relation to achievements in later life, and it is
biographically evident that in these cases the personality factors
we have found above were in fact operative. If scholarships, for
example, are to be given in anticipation of contributions to
society in adult life, rather than examination passing in schools,
there is a strong argument for including personality and motiva-
tion measures along with ability measures in psychological
testing in schools for scholarship purposes.

8. Inherent Test Properties Affecting an Acceptable Use of
Psychological Tests in the School System

In this section we have to cover a somewhat miscellaneousset
of topics that have to do with the use of psychological tests in
schools. These require attention to the degree of technical
adaptability and reliability on tests themselves, while in the
next section we must deal with broader questions of social
situational reaction to testing and turn later to the less conden-
sable social issues. In considering use of tests across the school
age range we must note the technical fact that thereliability
and validity of intelligence tests is higher at later ages than at
earlier ages. There are several reasons for this. First is the
obvious one that a child of 6, 7, and 8 cannot be expected to
train his concentration upon a problem as readily as can one of
15, 16, or 17, so that some unreliability arises from motiva-
tional fluctuations. Secondly our predictions are more blind
at this age because we do not know as much aboutthestructure
of abilities in really young children as we do atlater ages. In
consequences, the intelligence tests available are not as reliably
interpretable as at later states of development. Indeed, when
one gets down to 3 or 4 years of age the evidence seemsto be
that sheer motor performance is as important in the score on
certain tests such as the Merrill Palmer (See Cattell & Bristol,
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1933) and the Gesell (1980) measures as what we recognize to

be the general factors of fluid and crystallized ability. However,

Cattell has shown (1963, 1971) that at least the fluid and

crystallized general factors can be distinguished in the 4 to 8

year range. In connection with the confounding with manipula-

tive motorskills it is noteworthy that the young chimpanzeeat

the same age as the human infant is actually ahead in most

manipulative skills. However, there are few situations, as far as

the school is concerned, where any weight has to be put upon

tests before the age of 6, 7, or 8 years. As a consequence of

what has just been indicated, particularly the fact that indi-

vidual testing is essential at the early age, we have decidedly

smaller samples on which to base information about distribu-

tions of intelligence and differences among groups. In the

domain of culture fair intelligence tests, suitable for measuring

fluid intelligence, we at least have 3 scales available at successive

ages, namely, scale 1 from age 4 to 8, scale 2 from age 8 to 12,

and scale 3 above that age into the performance of superior

adults (Cattell, 1971).

An important question in regard to the situations in which

intelligence tests are given concerns the effect of motivation

and rapport with the examiner. There is no doubtthat a skilled

examiner will get better results through establishing better

rapport with the subjects before beginning testing. On the

other hand systematic experiments have shown surprisingly

little relationship between motivation and test performance

(Spearman, 1923, Burt & Williams, 1962). There is consider-

able relationship between motivation and test performances of

a simple kind such as speed of tapping or speed of cancellation

of letters in the printed page, butrelatively little in the more

abstract performances. Thus Spearman and others since have

arranged to give an intelligence test to a group with minimum

motivation and again with someprize such as $5.00 for exceed-

ing one’s previous performance, and the result seems to be that

the rank order of the subjects remains much the same under

the two conditions, though the performance does improve

slighly under the stronger motivation. Most well designed

intelligence tests put the items in order of increasing difficulty,

so that speed does not enter so much into the results, because

the more able person proceeds further in any case. Of course,

there is ideally the technical trick of correcting for guessing in

these selective answer tests. For example, if there are 5 alterna-
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tive answers a person has a 20% chance of being right even
though he has no insight into the problem whatever. These
technical aspects of item construction etc. may be studies in
books such as Cancro (1971), Cattell (1971) and Jensen (1980).

Another situational circumstance that has to be taken into

that is called “test sophistication” Adkins (1937), Vernon
(1965, 1969). This reflects the gain which takes place in re-
peated experience of intelligence tests through knowing some-
thing about the layout of tests and what to expect in the
timing, etc. The fact is that on readministering the same or
equivalent tests one finds improvement from the first to the
second administration and again between the second and third,
gradually diminishing until the point of the fifth or sixth
administration when no further improvement takes place.
This improvementis not great, corresponding to about 3 to 6
points of I.Q., but there is no doubt that a set of children who
have never seen an intelligence test before will not do quite as
well as a set of children who have, say, been tested every year
on intelligence tests. In the IPAT culture fair intelligence tests
there are always 2 equivalent forms, A and B, whichare to be
given in that order. The norms for B are then slightly different
from those for A,allowing for the practice that has occurred on
form A. Obviously the alert psychologist will find out if his
group has hadintelligence tests before and proceed with norms
accordingly.

It is usual to give intelligence tests with a time limit for each
sub-test which permits only the brightest to complete the test.
This is really a concession to practicality since if one gave an
intelligence test in the class period without time limits there
would naturally be some who would still be working onthetest
long after the class ends. As Spearman found,the results show
that a set of candidates of much the same age come out in much
the same order whenthe test is administered with a time limit
and without a time limit, but, of course, the norms must be
different in the twocases.

been constant pressures from school teachers, but more particu-
larly in industry, for shorter and shorter intelligence tests. In
many cases test designers have succumbed to this. One way of
succumbing to it is to use only onekind of sub-test as was the
case in the Miller analogies or the Raven matrices, but this is
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unacceptable from the standpoint of knowledge of ability

structure. Every sub-test of one type contains a specific ability

as well as the general intelligence it is supposed to measure.

Consequently, one tries to reduce the effect of intrusion of a

specific ability by having, say, 6 or more different sub-tests all

of good saturation on the general factor and operating with

different specifics. Thus if one wishes to measure fluid intelli-

gence it is better to use the culture fair test with some 4 or

more different sub-tests than the Raven matrices, which also

aim at fluid intelligence, but rest on only one type of sub-test.

Wehave already discussed above the social aspects of intelli-

gence testing that has to do with problems of difference of

performance among different ethnic groups. As there stated a

good deal of this difference persists even with a switch to

culture fair intelligence tests. There are also social status differ-

ences in performance which have evoked much debate. Typical-

ly the intelligence level of people in different occupations will

be significantly different and in as much as inheritance of

intelligence occurs there will be differences in children’s scores

according to the social status, occupationally, of their parents.

With ordinary intelligence tests which measure crystallized

intelligence this correlation between intelligence of the child

and occupational and educational level of the parent has been

about the magnitude of .3 (McArthur & Elley, 1963). This is

quite a small correlation and accounts for only one tenth of

the variance, since the fraction of variance accountedforis the

square of the correlation coefficient. This low value is under-

standable in view of the fact that chance plays its role every-

where in occupational success, and also in terms of the wide

standard deviation of intelligence which we know exists in any

one occupation. If culture fair intelligence tests are used the

correlation falls from about .3 to .2 indicating, as would be

expected, that part of the superior performance of children

of higher social status arises from the educational background

advantages in their families. If one is thinking in terms of

recruitment of resources in high intelligence, say above an I.Q.

of 130, then a higher proportion of children of 1.Q. 130 and

above will be found in professional families than in skilled

workers and a higher proportion in skilled workers than in

unskilled workers. However, due to the relatively iarge propor-

tion of the population in the last category,it turns out that the

absolute number contributed is still greater from the lower
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strata than from the upperstrata (Cattell, 1938). This statistical
consideration which justified the educational plan which Sir
Cyril Burt introduced in England of selection according to
intelligence tests rather than immediate school achievement,
and which resulted in such a remarkable transformation in the
proportion of students with workingclass parents in the ancient
universities of Oxford and Cambridge, for example, justifies
more useofintelligence tests in the educational system.
The notion that whole groups — be they cultural groups,

racial groups, or regional groups — may differ significantly in
intelligence (even on culture fair tests, which suggest one is
dealing with a genetic difference) is one that is accepted with
difficulty by most journalists and probably the general public.
The fact is that urban groups generally score higher on intelli-
gence than rural groups, and that various migratory selections
produce average differences of I.Q. Thus Lynn, dividing Great
Britain into a numberof regions, shows that intelligence test
results from the schools showsignificant differences according
to region and that other features of the region are related to
these intelligence differences. For example, the proportion of
students who go to the university, the inverse of the infantile
death rate, the average real earings, etc. relate themselves to
the average intelligence level. It is of course, debatable whichis
cause and whichis effect, but if we are dealing with reasonably
culture fair intelligence tests the suggestion is that some migra-
tory tendencies have persisted over many generationsin Britain
and produced some real differences of mean between the
regions. Something approaching this has been demonstrated by
Thorndike and Woodyard (1942) in America, in as much as
different cities showed a tendencytostatistically different score
levels. One would surely expect that a region ofattractivecli-
mate and other conditions such as, say, Santa Barbara in Calli-
fornia, would attract more intelligence than

a

city, say, such as
Detroit, and that this would occur simply through a process of
voluntary selection going on for manyyears. In general there is
nothing much one has to do aboutthis, since the aim of testing
is to treat each individual on his own merits. However, one
needs to take even comparatively small differences in mean into
account in understanding whythere are differences from differ-
ent regions. For example it is quite unfair to accuse teachers of
responsibility for poor performance in a region where the
performance of the children is poorer than another, since this
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may be partly or largely due to the differences in distribution of

child intelligence in the two places. Furthermore it is well

recognized that the rate of progress of children in a particular

classroom is determined quite as much by the level of the

child’s associates as by the quality of the teaching. The predic-

tion of achievement from intelligence therefore has to take

into account the ambient situation in the classrooms, in that a

child of, say, I.Q. 100 in a class averaging I.Q. 95 will not make

such progress as a child of I.Q. 100 in a class averaging 105.

Extensions of discussion of questions of this kind will be found

in Jensen’s Educability and Group Differences (1973). It will be

recognized from this that the final best prediction of scholastic

performance from tests requires not only the use of general

intelligence tests and primary ability tests, along with personal-

ity and motivation measures, but also an allowance for the

teaching circumstances, in which the type of class companion-

ship is important. There are often not easily defined but persis-

tent cultural atmospheres to be taken into account in this

connection. For example in Hawaii, the Hawaiian culture is

unsympathetic to individual competition whereas in, say,

New York, individual ambition is approved and the child is

accustomed to commendation from his parents and others for

higher achievement in a competitive situation. Among native

Hawaiians it is more usual for the solidarity of the group to

show up in disapproval of the individual whotries to show he

knows more than his peers. Of course, this latter, as a peer

culture, is not lacking as a motive, say, in English public schools,

where a “‘swot’? who studies hard is sometimes looked at

askance as having gone over too much to the values of his

teachers, but it is by no meansas pervasive and completein its

effect on motivation as in, say, a native Hawaiian group.

9, Social Reactions to Psychological Testing

Before looking at what the present state of the art of psycho-

logical assessment suggests in terms of school testing installa-

tions, let us look at what the problemsare in regard to social

readiness to permit the advances in psychology as a science to

be applied to the school system.

Between 1945 and 1975 a revolt occurred in somecircles

against examinations in general and intelligence testing in

particular, which has actually reached the point of creating
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more space than we haveherefortheir substantiation. Probably
two different origins are mainly to be considered. First after
Sputnik went up in 1957 there was such a shock to the con-
viction of American technical superiority that there was a call
for increased pressure in the schools for achievement, particu-
larly in the sciences. This call for pressure seems to have evoked
a counter-culture, appearing under various manifestations and
names such as the “beatnik” culture, the “me” generation and
so on. In studentrevolts in the universities in the 60s it took the
form of objection to examinations and theview that the avant.
garde position on testing wasthat the individual should only be
compared with his own previous performances and not with
the performances of others. It resembled the view in Omar
Khayyam about the day of judgement:

They talk of somestrict Testing of us — Pish!
He’s a Good Fellow and ’twill all be well.

The second source, and it was one with sharper political
edges, came from the minority groups, principally the blacks,
who showed up with poor performance both on the intelli-
gence tests and on the standardized schools performance exami-
nations. The view was that the tests were in some way biased
against minorities and newintelligence tests were invented to
handle this. The upshot, briefly, was that this did notalter the
main effect and that one hadin the endto recognizethat there
was likely to be a steady and persistent difference in mean
performance from different ethnic groups.

The revolt had origins from a far wider field than response
to testing itself so far as a brief summary of the above can
venture to conclude. It sprang from 1) the post-war movement
toward general permissiveness in the narcissistic “me” genera-
tion, 2) the questioning of authority due to the Viet Nam War,
3) the discontent of minorities with the findings on tests,
4) notably in Britain, a left-wing condemnation of “elites”, and
5) perhaps the reaction in American schools to the above
“Sputnik” pressure.

Back of 1) and 4) particularly has been a simple-minded
misunderstanding of the words, due largely to Jefferson and
Franklin, that ‘“‘all men are created equal.” These authors
obviously never for a moment believed in biological equality,
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but only in that equality of rights and opportunities, along with

abolition of unfair privilege and the inauguration of promotion

by talents, for which both the French and American revolutions

had fought. Although equal opportunity and a culture aimed at

a meritocracy have a minor distinction (in that the latter adds

that the more able should also govern) they necessarily involve

similar procedures. And here we meet a psychological force

that has always existed, apart from the events of 1965 to 1975,

namely an envy of superior performance. This is well studied

by Nathaniel Weyl (1969) in his analysis of the role of envy in

historical situations, associated with destruction of leaders.

Herrnstein (1973) also recognizes this in his book on L.Q. and

the Meritocracy and Young in The Rise of the Meritocracy

(1958). In short, human nature is such that, even if one works

to do away with privilege, individual differences will not be

eliminate. See Dixon & Johnson (1980), Osborne, Noble &

Weyl (1978), Williams (1956), and Burt (1959). In certain cul-

tures more jealousy than admiration maybedirectedat superior

performance. That is to say, even if we set up fair devices to let

the more able and dedicated rise to leadership position it will

not destroy the projection of envy against such groups. The

matters just discussed deserve being brought more prominently

in the mass media into a healing illumination, since the cost of

such tendencies is considerable. For example, the aboliton of

intelligence testing from school systemshas clearly resulted in a

recrudescence of misplacement of students in regard to appro-

priate opportunities. It has led to misunderstandings of causes

of backwardness, (associated with unfair pressures being put

uponthe less able) and in rising costs in industry through having

square pegs in round holes. What actually happened in many

English schools when the Labour governmentabolished the “11

plus”’ intelligence test selection built by Burt and many other

progressive psychologists was a return to evaluation by the

headmaster, who could notpossibly know the capacities of all

the children under his charge and who might be subject to pres-

sure from privileged parents. The role of political and general

social forces in detail here had better be studied by a historian

of education, but from a psychologist’s viewpoint the outcome

can only be compared to the state of agression in the medieval

world that arose out of the ruins of the orderly Roman Empire.

The technical criticisms of intelligence selection — which

may well be rationalizations for the more emotional objec-
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tions discussed above — were on the surface 1) that intelligence
was not nearly as much inherited as had been argued and that
in fact the constancy of the I.Q. was an artifact on which no
basic arguments for school organization should be placed, 2)
that testing children only once at 11 years of age did not give
reliable evaluation, and 3) that this testing put a great strain
on the child because his parents realized that much of his
career thereafter depended on his performance then. There is
some truth in each of these objections, particularly in the
notion that an intelligence test and a school achievementtest
applied just at the end of one particular semester could not be a
fair assessment of the child’s potential. There could also be
objections from a psychologist on the grounds that newer
culture fair, intelligence tests were not used, and on the grounds
that personality traits, which also have some degree of per-
manence, and whichalso predict future achievement, were not
taken into accountin promotion.
When the greater present day technical reliability of selection

is accepted, there still remainsa principle to be settled regard-
ing special educational expenditure. Should it be on the top,
say, 10% of highly gifted children or on the lagging 10% of dull
and backward children? Aware as we presently are of falling
standards in literacy etc., both compassion and the need for a
dependable electorate call for doing all we can do to lift the
level of those in the I.Q. 75 and below range. Appropriate
teaching requires there be at least twice the expenditure per
child than is given to the normal. But thereliable research evi-
dence is that the results are quite small in reducingilliteracy in
the truly lower borderline defective group. A eugenist is com-
pelled to argue that the social conscience should, in terms of
family planning have shifted the higher birth rate in thefirst
place from the I.Q. 70-80 range to the I.Q. 120-130 range.

Incidentally, the third cause of opposition to testing — main-
ly the black minority objection — can beset aside as far as fact
and logic are concerned, for with suitable tests there is no
evidence of poor performance being associated with ethnic
minorities as such. As mentioned above the Jewish and the
Chinese minorities actually tend to perform above the general
American average.

Meanwhile all that is labelled as concern about the ‘“‘excep-
tional child” continues to ignore the exceptionally bright and
their needs. There is sufficient evidence, e.g., in the negative
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correlation of environmental stimulation and innate intelligence

level (Cattell, 1982) to justify the conclusion that whatlittle

“streaming” of brighter and duller classes is now acceptedfails

to save the bright from boredom and from performance below

their true potential. Yet these are the people on whom the

safety and prosperity level of the nation will especially depend.

The principle that longer and more challenging education

should be given to the innately better endowed gets questioned

mainly through lack of understanding of humanability struc-

ture. The same people that question this in regard to intelli-

gence will recognize that when a child is so tone deaf that he

cannot distinguished the national anthem from Pop Goes the

Weasel you do not waste prolonged musical education on him

— incidentally at the cost of his own exasperation.

Education addresses itself partly to establishing the general

educational foundations necessary for occupations, and partly

to developing full expression of the individual in cultural,

political and other fields. The latter is hard to focus, quantita-

tively by present concepts and methods, but the problem in

occupationsis relatively clear, namely, that we have a shortage

of people available for the occupations needing higherintelli-

gence and education, while we seem to have an excess of

persons whoare able only to handle unskilled work. Unfortun-

ately for this state of affairs, the whole trend in this century has
been towards creating more complex, intelligence-demanding

occupations. Thus as the present writer has shown in more

detail elsewhere (1982) a dislocation has occurred between the
distribution of demands, and, on the other hand, the distribu-

tion of the supply of abilities. The abilities, of course, reach

levels determined by training superimposed on inherent intelli-
gence, but the latter, alone, can produce, by the wrong kind of

birth rates, a dislocation. The dislocation between the curves of

supply and demandinevitably lead to unemploymentin theless

skilled occupations and a perhaps excessive earning differential

in the market value of the highly able and creative individuals

(1982).
The losses in cultural productivity through this neglect of the

selected bright are, of course, difficult to document,as is any

creativity. (See however, Cattell & Brennan’s (1982) relation of

national I.Q. to national productivity). What brings the relation

home to those who think more at the basic level of national

security is such examples as cite elsewhere about performance
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in war. In the highly technical warfare of today the alarm
about the higher production of qualified scientists by the
Soviets relative to the U.S.A.is fully justified.

This has been discussed on TV, for example, in terms of
supply of teachers, but it also has to do with the supply of
exceptionally bright students. And to be realistic this must be
considered also a eugenic problem. Perhaps because teachers
have been inclined to align with nurture in nature-nurture
controversies, they have been slow to turn their attention to
the sources of good quality in the raw material of their trade.
Unlike builders who protest at having to make bricks from
straw they tend to look no further than at what theyare given.
They seem to have been afraid to get involved in eugenic issues,
yet the supply of intelligent children is really their problem
more than that of any otherinstitutional group.It is very prob-
able that an unbiased educational psychological survey would
show as suggested abovethat theslight falls in the last decade in
certain educational levels of school readingare partly associated
with birth rates.
One wonders where the log-jams are in public thought and

policy on these issues. It would be interesting to get a poll to
find out what percentage of the general public today misinter-
prets the statement that “all men are created equal,” in the
manner discussed above, and how this affects the required
broader approach to today’s problem of scholastic levels and
expenditures. And does the apparent oppposition to acceptance
of partly innate difference on psychological tests reside in
teachers, parent-teachers associations, or educational adminis-
trators? The education of the present adult generation seems
sometimes to have been left largely in the hands of journalists
and the media, and there can be no doubt that over the last
thirty years these verbally facile, scientifically largely untrained
“thinkers” have been partly responsible for the present prob-
lem. Of the dozens of public-issue-discussing “‘round tables” on
I'V I have yet to see one that considered eugenic questions or
included any leading psychometrist among the politicians,
bureaucrats and journalists. The British Broadcasting Corpora-
tion, with its talks by Eysenck and other psychologists, andits
airing of the Sir Cyril Burt debate, is an encouraging exception
to this stifling conspiracy of silence. A fascinating, almost
incredible documentation of the situation in American journal-
ism recently appeared in Professor Herrnstein’s article concern-
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ing major newspapers and the heredity question in the Atlantic

Monthly, August, 1982, entitled “I.Q. testing & the media.”’

Anyone concerned to understand the origins of the present

unintelligent utilization of intelligence tests mustfirst read this,

if he is to shape a practicable strategy of public enlightenment.

10. A Plan for the Best ‘‘Test Installation” for Developmental

Monitoring in Schools at the Present State of the Art of

Psychological Testing

As indicated in the introduction, the use of psychological

tests in schools has been sporadic, uneven, fluctuating from

decade to decade, and confined often to rather special areas.

Thus since Binet at the beginning of the century and the various

developments by psychologists of measures for the backward

child, there has been a pretty consistent use of intelligencetests

by school psychologists and psychiatrists and Child Guidance

Clinics, to diagnose the causes of backwardness and to direct

retarded children into special classes for the retarded. Butelse-

where the uses have been sporadic and fugitive.

One of the major losses through absence of a reasonable

approach to the problem as indicated in an introductory way

above, is, the neglect of the more gifted children in ourpresent

educational system. Protests have, it is true, arisen in thelast

decade to the effect that we have meant by attention to “‘excep-

tional children” only concentration on the exceptionally back-

ward and that no administrative category exists for special

handling of the exceptionally talented. There is no question

that the child of I.Q. 130 or above, such as Terman (1926)

studied, loses some of his keeness and suffers some maladjust-

ment in being tied to the pace of the average classroom. There

have alwaysbeen,of course,stories that the intellectually bright

are in some way emotionally maladjusted, schizophrenic or

whatever. This was shown to be a mythfirst by the extensive

studies of Terman who foundthat, if anything, the children in

the high I.Q. category were better emotionally adjusted, of

better physical status, and in general above average in other

respects than intelligence alone. We have to blame Dryden for

putting the popular myth in the couplet:
Great wits are sure to madnessnearallied,

Andthin partitions do their boundsdivide
It may well be that in certain ages and situations the more
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intelligent have in time become maladjusted, but at least at the
age investigated by psychologists today there is, if anything, a
moderate positive correlation between intelligence and other
desirable personality qualities.
The suggestion here for improving education of the bright in

the educational system namely, by having special classes for the
exceptionally intelligent, say, 5% of the population, needs to be
considered not only from the standpoint of the developmentof
the individual but also of the needs of society. The needs of
society in terms ofits general cultural standards are obvious but
not easy to ducument. Only by turning to a rather brutal issue,
namely, that of national security in war, can one pointedly
bring out the importance of this talented group. The present
writer has referred (1937), for example, to the fact that the
performance of individual German U-boat captains differed
enormously (in terms of tonnage sunk) and that a few able
commanders accounted for far more than all other officers
and crews together. Unfortunately destructive acts seem more
easily countable than constructive ones, but thereis surely little
doubt that in what Churchill called “the Wizard War” victory
and security is going to depend enormously upon a small
percentage of very top brains involved in defense. Hereis a very
practical reason why we cannotafford to let our most gifted
section of the school population be held back by some doctri-
naire view that all must march at the samerate and in the same
manner through the school system. Likewise it would be true,
though less concretely demonstrable, that the losses in national
cultural productivity through lack of adjustment of education
to talent are just as disastrous.
The rational remedy for the real weaknesses brought out by

the criticisms to which the Burtian system became subject was
to improve the testing not to abolish it. As regards the stress on
the child, spreading out the talent evaluation over years would
tend to reduce that. It mightalso be said that the child’s future
life is going to be full of stresses and that it is part of growing
up to learn how to manage them. The question of how much
pressure societies put upon children is, of course, an important
one and we know that in, for example, both Germany and
Japan these competitive stresses are very great, whereas in
Britain and America they appear to beless so. This is a matter
of national culture which is beyond ouranalysis or remedying
in the present discussion. What we can call for is a more effi-
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cient and reliable psychological testing system which might be
called a monitoring rather than a single decision process. By
monitoring we mean that the best possible test installation,1.e.,
a set of suitable well-standardized intelligence and personality
tests, would be incorporated in the regular school procedures in
such a way as to occur, say, at yearly intervals from school
entry onward. These records could be filed, and, being on a
similar system, would be useful when a child moves from one
school district to another. They would especially permit more
attention to the process of developmentof the child, since there
would be records permitting comparisons over times and
circumstances. One can think of many cases of adult problems
in crime and in mental hospital incarceration where some
records of earlier development would have been very valuable
indeed in avoiding the final unfortunate outcomes. In short, a
consideration of this problem leads one to the conclusion that a
simple installation of measurement at yearly or two yearly
intervals, based largely on grouptesting, and requiring verylittle
addition to school organization, could be extremely valuable.

The work upon which this publication is based was performed pursuant
to the Contract No. NIE-P-82-0089 of the National Institute of Educa-
tion. It does not, however, necessarily reflect the views of that agency.
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TEST SCORES AS MEASURES OF HUMANCAPITAL

AND FORECASTING TOOLS

BARBARA LERNER

Princeton, New Jersey

If we knew what abilities people needed — to develop a

modern economy or to maintain one — and could measure

those abilities with enough precision to allow for meaningful

comparisons between populations, over time and across space,

we would have a powerful measure of human capital, and an

economic forecasting tool of considerable promise. This essay

is an attempt to explore the possibility that we are already in

that fortunate position but have not yet seen or exploited our

luck because the questions are in one field, and the answers

are in another.

Questions about human capital and its impact on the econo-

mies of nations are economists’ questions, for the most part,

and when economists look for measures of human capital, they

usually look to traditional measures like “‘years of schooling

completed” or “highest degree received.”’ These measures are

linked to the notion of human capital by

a

set of assumptions:

1) That there is a positive relationship between the abilities

needed to run an advanced economy and the things that are

taught in schools, and 2) that more time spentsitting in school

rooms leads to higher levels of those abilities. These measures

are indirect because the abilities themselves are not measured,

only other indicators believed to correlate with them. They are

also very crude, because the magnitude of the correlation

between abilities and indicators is, in each case, an unknown,

and an inconstant one at that. Measures with these defects can

be and often are seriously misleading but, without more direct

and exact measures to compare them with, danger signals may

be few and far between. Often, they do not appear at all until

long after the optimal time to act — by altering predictions

and/or by taking remedial action of some sort — has passed.

Test scores, on the other hand, offer direct measures of a

variety of more-or-less specific abilities and, when the tests in

question are well-constructed, objective, standardizedtests, they

are fairly precise measures that can be kept quite constant, over

time and across space. Test experts know this; they also know a



1. Literacy: Two Measures, Two Forecasts
This is easiest to demonstrate by focusing on literacy and

using American data to illustrate the point. Literacy is the ob-
vious example here because its economic relevance is so clear.
In advanced industrial economies, it is a necessary requirement
for most skilled jobs, manual or nonmanual:in post-industrial
economies — computerized service-and-information-oriented
ones, for example — it may well turn out to be a requirement
for all of them, as suggested by the continuing decline in the
number of unskilled jobs available in the United States and in
other nations with highly developed economies. (1) |

Economists are, of course, aware of these facts and have
been studying the impact of literacy on economic development
for a long time. In the United States, they usually rely on
Census Reports for this purpose because they offer the most
complete data available on the American population as a whole,
and because they have a wonderfulhistorical sweep — the U.S.
Census Bureau has been counting American noses since 1789
and has reported rates of illiteracy in the population since
1870. Initially, they simply asked people if they could read
and write or not, and recorded their answers. In 1947, they
limited the scope of their inquires by assuming that people
with 5 or more years of schooling were, ipso facto, literate; in
1952 they decided that 6 or more years of schooling completed
was a safer benchmark for literacy and that, along with self-

(1) U.S. Census Bureau, Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial
Times to 1970, Part 1, p. 139 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1975).
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report data on Americans with fewer than 6 years of schooling,

has continued to bethecriterion, up to the present day. (2)

Using these criteria, the Census Bureau reported that the

rate of illiteracy among Americans over the ages of 14 or 15

years was 11.3% at the turn of the century, and declined to

1.2% by 1970.(3) Among Americans aged 14 to 24, the rates

reported were lowerstill, amounting to a mere .6% in 1959 and

falling to .2% in 1979.(4) More encouraging still, the long-

standing educational gap between white and black Americans

seemed to be closing at last, at least in the emerging generation.

In 1959, the illiteracy rate for black Americans aged 14 to 24

was only 1.2%, but it was still more than double the white

rate; by 1979, the rates were the same for both groups — .2%,

according to the Census measures. (5)

On this basis, it would have seemed reasonable — at least to

a post hoc noneconomist — to make a number of optimistic

forecasts for the U.S. economy in the 1980s, e.g., no shortage

of literate workers, no serious structural unemployment prob-

lems, and a quick end to the potentially disruptive conse-

quences of black-white disparities in employment and income.

Thus far, none of those happy forecasts have been borne out,

and familiarity with the results of studies using psychometric

measures of the same variable — literacy — suggested that they

were not likely to be. Familiarity with these results was not,

however, widespread, even among psychometricians, let alone

among economists, due, primarily, to the fragmentation of the

social sciences and the mutual oblivion thatit breeds.

Mutual oblivion and fragmentation nothwithstanding, psy-

chometricians also measuredliteracy, but only in recent times,

and only very intermittently at that, and they added to the

confusion by using different tests with different populations

at different points in time, each with a somewhat different

definition of literacy.(6) The result is a confusing farrago of

2) Ibid., pp. 364-365.

3) U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1981, p. 143.

4) Ibid., p. 143.

5) Ibid., p. 143.

(6) Louis Harris & Associates, Survival Literacy Study, No. 2036, National

Reading Council, September, 1970; Louis Harris and Associates, The 1971 National

Reading Difficulty Index, New York, 1971 ERIC ED 057 312; Richard T. Murphy,

Adult Functional Reading Study, Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Education,

1973; N. Northcutt, Adult Functional Competency: A Summary (Austin, Texas:



do, because they measureit directly. They ask people to dem-
onstrate their comprehension of simple, written questions by
responding appropriately to a fixed number of them in a
delimited period of time undercontrolled conditions,

In 1970, 1971, and 1975, researchers from the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) did this, using only
easy, everyday questionsof the sort that are ubiquitous to every-
day life and work in a society with an advanced economy.(7)
They found that in 1975, the best of the three years studied,
12.6% of all American 17 year olds still enrolled in school
were functionally illiterate, unable to respondcorrectly to even
75% of these easy, everyday items; 44.4% were semi-literate,
missing more than 10% but less than 25%. Worst yet, these
figures are gross underestimates of the actual extent ofilliter-
acy among American teenagers in the 1970s, because students
who dropped out of school at age 16 — approximately 20 to
25% of the total youth population in the last decade or so —

rate of illiteracy for cohorts reaching their eighteenth birthday
in the 1970s can safely be estimated to have beenatleast 20%;
the semi-literacy rate was probably closer to 60%.(8) And the

University of Texas, March, 1975). See also Abraham Carp, ‘“‘The Reading Problem
in the United States,” 17, 36-45, in Reginald Corder, The Information Base for
Reading: A Critical View of the Information Base for Current Assumptions Regara-
ing the Status of Instruction and Achievement in Reading in the United States,
Washington, D.C.: Office of Education, 1971; T.G. Sticht, J.S. Caylor, R.P. Kern,
and L.C. Fox, “Project REALISTIC: Determination of Adult Functional Literacy
Levels,” Reading Research Quarterly, Vol. 7, 1972, pp. 424-465; Rose-Marie Weber,
“Adult Illiteracy in the U.S.,” in John B. Carroll & Jeanne Chall (Eds.), Toward a
Literate Society (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975).

(7) National Assessment of Educational Progress, Functional Literacy: Basic
Reading Performance (Denver, Colorado: NAEP, 1976).

(8) Barbara Lerner, Minimum Competence, Maximum Choice: Second Chance
Legislation, pp. 86-89 (New York: Irvington, 1980a); Barbara Lerner, ‘‘The Minimum
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black-white gap was still dramatic: 41.6% of all black 17 year

olds still enrolled in school in 1975 were functionally iliterate;

82.7% were semi-literate.(9)

On this basis, it would have seemed reasonable to predict

serious shortages of literate workers throughout the 1980s

and perhaps beyond, along with high levels of structural unem-

ployment, particularly among younger black workers, and

increasing difficulty in meeting economic competition from

foreign countries with moreliterate workforces.

2. Higher Abilities: Traditional Measuresv. Economic Realities

With regard to questions of international economic competi-

tion, it seems clear that humancapital alone does not determine

outcome. It seems equally clear that it has an impact on it, an

impact that cannot be adequately assessed simply by counting

— however accurately — the size of each country’s literate work

force. Something beyond mere literacy — some higher level of

knowledge and/or developed abilities, 1s obviously important

too, and must somehow be assessed, if we are to make reason-

able comparisons between nations, and reasonable predictions

and recommendations based on them.

The Assessment of these higherlevel abilities is far more diffi-

cult than the assessment of literacy because we are muchless

clear about what they are and because we must, nonetheless,

employ a higher level of measurement in assessing them if we

are to produce results that have some practical utility. Literacy

is not only easier to define, it is also easier to measure because

‘t is a minimum standard, a threshold requirement. There 1s

room for a narrow range of disagreement about exactly where

the threshold is, but the basic question posed — how many

workers in a country are literate, how many not— Is a nominal

one, so a simple nominal measure suffices. All that is required

‘s a device that allows us to sort data into two categories, and

to count the numbersin each.

Questions abouthigher abilities, on the other hand, are ques-

tions aboutrelative standards, questions about “how much”’as

Competence Testing Movement,” American Psychologist, pp. 1058-1059, Vol. 36,

October, 1981a, 1057-1066; Barbara Lerner, ‘‘Vouchers for Literacy: Second Chance

Legislation,” Phi Delta Kappan, December, 1981b, 252-255.

(9) Lerner, 1980a, op.cit. at p. 88.
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well as about “how many,” and there is no fixed reference
point for “how much.” How muchis enoughvaries; in econom-
ic terms, it is a function of the competition that a nation must
meet to succeed in a particular market at a particular point in
time. To answer questions of that sort, ordinal or equalinterval
measures are required, measures that allow us to rank order
nations according to the respective levels of knowledge and
developed abilities attained by their work force, or segments of
it, at particular points in time.
When economists try to dothis, they generally rely, once

again, on the traditional measures of human capital, “‘years
of schooling completed” and/or ‘diplomas received.” This
approach does not solve the underlying definitional question —
which sorts of higher abilities are important to economic
success, which are not — but it does allow us to sidestep the
problem by assuming that whatever those unnamed abilities
are, they correlate with higher education in a straight forward
linear way.

Comparisons between countries based on these assumptions
indicate that the United States is far ahead of all potential
competitors.(10) In the last two decades, we sent more of our
young people to school for longer periods of time than any
other nation in the world,(11) and they emerged with more
diplomas than any other people on earth. The expansion of
education in this country in those two decades was striking,
particularly at the college and university level. At the high
school level, the great expansion took place earlier, and over a
longer period of time. In 1900, less than 10% of all American
18 year olds were high school graduates;(12) in 1950, 56%
were. By 1960, that figure had risen to 72.4%, and the per-
centages remained above the seventy percent mark through-
out that decade and the next one, while the actual number of
graduates swelled from 1,200,000 in 1950 to more than 3
million by 1980.(13) At the college and university level, enroll-

(10) Barbara Lerner, “American Education: How Are We Doing?” The Public
Interest, Vol. 69, Fall, 1982, pp. 59-82.

(11) Robert M. Bjork and Stewart E. Fraser, Population, Education and Chil-
dren’s Futures (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1980); Ruth L. Sivard,
World Military and Social Expenditures 1978 (Leesburg, Virginia: WMSE Publica-
tions, 1978); U.S. Census, 1981, op.cit., pp. 873-874.

(12) U.S. Census, Historical Statistics, op. cit., p. 379.
(13) U.S. Census, 1981, op. cit., p. 157.
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ment jumps in the last two decades were manifest in propor-

tional terms as well as in absolute numbers. In 1960, almost a

quarter of all U.S. high school graduates between the ages of

18 and 24 were enrolled in college; in 1970, almost a third of

them were, and that was true in 1980, too.(14) Freshman

enrollment figures were even higher. Throughout the 1970s,

approximately half of the members of each American high

school graduation group — about a million and a half students

a year — wentto college. (15)

Available data indicate that no other nation had a compar-

able educational record, across the board. Towards the end of

the twenty year period in question Japan, Russia and Sweden

rivalled the United States in the percentages of students gradu-

ating from secondary schools but not in the percentages going

on to college.(16) Sweden aside, the percentages of secondary

school graduates in most western European nations were much

lower than they were in America, ranging from 20% to 50% in

countries like England, France, Belgium, and Ireland.(17)

Percentages in other western European nations were even lower,

and more comparable to those in underdeveloped nations.

In West Germany, the Netherlands, and Italy, they were be-

low 20%; that was also the case in Iran, Thailand, India, and

Chile. (18)
The contrast between the United States and the rest of the

world with respect to college admission rates was even greater.

No other western nation sent nearly as high a proportion of

its secondary graduates on to college; neither did any Commu-

nist nation. Until very recently, the Soviet Union seemedto be

graduating only about two-thirds of its secondary school

students and sending only about 10% of them ontotheinstitu-

tions of higher learning.(19) Work by University of Chicago

(14) Ibid., p. 158.

(15) See, e.g., the annual reports issued by the College Entrance Examination

Board from 1972 through 1979 under the title National College Bound Seniors

(New York: CEEB, 1972-79).
(16) Lerner, 1982,op. cit.
(17) Judith V. Torney, A.N. Oppenheim, & Russell F. Farnen, Civic Education

in Ten Countries: An Empirical Study (New York: Wiley, 1975); Ralph W.Tyler,

“The U.S. vs. the World: A Comparison of Educational Performance, Phi Delta

Kappan, 1981, 62, 307-310; Richard M. Wolf, Achievement in America: National

Report of the United States for the International Educational Achievement Project

(New York: Teachers College Press, 1977).

(18) Ibid.
(19) Nigel Grant, Soviet Education, 4th ed. (New York: Penguin Books, 1979);
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mathematician Izaak Wirszup indicates that in the last few
years, the Soviet’s secondary school graduation rate rose dra-
matically but there was no comparable increase in the number
of Soviet students who go onto college, currently estimated at
about one million a year.(20) China, insofar as available data
enable us to Judge, seems to be graduating less than 20% of her
secondary students and to be allowing only about 5% of these —
less than 1% of the entire age group — to enterinstitutions of
higher learning. Thus, of some 6 million students who took the
newly reinstituted college entrance exam in China in 1978, only
about 290,000 were selected for post-secondary education, a
selection ratio of about 20 to 1.(21)

Using the same measures — years of schooling completed
and/or degrees received — American teachers seem as superior
as American students. In the mid-sixties, about 15% of the
elementary school teachers and about 30% of the high school
teachers in this country held masters or doctors degrees; by
1980, those figures had risen to about 40% and 50%, respec-
tively.(22) Comparisons made by the International Association
for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) in the
1960s and 70sindicate that no other nation had school teachers
with that many years of post-secondary education. (23)
On this basis, it would have seemed reasonable to anticipate

high and rising work force productivity in the United States,
and great success in meeting foreign competition in economic
endeavours, in which large pools of workers and managers
with highly developed abilities are a decided asset. In fact, the
opposite seems to have happened: American productivity
declined sharply, particularly in the 1970s, and American firms
experienced increasing difficulty in maintaining their former

Delbert & Roberta Long, Education in the USSR (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta
Kappa, 1980); Hedrick Smith, The Russians (New York: Ballantine Books, 1977)
p. 254.

(20) Izaak Wirszup, “The Soviet Challenge,” Educational Leadership, February
1981.

(21) Robert D. Barendsen, The 1978 National College Entrance Examination in
the People’s Republic of China (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Office of Education, 1979);
Fox Butterfield, China: Alive in the Bitter Sea (New York: Times Books, 1982), p.
197; Ronald Dore, The Diploma Disease (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1976), p. 171.

(22) U.S. Census 1981, op.cit., p. 151.
(23) A. Harry Passow, Harold J. Noah, Max A. Epstein, and John R. Mallea, The

National Case Study: An Empirical Comparative Study of Twenty-one Educational
Systems (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1976); Torneyetal, op. cit., p. 71.
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shares of the market, at home and abroad, in variety of areas

where human capital seems to play an importantrole. In many

of those areas, Japanese firms madestriking gains, but Swedish

firms did not, and countries like West Germany with much

smaller proportions of highly schooled workers and managers

did not seem unduly handicapped in competition with either

the Swedes or the Americans.

3. Test Scores, Occupational Competence, and Productivity

During this sameperiod, predictions made onthebasis oftest

scores would have been very different, particularly in the

American case, but few such predictions were made. Here, the

problem was not so mucha lack of familiarity on the part of

economists and others with test results over time; the failure was

one of connectedness. Almost all regular readers of the Ameri-

can press are aware that scores on one of the best known

standardized tests in routine use in this country — the Scholas-

tic Aptitude Test (SAT) — began to decline in 1964 and con-

tinued to do so at a generally accelerating rate for the next 16

years, through 1980.(24) The problem was that few readers

had any clear notion of what economic relevance, if any, that

had. The economic relevance of literacy seems clear; the eco-

nomicrelevance of the abilities measured by the SAT and a host

of similar tests — developed verbal and mathematical reasoning

abilities — seems much more obscure, not only to economists

but to many psychometricians as well.
Psychometricians are divided by subject matter specialty

areas into two main groups, one focusing on educational ques-

tions, the other on questions of industrial and organizational

psychology. When it comes to methodology, there is much

common ground between the two groups; when it comes to

substantive ideas, relatively little.

The psychometricians who developed the SAT were educators

and educational psychologists, and the concerns of industrial

psychologists, were, in many ways, as foreign to them as those

of economists. Their exclusive aim, from about 1900 on, wasto

devise a test that would be useful in predicting a high school

(24) College Board, On Further Examination: Report of the Advisory Panel on

the SAT Score Decline (New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1977);

College Board, op. cit., 1978, 1979, and 1980.
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student’s chances for success in college, Irrespective of the
exact nature of the substantive curriculum in the particular
high school he or she had attended.(25) The result of their
efforts, the SAT, was first introduced in 1926, and it has been
in continuoususe ever since, with samples of students that have
grown progressively larger over the years. In recent decades, the
number of American students taking it each year has ranged
from about a million to a million and a half.
From the beginning, the SAT did the job it was intended to

do quite well: correlations between high school SAT scores and
first year college grades have been consistently significant over
the years, no matter what sort of backgrounds thetest-takers
came from or which academic fields they entered. The usual
correlations were and are moderate, not high, but they are,
nonetheless, impressive, especially in light of the fact that, until
very recently, most schools using the SAT had highly selective
admissions policies. Students with low scores were usually
denied admission altogether, narrowing the range of scores in
the accepted group quite sharply, and making it much harder
to get high correlations, even with very large samples, than it
is with unselected samples exhibiting the full range of possible
scores. (26)

Scholastic predictive power notwithstanding, the link be-
tween the abilities measured by the SAT and those required
for occupational competence and economic productivity seems,
at first glance, to be much weaker. Many educational specialists
are unaware that it exists at all, and assume that the abilities
needed in the occupational sphere are quite distinct from those
needed in the academic one. In fact, however, there is a large
and growing mass of empirical evidence indicating that devel-
oped verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities are as impor-
tant in the occupational sphere as they are in the educational
one, and that tests of these abilities have comparable predictive
power in both spheres. This comparability extends to breadth
as well as to height: the predictive power of these tests cross-
cuts the lines between different jobs as easily as it crosscuts
those betweendifferent academicfields.
The evidence on this question is derived from a very large

(25) Barbara Lerner, “The War on Testing: David, Goliath, and Gallup.”’ The
Public Interest, Vol. 60, Summer, 1980b, pp. 126-127.

(26) Ibid., p. 137.
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number of studies by industrial psychologists over a period of

more than 50 years but, because most of these studies were

based on very small samples, their overall import was not

clearly perceived, even by industrial psychologists, until quite

recently. Results from studies with small samples can be and

often are seriously misleading — as misleading, in fact, as those

from studies using crude and inaccurate measures. Accurate

measures are essential, as illustrated by the exampleofliteracy,

for a clear picture of reality to emerge. Studies in industrial

psychology often met the first criterion; they seldom met the

second.
As a result, industrial psychologists found what looked, to

many of them in the 1960s and early 1970s, like an endless

array of situation-specific vocational requirements.(27) No

single test or group of tests seemed capable of predicting the

performance of workers or managers in different lines of work.

Worse yet, no single test or group of tests seemed capable of

predicting performance in different industrial settings, even

when the job titles and descriptions involved were virtually

identical. Generality seemed nonexistent; specificity all perva-

sive.
Methodological developments in the second half of the last

decade brought this chaotic picture into sharp and sudden

focus. New meta-analytic techniques developed more or less

simultaneously by separate groups of educational and industrial

psychologists in the late 1970s allowed psychometricians to

ageregate data across hundreds of separate small sample studies

creating combined sample sizes in the thousands and hundreds

of thousands, correcting for the severe deficiencies in sample

size that had plagued their work in the past,(28) and in some

(27) L.E. Albright, J.R. Glennon, and W.J. Smith, The Use of Psychological Tests

in Industry (Cleveland: Howard Allen, 1963), p. 18; E.E. Ghiselli, The Validity of

Occupational Aptitude Tests (New York: Wiley, 1966), p. 28; Robert M. Guion,

Personnel Testing (New York: McGraw Hill, 1965), p. 126.

(28) Gene V. Glass, “Primary, Secondary, and Meta-analysis of Research,” Edu-

cational Researcher, 1976, 5, 3-8. Gene V.Glass, ‘Integrating Findings: The Meta-

analysis of Research,” Review of Research in Education, 1977, 5, 351-379; Gene V.

Glass, G. McGaw, and M.L. Smith, Meta-analysis in Social Research (Beverly Hills,

Calif.: Sage Publications, 1981); John E. Hunter, Frank L. Schmidt, and Gregg B.

Jackson, Meta-analysis: Cumulating Research Findings Across Studies (Beverly Hills,

Calif.: Sage Publications, 1982); Frank L. Schmidt and John E. Hunter, ‘‘Develop-

ment of a General Solution to the Problem of Validity Generalization,” Journal of

Applied Psychology, 1977, 62, 529-540.
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cases, making useful corrections for restriction of range and
criterion unreliability as well. When these procedures were
followed, the apparentvariability in results achieved with tests
of the predictive power of the sameabilities in different situa-
tions wasrevealed to belargely artifactual.
The most impressive large scale research program along these

lines was that carried out by Frank Schmidt, John Hunter, and
their colleagues. Their pioneering work in the development and
application of meta-analytic techniques to the problems of
industrial psychology provided us with a series of convincing
demonstrations of the fact that tests of verbal and mathematical
reasoning ability are at least as powerful in the occupational
sphere as they are in the educational arena. These SAT-like
tests predict worker competence and productivity in a very
wide array of occupations at a very wide range of levels and
across a very widevariety of settings.
The Schmidt-Hunter group began their work with statistical

analyses demonstrating that the sample sizes needed to produce
adequate powerin typical empirical validation situations were
in the 100 to 1,000 range — muchlarger than most industrial
psychologists had assumed, particularly in private sector re-
search where typical American sample sizes were closer to 40
than to 100 or 1,000.(29) In statistical terms, that fact alone
could account for most of the variability in test results from
one job setting to another. Relationships between test scores
and measures of occupational competence and productivity
that show up with great clarity and consistency in samples of
100 to 1,000 would, predictably, be obscured by chance
variations in smaller samples, and at predictable frequencies.
Examining the literature on situation specificity with this
analysis in mind, the Schmidt-Hunter group found that the
predicted frequencies of these chance variations were very
close to the actual frequencies found in small sample research.
Building on this foundation, they emerged with a general
solution to the problem ofvalidity generalization (30) and with

(29) Frank L. Schmidt, John E. Hunter, and Vern W. Urry, ‘Statistical Power
in Criterion-Related Validation Studies,” Journal of Applied Psychology, 1976, 61,
473-485; Frank L. Schmidt and John E. Hunter, “Moderator Research and the Law
of Small Numbers,” Personnel Psychology, 1978, 31, 215-231.

(30) Frank L. Schmidt and John E. Hunter, “Development of a General Solution
to the Problem of Validity Generalization,” Journal of Applied Psychology, 1977,
62, 529-540.
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the methodology necessary to test it out by compiling and ag-

eregating data from a multiplicity of small sample studies. (31)

On a more concretelevel, they began by focusing on single

job — computer programming — and examiningthe ability of a

particular test — the Programmer Aptitude Test (PAT) — to pre-

dict the later competence and productivity of entry-level com-

puter programmersin a variety of different job settings, in the

federal government which employed almost 20,000 of them in

1976, and in the U.S. economy as a whole which employed

more than 150,000 of them in 1970.(32) The PAT is not as well

known as the SAT butit, too, measures mathematical reasoning

ability, and it was found to have substantial and generalizable

validity in selecting superior performing computer programmers

in all work settings studied. The relationship between test

scores and occupational competence in this line of work

proved to be substantially linear, whether the criterion of

competence was success in meeting training program standards

or on-the-job performance, and the differences in output

between high and low scoring programmers were quite sub-

stantial, especially at the extremes. Supervisors estimated the

difference in dollar value of output between programmers at

the 85th and 50th percentiles at about $10,000 per programmer

per year, and the same was true for the difference between

programmers at the 50th and 15th percentiles. Extrapolating

from these figures, the estimated productivity gains that would

have been derived from using the PAT to select all computer

programmers would be more than

a

billion dollars for the

federal government alone, more than 10 billion dollars for the

U.S. economyas a whole.

Next, the Schmidt-Hunter group focused on clerical work as

defined by the U.S. Labor Department’s Dictionary of Occupa-

tional Titles (DOT) (33) — a large family of different jobs which

includes production and stock clerks and computing and

account recording clerks as well as the usual typists, stenogra-

(31) See sources cited at n. 28 supra.

(32) Frank L. Schmidt, John E. Hunter, R.C. McKenzie and Tessie W. Muldrow,

“The impact of valid selection procedures on work force productivity,” Journal of

Applied Psychology, 1979, 64, 609-626; Frank L. Schmidt, I. Gast-Rosenberg, and

John E. Hunter, ‘Validity Generalization Results for Computer Programmers,”

Journal of Applied Psychology, 1980, 65, 635-642.

(33) U.S. Department of Labor, Dictionary of Occupational Titles (4th ed.)

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. GovernmentPrinting Office, 1977).
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phers, and file clerks, among others. A thorough literature
search revealed 698 previous psychometric studies relevant to
these jobs, studies with a total combined sample size of more
than 350,000. These studies had used a variety of different
tests, measuring a variety of different abilities. Schmidt and
Hunter used meta-analytic techniques to analyze them all, and
found that for most clerical jobs, the best predictors of occupa-
tional competence were tests of verbal and mathematical
reasoning abilities, in combination with tests of perceptual
speed and accuracy, and concluded “[rJesults strongly sug-
gested that validities were the same forall clerical occupations
despite differences in task make-up amongthe different areas of
clerical work.”(34)

Having found powerful evidence for validity generalization
for the same job in different settings, and for different jobs in
the same job family, the Schmidt-Hunter group then looked at
available data on the power oftests of the sameabilities to pre-
dict competenceat different jobs in different job families. (35)
For this purpose, they focused on two employmenttests that
have been used with maximally diverse populations of workers
over extended periods of time: the GATB (General Aptitude
Test Battery) and the ACB (Army Classification Battery).
Sample size is rarely a problem with the ACBorits successor,
ASVAB, because the employer who uses them is a very large
employer indeed — the U.S. military.(36) It was a problem
with the GATB but meta-analytic techniques obviated that
problem. Both tests measure developed verbal and mathematical
reasoning abilities, as well as some other cognitive attributes,
and both are routinely used with workers representing the
entire range of occupationsin the purview of the testing agency.
In case of the GATB, the testing agency is the U.S. Labor

(34) Kenneth Pearlman, Frank L. Schmidt, and John E. Hunter, ‘‘Validity Gen-
eralization Results for Tests Used to Predict Training Success and Job Proficiency in
Clerical Occupations,” Journal of Applied Psychology, 1980, 65, 373-406.

(35) John E. Hunter, “Validity Generalization for 12,000 Jobs: An Application
of Synthetic Validity and Validity Generalization to the General Aptitude Test
Battery,” U.S. Employment Service, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington D.C.
1980; John E. Hunter, ‘Validity Generalization and Construct Validity,” in Con-
struct Validity and Psychological Measurement, Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing
Service, 1980; Frank L. Schmidt, John E. Hunter, and Kenneth Pearlman, ‘Task
Differences in the Validity of Aptitude Tests in Selection: A Red Herring,” Journal
of Applied Psychology, 1981, 66, 166-185.

(36) Lerner, 1980b, op. cit. at p. 125.
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Departmentandits purview is the civilian economyas a whole.

The ACB was a U.S. Armyclassification test, used to help

assign soldiers to military Jobs as diverse as those of cooks,

welders, clerks, radar repairers, personnel administrators and

small weapons mechanics.
Massive data from both tests indicate that verbal and mathe-

matical ability scores allow us to predict the occupational com-

petence of workers in all jobs studied, military andcivilian, at a

level well beyond chance. The numberof jobs studied was very

large: in the army study, 35 different jobs were involved;in the

Labor Department study, 500 different jobs. As might be

expected, the correlations between verbal and mathematical

reasoning abilities and occupational competence were highest

for managerial and professional jobs, lowest for semi-skilled

and unskilled ones, but even in thelatter case, they werestill

high enough to have practical impact. For skilled workers,

white collar or blue, the correlations were highest for jobs

like repairman in which problem-solvingis an essential element,

lowest for jobs like dental hygienist in which routine procedures

are routinely followed.
These results surprised many psychometricians, but should

not have. The data on ACBscores and occupational competence

reported by Schmidt and Hunter were collected when those

two researchers werestill schoolboys. It comes from a 1957 mul-

itary study with sample sizes so large that no newly developed

methodological refinements were needed to uncoverits essential

implications.(37) Similar samples are the rule rather than the

exception for military testing and have been throughout its

history, a history that extends back in time to World War I.

Similar results are the rule, too. Here, for example,is the testi-

mony of a distinguished veteran psychometrician, Professor

Lloyd G. Humphreys of the University of Illinois, summarizing

his experiences, first as a member of the U.S. Air Force’s

Aviation Psychology Program in the 1940s and then as a civilian

director of the Air Force Research Unit in the 1950s:

In summary,therefore, the primary problem was finding

stable differential validities for the tests we were admin-

istering. Establishing validity generalization [for tests of

(37) W.E. Helm, W.A. Gibson, and H.E. Brogden, ‘“‘An Empirical Test of Shrink-

age Problems in Personnel Classification Research,’? Adjunct General’s Office, Per-

sonnel Research Board Technical Research Report, Note 84, October, 1957.
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verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities] was no
problem; it could not be avoided.(38)

4. Test Scores and Economic Realities Across Space

The evidence summarized above indicates that scores on
standardized tests of verbal and mathematical reasoningabilities
relate to economic competence and productivity in meaningful
ways. As such, they provide a potentially useful alternative to
traditional measures of economically relevant higher abilities
like “years of schooling completed,” or “diplomas received.”
They provide an alternative picture of the development of
human capital in the world in the 1960s and 70s too, a picture
that is sharply at odds with the one painted by traditional
measures, but one that seems much more compatible with
emerging economicrealities.

This alternative picture is still very incomplete, because
instances when representative samples of populations from
different nations take the sametests are still relatively rare,
especially in vocational as opposed to academic settings. As a
result, there are little or no useful comparative test data on the
scores of workers in different nations, or, at any rate,little or
none in the public domain. Cross-national coverageis better for
student samples, but even in this area, large gaps remain. We
have, for example, no useful comparative data at all on the
scores of Russian or Chinese students, and that is true for
students from most developing nations as well.
We do, however, have some data on the scores of students in

at least two eastern bloc countries — Hungary and Rumania —
and on students in at least four developing countries — Chile,
India, Iran, and Thailand. The data base for developed nations
in the noncommunist world is much more complete: we have
some good initial comparative data on students from the
United States, Japan, and Sweden, and from most other western
European nations as well, including England, Scotland, Ireland,
France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, and the Netherlands.

These data were collected by an international group of
educators and educational psychologists working first in con-
nection with UNESCOandlater under the auspices of the IEA

(38) Lloyd G. Humphreys, Unpublished Memorandum on Validity Generaliza-
tion, University of Illinois in Urbana, 1982.
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— the International Association for the Evaluation of Edu-

cational Achievement. Beginning in the late 1950s, these re-

searchers worked together to develop a battery of interna-

tional tests, many available in as many as 14 different languages.

In the late 1960s and the early 1970s, varying parts of this test

battery were administered to reasonably large, representative

samples of students from a total of 21 countries — more than a

quarter of a million studentsin all.(39) We also have interesting

additional data specific to comparisons between students from

the United States and Puerto Rico, derived from an equating

study of the Prueba de Aptitud Academica — the Spanish-

language version of the SAT. (40)
The SATis,. of course, a direct test of developed verbal and

mathematical reasoningabilities, as were three of the eighttests

developed by the IEA. The other five IEA tests covered sub-

stantive knowledge in a variety of specific content areas —

science, literature, civics, and two “foreign” languages, French

and English. Tests of the latter type are generally referred to as

(39) For useful overviews, analyses, and critiques of the IEA studies, see Lerner,

1982, op. cit.; Alex Inkeles, ‘““The International Evaluation of Educational Achieve-

ment: A Review,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Education, Vol. 4, 1977,

pp. 139-200; Alan C. Purves and Daniel U. Levine, Educational Policy and Interna-

tion Assessment: Implications of the IEA Surveys of Achievement (Berkeley, Cali-

fornia: McCutchan, 1975).

For the IEA’s own reports on the data collected, see John B. Carroll, The Teach-

ing of French as a Foreign Language in Eight Countries (New York: Wiley, 1975);

L.C. Comber and John P. Keeves, Science Education in Nineteen Countries: An

Empirical Study (New York: Wiley, 1973); Torsten Husen (Ed), International Study

of Achievement in Mathematics: A Comparison of Twelve Countries, Vols. I and II

(New York: Wiley, 1967); E. Glyn Lewis and Carolyn E. Massad, The Teaching of

English as a Foreign Language in Ten Countries (New York: Wiley, 1975); A Harry

Passow, Harold J. Noah, Max A. Eckstein, and John R. Mallea, The National Case

Study: An Empirical Comparative Study of Twenty-One Educational Systems (New

York: Wiley, 1976); Gilbert F. Peaker, An Empirical Study of Education in Twenty-

one Countries: A Technical Report (New York: Wiley, 1975); Alan C. Purves, Litera-

ture Education in Ten Countries: An Empirical Study (New York: Wiley, 1973);

Robert L. Thorndike, Reading Comprehension Education in Fifteen Countries: An

Empirical Study (New York: Wiley, 1973); Judith V. Torney, A.N. Oppenheim,and

Russell F. Farnen, Civic Education in Ten Countries: An Empirical Study (New

York: Wiley, 1975); and David A. Walker, The IEA Six-Subject Survey: An Empirical

Study of Education in Twenty-one Countries (New York: Wiley, 1976).

See also Richard D. Noonan, School Resources, Social Class, and Student Achieve-

ment (New York:Wiley, 1976).

(40) William H. Angoff and Christopher C. Modu, Equating the Scales of the

Spanish-Language Prueba de Aptitud Academica and the English-language Scholastic

Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examination Board (New York: CEEB Re-

search and Development Report 72-73, No. 4, January 1973).
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knowledge or achievement tests, and previous research on the
relationship between tests of that type and tests of verbal and
mathematical reasoning abilities indicates that correlations
between the two are generally high, making it reasonable to
combine data on both types of test in making a rough initial
assessment of the relative levels of human capital development
in different countries during the last two decades.
Combined data from these sources strongly suggest that it

was Japan and not the United States that led the world in the
development of human capital in the late 1960s and inthe
early 1970s. In the IEA studies, Japanese students participated
in tests of mathematical reasoning ability and in tests of know-
ledge in the physical and biological sciences, and their mean
scores were dramatically higher than those of American stu-
dents on both types of test. Japanese students’ mean scores on
these tests also surpassed those of students from most western
European nations most of the time.

Students from western European nations also surpassed
students from the United States, not all of the time as in the
case of Japan, but most of the time and, in general, the older
the students, the greater the gap. Even Swedish students, who
ranked in the bottom half of the western European distribution
more often than not, surpassed American students on mosttests
at most age and gradelevels. Hungarian and Rumanianstudents,
on the other hand, generally seemed to do about as well as
students from western European nations and, in at least one
instance, markedly better.
The only student group whose test score means were usually

lower than those of American students in the 1960s and 70s
were those from underdeveloped nations. On the IEAtests,
students from those nations generally had mean scores that
were about two standard deviations below those of students
from developed nations. In contrast, the usual maximum gap
between the test score means of students from different devel-
oped nations was only half as large — about one standard
deviation.(41)

(41) See Lerner, 1982, op. cit. at p. 64. See also Benjamin S. Bloom, ‘“‘Implica-
tions of the IEA Studies for Curriculum and Instruction” at p. 68 in Purves and
Levine, op. cit.
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5. Test Scores and Economic Realities Over Time

The gross, immediate economic predictions one would make
on the basis of the over-all international test score pattern
presented above seem clear. Japan would be expected to lead
the world in economic growth, at least, to the extent that
economic growth is dependent on the development of human
capital. In this rank order, Europe would be second, followed
by the United States, and then the less developed nations. The
fit between thése predictions and the economicrealities of the
last decade or so seems reasonably close, especially when
compared to the predictions suggested by the traditional
measures of humancapitalat this level.

Those traditional measures — years of schooling completed
and/or degrees received — did not reflect the full magnitude of
Japanese progress in the development of human capital in the
post World War II years, and they did not reflect America’s
backward movementat all. Test scores did, showing large gains
in Japan, (42) and evenlarger losses in the United States. (43)

This gross difference in the sensitivity of the two types of
measures 1s not as surprising as it mayat first appear. Scores on
well-constructed standardized tests have a great advantage over
the traditional measures of human capital when it comes to
detecting and measuring changes over time. They allow us to
measure them with a high degree of accuracy because they
allow us to maintain relatively constant standard over time,
and to detect and measure any shifts in standards that do occur.

Thus, in the American case, research on scale drift with the

SAT shows that efforts to hold the difficulty level of the test
constant over the years were quite successful from 1941 to

1963.(44) Efforts were somewhatless successful from 1963 to

1973, when some downward drift occurred, making it a bit

easier to get higher scores after 1963 than before. (45) The SAT

(42) Richard Lynn, “I.Q. in Japan and the United States Shows a Growing

Disparity,” Nature, Vol. 297, pp. 222-223, May, 1982; Lester Tarnopol and Muriel

Tarnopol, “Arithmetic Ability in Chinese and Japanese Children,” Focus on Learn-

ing Problems in Mathematics, Vol. 2, pp. 29-48, July, 1980.

(43) Lerner, 1982, op.cit.
(44) E.E. Stewart, The Stability of the SAT-Verbal Score Scale, College Entrance

Examination Board Research and Development Report 667, No. 3 (Princeton, N.J.:

Educational Testing Service, 1966).
(45) Christopher C. Modu and JuneStern, The Stability of the SAT-Verbal Score

Scale, Report for the Advisoty Panel on the SAT Score Decline (New York: College

Entrance Examination Board, 1977).
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was also easier to read in the 1960s and 70s than it was in the
1940s and 50s: the difficulty level of reading passages on the
test declined, as measured by the Dale-Chall formula, from a

corrected grade level of 13-15 to one of only 11-12.(46) All in
all, SAT scores in recent decades probably underestimate the

actual American score decline by about 8 to 12 points. (47)
These minor shifts in constancy of measurement might have

obscured a minornegative changein the level of development of
the verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities of American

students, but they did not obscure the major negative change

that took place here in the 1960s and 70s the waytraditional
measures did. Traditional measures indicated that American

competence levels were going up. Scale drift notwithstanding,
SAT data indicated that the mean scores of American students
declined by some 90 points from 1963 to 1980,(48) a drop that

is in the neighborhood of one half of a standard deviation. All

in all, test scores seem to have a better track record as measures

of human capital and as predictors of economic growth and

development. Still, all this is post hoc prediction, an art with
limited validity and utility.

Let us now examine American test score patterns over time
in more detail, in an effort to see the past moreclearly, and to
tease out some initial a priore predictions. For this purpose, we
shall focus mainly on the SAT, because it is one of the few
good tests in common use in this country for which we have
sufficiently detailed data on year-to-year changes in mean
scores over a long enough period of time to make a detailed
examination of patterns of temporal changefeasible.
The SAT, as noted in section 3, has been in continuous,

annual use with samples of American high school students who
plan to go on to colleges, particularly eastern ones, since 1926
but, unfortunately, the owner of the test, the College Entrance
Examination Board, has seen fit to release annual mean scores

only from 1952 onwards. Still, that leaves us with data on year-

(46) Jeanne S. Chall, An Analysis of Textbooks in Relation to Declining SAT

Scores. Report for the Advisory Panel on the SAT Score Decline (New York: College

Entrance Examination Board, 1977).
(47) College Entrance Examination Board, On Further Examination,op. cit. at

p. 9.
(48) In 1963, the year before the decline began, the mean SAT-V score was 478

and the mean SAT-M score was 502. By 1980, the mean SAT-V score had fallen 54

points to 424, and the mean SAT-M score had fallen 36 points to 466. See Sources

cited at n. 24 supra.
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to-year changes over a period of 30 years, from 1952 to 1982,
as of this writing, and provides at least a starting point for
analyses of patterns of change and predictions based on them.

These data reveal that SAT mean scores were quite stable in
this country from at least 1952 through 1963, varying by only
a few points from one typical year to the next, and going up
about as often as down. This was true on the verbal reasoning
part of the test, the SAT-V, and on the mathematical reasoning

part, the SAT-M, and it was true for total combined scores as

well. The largest, single year-to-year change in mean scores on

either the SAT-V or the SAT-M duringthis period was 6 points;
the smallest was zero — on a scoreboard that runs from 200
points to 800. For combinedscores, the range of year-to-year
changes was from zero to 11 points.

This period of stability ended, as we canseeclearly, in retro-

spect, in 1964, when means scores on both halves of the test

began to go down, and continued to do so for a total of 17

almost-consecutive years. The one exception, the “‘almost,”

was in the 1976-77 period when scores on the SAT-M went up

by 1 point. This dramatic, overall shift in direction was not,

however, accompanied by any dramatic shift in the magnitude

of year-to-year changes or, indeed, by any substantial changes in

these magnitudesat all. From 1964 to 1980, the largest year-to-

year change in SAT-V scores was 8 points; the smallest was

zero. The range of change score magnitudes on the SAT-M was

even smaller from 5 points to, again, zero. For combinedscores,

the range wassimilarly unchanged, from zero to 11 points.

This long, slow slide seems large enough to have the kind of

cumulative economic impact suggested for it here, particularly

in light of the fact that declines on the SAT wereparallelled by

declines of comparable magnitude on the battery of knowledge

tests administered by the ACT (49) — the Iowa based American

(49) Albert E. Beaton, Thomas L. Hilton, and William B. Schrader, Changes in

the Verbal Abilities of High School Seniors, College Entrants, and SAT Candidates

between 1960 and 1972, Report for the Advisory Panel on the SAT Score Decline

(New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1977); Hunter Breland, The SAT

Score Decline: A Summary of Related Research, Report for the Advisory Panel on

the SAT Score Decline (New York: CEEB, 1976); T. Anne Cleary and Sam A.

McCandless, Summary of Score Changes in Other Tests, Report for the Advisory

Panel on the SAT Score Decline (New York: CEEB, 1977).

For evidence of declines on other tests from grade 5 onward, see Lerner, 1982,

op. cit. Paul Copperman, “The Achievement Decline of the 1970s,” Phi Delta Kap-

pan 60, p. 736, June, 1979; Annegret Harnischfeger and David E. Wiley, Achieve-
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College Testing Program — and taken,in recent years, by about
a half million prospective college entrants a year, in the midwest
and, increasingly, in other parts of the nation as well. Of course,
neither SAT nor ACT-takers are random samples of America’s
high school population or of her potential labor force as a
whole. Taken together, however, the one and one-half million
or so American 17 and 18 year olds who take these tests each
year do constitute a reasonably adequate rough sample of the
potential managerial, professional, and scientific replacement
pool that America generated in the late 1960s and in the
1970s.

This pool, as we saw in Section 2 on traditional measures of
higher abilities, was greatly expanded in the 1960s when the
proportion of American high school] graduates entering college
rose dramatically. However, the great American score decline
cannot really be explained away on that basis, for two com-
pelling reasons. First, the expansion levelled off in the 1970s,
but the decline did not; it accelerated.(50) Second, the decline
was not just in the proportion of high scoring students but in
the absolute numbers of them as well: there were fewer Ameri-
can 17 and 18 year olds with scores over 600 on either the
verbal or the mathematical part of the SAT in the 1970s than
there were in the 1950s. (51)

Something similar seemsto surface in one of the few compar-
isons we have between American students in the 1970s and
their predecessors in the 1920s.(52) In 1928, a 25-year old
research assistant named Alvin C. Eurich prepared one of the
early standardized tests of verbal reasoning abilities and admin-
istered it to high school seniors and to college freshmen in the

ment Test Score Decline: Do We Need to Worry? (Chicago: CEMREL, 1975); Wayne
H. Martin, “National Assessment of Educational Progress,” pp. 45-68 in John E.
Milholland (Ed.), New Directions for Testing and Measurement: Insights From
Large Scale Surveys (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1979).

(50) Rex Jackson, A Summary of SAT Score Statistics for College Board Candi-
dates. Report for the Advisory Panel on the SAT Score Decline (New York: College
Entrance Examination Board, 1976a); Rex Jackson, An Examination of Declining
Numbers of High-Scoring SAT Candidates, Report for the Advisory Panel on the
SAT Score Decline (New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1976b); D.
Perry and E.O. Swanson, “Decline in Minnesota College Aptitude Test Scores,” in
J. Fasold (Ed.), Decline in Standardized Test Scores: A Widespread Phenomenon
(Salem, Oregon: Oregon Department of Education, 1974).

(51) See sourcescited at n. 50, supra.
(52) Fred M. Hechinger, 1978 Freshman Score Poorly on 1928 Exam,” New

York Times, March 18, 1980, p. Cl.
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state of Minnesota. In 1978, he readministered it to samples of
students drawn from the same schools. He compared students
whose scores placed them in the top 1%, then and now,and
found that in 1978, no student scored above 75 on this test —

a drop of 20 points from the highest scores in 1928. Only one
student out of 100 scored near 60 in 1978; 5 out of 100 did so

in 1928.
Whatall of this suggests is that America may have entered a

period in which high level managerial, professional, and scien-
tific talent will be in short supply, a period whenher stock of
developed human capital is lower than it has beenin thepast,
and in need of replenishing. How quickly can that be done?
Available data reviewed above suggest that the averagepastrate
of change was about 5 points a year, the maximum rate about
10 points. Thus, even if we assume that the decline ended in

1981 — and the evidence for that is, as yet, far from conclu-

sive(53) — and that replenishment occurs at the maximum past
rate, it would still take about 10 years before the scores of

America’s leadership replacement pool return to their former

levels. This situation is likely to cause continuing economic

problems for the United States until at least 1990, and perhaps

beyond; it will, of course, pose challenging social and political

problems, too.
The seriousness of these problems will depend, in part, on

domestic factors: chiefly, the size of the cohorts involved and

the efficacy of the steps taken to improve the performance of

the affected cohorts, and of their successors. Improving the

performance of successor generations is obviously important,

but it will probably not, in and of itself, be enough to offset

losses because of the size of the affected cohorts. The affected

cohorts — Americans who cameof age in the latter half of the

1960s and in the 1970s, for the most part — are the products

(53) In 1981, scores were the same as in 1980; in 1982, they rose by 3 points.

See College Bound Seniors, 1981 & 1982 (New York: College Board). Obviously,

two in a row is not yet a trend, but there do seem to be goodtheoretical reasons

to expect improvements in functional literacy rates and, perhaps,in the development

of higher level abilities as well. See Barbara Lerner, “The Minimum Competence

Testing Movement: Social, Scientific, and Legal Implications,” American Psycholo-

gist, October, 1981, pp. 1057-1066; Barbara Lerner, Minimum Competence, Max:-

mum Choice: Second Chance Legislation (New York: Irvington, 1980). And, the

experience of America’s ethnic groups, as Thomas Sowell has shown, provide ample

precedent for striking gains over time. See Sowell, “Assumptions versus History in

Ethnic Education,” Teachers College Record, Fall, 1981, pp. 37-71.
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of the post World War II baby boom in this country, and they
are very large cohorts indeed, in both absolute and proportional
terms.(54) As a result, the potential impact of retraining will
also be unusually large, and it will be needed at the bottom
level, to reduce the numberofilliterate and semi-literate Ameri-

cans as well as at the top level, to sharpen the abilities of
America’s younger managers, professionals, and scientists.

Domestic factors notwithstanding, the seriousness of Ameri-
ca’s human capital problems in the 1980s and beyondwill also
be determined, in substantial part; by patterns of human
capital developmentin the rest of the world. Here, the examples
provided by the United States and Japan should caution us
against any automatic assumptions about the stability of the
international patterns recorded on IEAtests in the late 1960s
and the early 1970s. In both countries, domestic data on test
score patterns over time highlight the prominence of change,
and there is no good reason to assume that similar changes, up
or down, will not occur in other nations — perhaps even in
whole regions of the world — in the waning decades of this
century. Some mayalready have occurred, and/orbe in process.
Thus, it is possible that the score decline reached western
Europe, too, but with a bit of a time lag, as many cultural phe-
nomena do, and there are some interesting non-psychometric
indications that, for reasons of her own, the USSR mayalso be
struggling with problems of human capital, and of standards.
Certainly, post-cultural revolution China is, and, although we
have no relevant test data to supportit, it is a safe prediction
that the Chinese problem is an especially formidable one. (55)

The work upon which this publication is based was performed pursuant
to the Contract No. NIE-P-82-0088 of the National Institute of Educa-
tion. It does not, however, necessarily reflect the views of that agency.

(54) The absolute size of cohorts born in the past is, of course, a known quantity,
but their relative size depends, in part, on current and future birthrates. Updated

census projectionsrelevant to the latter are due out in March, 1983.
(55) Butterfield, op. cit., Simon Leys, Chinese Shadows (New York: Penguin,

1978).
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FERTILITY DIFFERENTIALS

AND THE STATUS OF NATIONS:

A SPECULATIVE ESSAY ON JAPAN AND THE WEST

DANIELR. VINING,JR.

University of Pennsylvania

My thesis [is] that all women, under modern conditions,

cease to be cohesive. - Brooks Adams

The study of international variation in human achievement

presents manydifficulties, not the least of whichis that the best

hypotheses maylie in realms of inquiry which are now taboo.

Perhaps the best initial way of approaching sucha field is by

taking the strictly empirical approach — or by following now

neglected paths laid down by previous generations of scholars,

who appear to have enjoyed a greater freedom of expression

than our own.I shall employ here both approaches.

The fascination of this subject lies in the unstable nature

of the variation. No nation has ever achieved permanent pre-

eminence in the world. If one had, the subject would almost

certainly not exert the fascination it so manifestly does. So

one must explain not only how preeminenceis achieved and

maintained but how and whyitis so regularly lost.

Fisher’s Model of National Decay

R.A. Fisher devoted an essay and part of a booktothislast

question: why do civilizations inevitably fall into decay?

(Fisher 1926, 1958) “Bearing in mind the unquestionable

advantages of superior knowledge, of coordinated efforts and

of industrial skill, should we not confidently anticipate,” asked

Fisher, “if we were ignorant of the actual history of ourplanet,

that the history of civilization would consist of an unbroken

series of triumphs, and that once the germ of an organized

society has made its appearance in Babylonia, perhaps, or in

Egypt, it would only be a question of time for every country

in the world to be in turn absorbed and organized by the Baby-

lonian, or Egyptian, civilization?” Fisher answered himself as

follows: “The indications which we possess of the earlier

civilizations, as well as the plain narrative of the historic period,

differs strangely from the naif yet rational anticipations out-

lined above.” Though we “see, indeed, a certain tenuous con-

tinuity of traditional civilization ... [t]he experiment of be-
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coming civilized has, in fact, been performed repeatedly, by
peoples of different racial origins, ... and in all cases without
exception, if we set aside the incomplete experiment of our
own Civilization, after a period of glory and domination ac-
companied by notable contributions to the sciences andarts,
they have failed, not only to maintain their national superiority,
but even to establish a permanent mediocrity amongthenations
of the globe ...” (Fisher 1926, p. 129) “To what ought we to
ascribe this failure, again and again experienced by the highly
civilized nations?” Fisher asked. He rejected failures in civil
and political institutions as well as environmental and resource
crises as possible causes; to Fisher, these were symptomsrather
than causes of national decay. “Peoples in the prime of their
powers appear to find no difficulty in making good use of very
inferior natural resources, and adapttheir national organization
with complete success to much more violent changes than
those that can be adduced to explain the misfortunes of the
later stages of their civilization.” (p. 130) The phenomenon
of national decay is too regular, too uniform across time and
space to admit of many different kinds of causes. “A physician
observing a number of patients to sicken and die in similar
though not identical conditions, and with similar though not
identical symtoms, would surely makeaninitial error if he did
not seek for a single commoncause of the disorder. The com-
plexity of the symptoms, and ofthe disturbances of the various
organs of the body, should not lead him to assume that the
original cause, or the appropriate remedial measures, must
be equally complex. Is this not because the physician assumes
that the workings of the body, though immensely complex,
are self-regulatory and capable of a normal corrective response
to all ordinary disturbances; while only a small number of
disturbances of an exceptional kind meet with no effective
response and causesevere illness? Have we not equally a right to
assume a self-regulatory power in human societies? If not, we
should be led to think that such societies should break down
under the influence of any of the innumerable accidents to
which they are exposed. Human societies of various kinds
have adapted themselves to every climate, from the Arctic to
the forests and deserts of the Tropics. They sharethe territories
of the most savage or the most poisonous animals, and often
long withstand without disruption the assaults of most im-
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placable human enemies. Thatcivilized men, possessed of more

effective appliances, with access to more knowledge, and

organized for the most detailed co-operation, should prove

themselves incapable of effective response to any disturbance of

their social organizations, surely demands some very special

explanation.”
Fisher believed he had foundthis “‘very special explanation”

in the differential birth rate. First, he observed that birth rates

are and have been for some decades running back into the

19th century inversely related to social class and income. These

were facts, observables (see, for example, Table 1). Assuming

that a civilization is created and maintained due to the high

average mental qualities of its citizens and assumingfurtherthat

such qualities are higher, the higher the social and economic

class, on average, and finally assuming that mental qualities

of parent and child are positively and strongly correlated,

then clearly an inverse relationship between social status and

fertility, by lowering the average mental endowment of the

population, could weaken the foundations of the civilization

which depends on this endowment as on nothing else, even-

tually causing it to succumb to such immediate disturbancesas

environmental crises, foreign invasions, resource depletion, etc.

Social Class Surviving Children per

Married Couple

| Professional and higher white collar 2.94

11 Lower white collar, commercial 3.38

I11 Skilled manual 3.82

IV Semi-skilled manual 3.79

V Unskilled 3.88

VI Textiles 3.31

Vil Coal mining 4.45

Vill Agricultural laborers 4.57

Table 1. Surviving Children per Married Couple, where

Wife’s Age Exceeds 45 Years, Classified by Social Status,

1911, England and Wales. Source: England and Wales,

Registrar General, Census of England and Wales: 1911, Vol.

XIII, “Fertility of Marriage,’ Part 2 (London: HMSO,

1923), Table 24, pp. 19-20.
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Fisher considered the three assumptions madein the above
syllogism to be self-evidently true and set about trying to
explain why the conditional should also be true, for it is not
obvious why those with the greater native endowments and
more resources in a society should reproduce less than those
with fewer resources and more meagre endowments. Fisher
was confronted with the following Darwinian paradox: that
in an advanced society the biologically successful are to be
found principally among its social failures, while the socially
successful are, on the whole, the biological failures (Fisher
1958, pp. 239-240). Nature rarely works this way among other
species. Reproductive fitness generally mimics economic or
phenotypicfitness.

Fisher believed he had located the cause of this central
biological paradox of modern societies in the high inter-class
mobility to be found in suchsocieties. As a civilization grows
and develops, the elite recruits to itself the most capable and
intelligent members of the lower classes. There ate, however,
two distinct types who take the opportunity ofincreased social
mobility to rise in the social hierarchy. Thefirst are those with
high native, i1.e., genetic, endowments. The second are those
who rise by dint of the lowfertility of their parents, as small
family size enables such parents to invest proportionately more
resources in their children and thereby give them advantages
which their colleagues from larger families do not have. The
second type, then, rises into the upperclasses because of above
average environmentally induced endowments rather than
above average native talent. Both types interbreed with the
“natives” of the upper classes as well as with themselves and
with each other. Thus, given a high heritability in fertility,
the second type of the upwardly mobile will, through inter-
marriage with the upper classes, cause a fall in the fertility in
these classes, thereby lowering their birth rate and, since the
relatively gifted tend to be disproportionately located in the
upper classes, also lowering the overall mental endowment of
the population as a whole. Over a number of generations,
such a process would rob a nation of whatever inheritable,
l.e., racial, quality it was that brought it to its preeminence in
the first place, presumably produced in the pre-civilization
stage (also described by Fisher) where inter-class mobility was
low and those with above average native and economic endow-
ments invested such endowments in above average numbers of
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children, that is, where there was a positive association between

social status and number of offspring. Fisher does nottell us

why a civilization should require high inter-class mobility to

function as such, but we might speculate using the same Dar-

winian logic employed by Fisher that a form of groupselection

is operant here, whereby those groups prevail which maximize

their genetic potential now (though perhaps in such a way as

to lead to the eventual decay of this potential), which max-

imization can only be done, given the laws of genetic segrega-

tion and the consequentirreducible variability in native endow-

ments within classes (Dobzhansky 1973, Cliquet & Delmotte

1981), through substantial transfers of individuals between

classes.
In support of this model, Fisher (1958) presented statis-

tical evidence that fertility is highly inheritable, on the order

of 40%. That is, 40% of the variation in fertility across women

can be attributed to (additive) genetic variation, 60% to en-

vironmental, non-genetic variation and non-additive genetic

variation. This is a relatively high heritability coefficient and

is certainly sufficient to drive the model described above.

Later research, however, has failed, after correcting for certain

errors in Fisher’s method of estimating heritability, to repro-

duce Fisher’s results for his own data as well as for the data of

other populations (Williams & Williams 1974). There are in

addition strong theoretical reasons for doubting that a high

heritability in fertility could exist in any species (Broadhurst,

Fulker, & Wilcock 1974). For surely those individuals with

higher genetic fecundity would have long ago swamped in

numbers those with lower fecundity, thereby extinguishingall

genetic variability in this trait across individuals. All recenttests

have borne out this prediction (see, for a review, Williams &

Williams 1974). There appears to be very little genetic vari-

ability in fertility within humans — or within any species

(De Fries 1968, p. 326). The more adaptive a trait, the lower

its heritability, according to De Fries; and it is difficult to

conceive of a trait more adaptive than highfertility.

Where does this leave Fisher’s explanation, and the genetic

model more generally, of national decay? Contrary to the

assertions by somegeneticists (e.g., Falconer 1966; Broadhurst,

Fulker, & Wilcock 1974), it is left with only minimal damage:

it is not necessary that fertility have a high heritability for a
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differential in the birth rate by social class to exist, and it is
the latter which constitutes the essential core of Fisher’s model
of the deterioration in the humancapital of civilized peoples.
It is only necessary that this differential exist, for whatever
reason, that it persist from generation to generation, that it
be a stable feature of civilization. Fisher adduced a high heri-
tability of fertility to explain how the upper classes could
under-reproduce without deliberately wishing to do so. It
apparently never occurred to him that the moreintelligent and
the socially and economically advantaged might choose delib-
erately to suppress their reproduction relative to those less
intelligent and with fewer social and economic advantages,
for this would run counter to the most fundamental theorem
of evolutionary biology, namely, that organisms behave so as
to maximize their (relative) reproductive fitness. Some organ-
isms may find themselves in environments where they are
forced to restrain their reproduction, but that the greatest
restraint occurs in the best environments contradicts this
basic theorem. Why there is maximum suppression of fertility
among humans in the best environments and with the best
endowments is a question I will turn to at the end of this essay.
But what needsto bestressed here is that the crucial empirical
assumption of Fisher’s model is that the upper classes and the
more intelligent more generally, under-reproducerelative to the
lower classes and the less intelligent and do so persistently,
at least in civilized settings. This assumption itself has been
recently challenged, however. This is a far more serious chal-
lenge to the Fisher model than the finding that fertility has
negligible heritability. I describe and evaluate this challenge
in the nextsection.

I.Q., Social Class, and Fertility

Fisher’s data, based on censusstatistics for the most part,
showed that birth rates were both lower and falling faster
among the upper classes than among the lowerclasses during
the late 19th and early 20th centuries in Great Britain and
elsewhere in Europe. Though he had no data on intelligence
and fertility, he clearly believed that the negative relationship
between social status and fertility implied a negative relation-
ship between intelligence and fertility, too, due to the social
promotion of the more able in modern societies, if not in all
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civilizations. To my knowledge, Fisher’s findings and inferences

from them weretypical of students of differential demography
before World War II (see, for a survey of both the research and

the data, Wrong 1980). After World WarII, the nature of the

relationship between I.Q. andfertility was investigated directly

by a number of American investigators (Higgins, Reed, & Reed

1962, Bajema 1963, Waller 1971, and Olneck & Wolfe 1980).

Interestingly, their findings were universally the reverse of what

Fisher and other pre-war investigators anticipated based on their

studies of the relationship between social status and fertility.

The I.Q./fertility relationship was found to be, if anything,

positive. Moreover, the differential birth rate across social and

economic classes was also foundafter the warto be negligible,if

not absent altogether, both in the U.S. and in Europe (Kirk
1957, Tabah 1976, Pinnelli 1967).

This finding gave rise to considerable optimism among those

concemed, like Fisher, with the apparent prevalence of a

dysgenic pattern in birth rates in civilized settings. Frederick

Osborn, a leading figure in the American eugenics movement,

attributed the novel eugenic trend which emerged after the

war to the rise of the modern welfare state, which provided,

for the first time, a universal freedom of choice with respect to

reproduction, and argued that this trend would be a permanent

feature of such states (Osborn & Bajema 1972). He reasoned,

not always with translucent logic, that under conditions of

freedom of parenthood the more able parents would produce

more children. Since such parents, on average, would also

be more intelligent, a eugenic trend with respect to intelli-

gence — and with respect to other socially desirable, heritable

traits as well — should result. The statistical results were, in fact,

altogether a relief for the American eugenics movement, which

had nearly been destroyed by its association, at least in name,

with German National Socialist eugenic policies (indeed, in

retrospect, it can be seen,after the retirement of Osborn, to have

been destroyed; only his energy and the fortuitous statistical

results gave it a semblanceoflife well into the post-war period).

If the welfare state indirectly promoted a eugenic distribution

of births, then there would be noreasontocall for direct state

intervention to produce such a result. The American eugenics

movement was thus relieved of having to call for such inter-

vention, which in the post-war climate would have doomedit
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to a permanent association in many people’s minds with the
extreme right wing and thereby to permanent residence on the
“lunatic fringe” of Americanpolitics.
Though the statistical finding of a positive relation between

I.Q. and fertility is an altogether sound one, the fact that it
had the effect of protecting a vulnerable field of inquiry, i.e.,
the fields of eugenics and social biology, from being painted
with the Nazi tar brush, explains at least in part why this
finding has not been replicated and retested on a widerset of
samples and time periods (Jensen 1981a). One sensesa reluc-
tance in the profession to push this finding too hard, narrow
based though it is. As Jensen (1969, 1981a), Cattell (1974),
and Osborne (1975) point out, the studies reporting this finding
all employed nationally unrepresentative samples (being con-
fined to the native white populations of the Great Lakesstates,
with the single exception of one of Olneck and Wolf’s samples),
of cohorts born in the pre-war period, 1910-1940. The narrow
base of these samples, in both time and space, has rarely been
recognized by the many authors who havecited them as evidence
of a eugenic trend with respect to intelligence (Boyd & Richer-
son 1981, Broadhurst, Fulker, & Wilcock 1974, Eckland 1967,
Ehrlich and Feldman 1977, Eysenck 1973, Gottesman 1968,
Jencks 1968, Lerner 1968, Lewontin 1970, McClearn 1970,
and Weinrich 1978).

In a forthcoming paper (Vining 1982), I show that whereas
the positive relationship between social class and fertility as
well as between I.Q. and fertility does not appearto bespecial
to the samples studied, it does appear to be special to the
age cohort studied, i.e., the only cohort in modern times to
have entered its child-bearing years in a period of rising birth
rates. The cohort which produced the so-called baby boom was
that born between 1910 and 1940 and reproductively active in
the period, 1946-1965, precisely the cohort studied by the
several American investigators interested in the I.Q./fertility
relationship. Unhappily, Osborn’s eugenic hypothesis that
welfare states promote a eugenic distribution of births was
formulated just before this period (Osborn 1940) and was
tested on this cohort alone. In mypaper, I examine a national
probability sample of the offspring of this cohort, i.e., of men
and women bom between 1944 and 1954. The latter cohort
entered its reproductive years during a much more normal
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period of falling birth rates. So far, it has exhibited a strong

negative relationship between fertility and I.Q. (Table 2) as

well as between social status and fertility (U.S. Bureau of the

Census 1980), in contrast to the negligible or even positive

association between these variables found for its parent cohort.

Thoughthe fertility of the younger cohort is not yet complete,

it is approaching completion. Moreover, the expected lifetime

fertility of this cohort as stated by the cohort itself shows a

similar though more moderate negative relationship (Table 3,

U.S. Bureau of the Census 1980). The ultimate slope of the

relationship between I.Q. and fertility will probably fall some-

where in between that found for current cumulative fertility

and that found for expected lifetime fertility, as women with

below average fertility tend to overestimate their lifetime

fertility, and women with above average fertility to under-

estimate it. One would also expect that the less intelligent

would have more children than they expect because ofa greater

failure rate in contraception (Udry 1978, Cliquet & Balcaen

1979), whereas the more intelligent would have fewer children

than they anticipate due to lower fecundity in thelater child-

bearing years as well as unexpected demands of outside-the-

home careers in which the more intelligent would be dispro-

portionately represented (Bajema 1978).

Ignoring mortality differentials across 1.Q. classes, which

are probably small, at least for women,and ignoring generation

length differentials, which are small in effect when fertility 1s

near replacementlevels, as it is, and assuming a heritability in

1.Q. of 0.5, the best estimate of the overall generational shift

in mean I.Q. due to fertility differentials in this cohort is

approximately 1 I.Q. point per generation (Vining 1982).

If this magnitude of generational change in average levels of

intelligence were typical of modern nations undergoing the dem-

ographic transition, then a population could conceivably ex-

perience a significant decline in the mean level of mental

ability over the period of this transition — and even beyond

if one anticipates, as seems reasonable, that in periods of low,

constant fertility as well, those of higher intelligence are both

more inclined and more able to suppress reproduction. For

approximately 180 years or five to six generations have passed

since birth rates began to fall in the U.S. (see Figure 1 below)

and Great Britain (Smith 1981, p. 597). Only the baby boom



TABLE 2. Mean Cumulative Fertility Rate According to Measured
Intelligence of Parent Generation, Probability Sample
of U.S. Population, Aged 25-34, 1976 (white men) and
1978 (women),

 

I.Q. Range
Sub-Group

< 70 71-85 86-100 101-115 116-130 > 130 All

White women (estimated 1.59(.32) 1.68(.11) 1.76(.06) 1.44(.04) 1.15(.06) 0.92(.17) 1.46(.03)
standard error)

(Sample Size) ( 17) (122) (522) (907) (438) ( 60) (2066)

Black women (estimated 2.60(.22) 2.12(.13) 1.79(.11) 1.63(.14) 1.20(.53) 0.00(---) 1.94(.07)
standard error)

(Sample Size) ( 50) (165) (159) ( 88) ( 10) (1) (473)

White men (estimated 1.17(¢€.25) 1.30(.11) 1.29(.05) 1.19(.04) 0.84(.06) 0.45(.11) 1.14(.03)
standard error)

(Sample Size) ( 24). (142) (565) (825) (377) ( 60) (1993)

Source: Vining (1982)

Note: Black men are omitted due to deficiencies in the basic data.
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TABLE 3. Mean Expected Lifetime Fertility, According to

Measured Intelligence of Parent Generation,

Probability Sample of U.S. Women, Aged 25-34, 1978,

I Range

Sub-Group < 70 71-85 86-100 101-115 116-130 > 130 All

White Women 2.31 2.16 2.30 2.14 2.03 1.93 2.15

(estimated standard error)

|

-(.38) (.11) (.06) (.04) (.06) (.18) (.03)

Sample Size 16 122 517 893 432 59 2039

Black Women 3.20 2.75 2.36 2.25 2.30 2.00 2.56

(estimated standard error) (.26) (.13) (.11) (.15) (.47) (---) (.07)

Sample Size 50 161 155 88 10 1 465

Source: Vining (1982)

Note: Data on expected lifetime fertility unavailable for men.
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TABLE 4. Mean Number of Children Ever Born By Wife's
Education and Husband's Education for Japan
and Selected Western Countries,

nnereee

    

 

            

Education of Wife Education of Husband

Less Than Lower Higher Post Less Than Lower Higher PostCountry Elementary Elementary Secondary Secondary Secondary Elementary Elementary Secondary Secondary Secondary

Japan (1977) 1.89 ————— 1.81 1.69 1.89 1.81 1.75
Belgium (1966) 3.12 2.09 2.00 1.95 2.07 2.73 2.07 1.94 2.17 2.07
Czechoslovakia (1970) 2.27 —— —- 1,64 —— 1.64 2.21 —— 1.71 —— 1.64
Denmark (1970) 2.12 1.80 1.83 1.89 2.11 1.85 1.87 1.79
England & Wales (1967) —_——_—————1 . 86 1.73 1.69 1.85 1.70 1.72
Finland (1971) 2.68 2.18 —— 1.60 —— 1.86 2.33 2.07 ——1.92 —— 1.80
France (1972) 4.25 2.28 1.92 1.92 1.89 3.91 2.28 1.97 1.92 2.08
Hungary (1966) 3.24 2.19 1.72 1.46 1.34 3.07 2.17 1.75 1.43 1.50
Poland (1972) 2.89 2.85 2.33 1.82 1.60 2.82 2.84 2.40 1.94 1.60
U.S.A. (1970) 2.94 2.67 2.24 2.05 2.87 2.50 2.27 2.12
Yugoslavia (1970) 2.78 2.03 1.82 1.43 1.34 3.09 2.28 2.01 1.69 1.55TT
Source: Nohara-Atoh (1980 » p- 114).
Note: Average standardized by duration of marriage.
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TABLE 5. Average number of children for men listed

in WHO'S WHO 1980-81, by age, with compar-
able data for United States women.

Men in WHO'S WHO

1980-81

Average No. of Cumulative Birth Rates

Number Children (estimat- to White Women as of

Cohorts Born Age in 1979 of Men ed standard error) January 1, 1979

before 1900 80 and over 96 1.84 (.15)

1900-1904 75-79 131 2.01 (.11) 2.44

1905-1909 70-74 248 2.30 (.09) 2.27

1910-1914 65-69 467 2.41 (.07) 2.28

1915-1919 60-64 544 2.55 (.07) 2.48

1920-1924 55-59 655 2.73 (.06) 2.75

1925-1929 50-54 624 2.95 (.06) 2.95

1930-1934 45-49 435 2.57 (.07) 3.10

1935-1939 40-44 275 2.30 (.08) 2.92

1940-1944 35-39 112 1.92 (.13) 2.43

1945 and later Under 35 51 1.10 (.19)

TOTAL 3638 2.52

Source: Vining (1983).
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years and an earlier 20 year periodofrising birth rates in Great
Britain in the mid-19th century (Smith 1981, p. 597), reversed
the presumably dysgenic trend attendant upon this decline.
Thus, one might predict, using some admittedly heroic extrapo-
lations from current data (though there is no reason to believe
the severity of the dysgenic trend to have been any lowerin
the past than now) a four to five point drop in mean I.Q. to
have accompanied the demographic transition in Great Britain
and the U.S.(1) A drop of this magnitude could have the
effect on the national character claimed for it by Fisher. As is
pointed out by Huxley (1963), and is well known to students
of differential demography, even small changes in the mean of
a normal distribution, which characterizes most biological
traits including that measured by I.Q., can cause quite dramatic
shifts in the relative frequencies in the respective tails of the
distribution. For example, a decline in mean I.Q. of 5 points
will reduce the number of persons with I.Q.’s over 130 (if the
original mean were at 100) by almost 60%. If the civilization
in question were dependent upon the existence of this highly
able group, then obviously a decline of this magnitude in
its relative size could have the kind of impact which Fisher
postulated.

Note here that nothing about the heritability of fertility
need be assumed in making the kind of extrapolations made
above — only that, for whatever reason (but reasonsI speculate
upon in the last section of this paper), the population in ques-
tion replicates generation after generation a dysgenic pattern
of births. I also assume here, with Fisher, a high heritability in
I.Q. — or at least that the parent-child correlation in I.Q. is
strongly positive. The latter fact is indisputable. Whetherthis
high correlation is due to genetic inheritance or early family
culture is a matter of dispute, though the most parsimonious,
indeed the only, model of the observed mathematical pattern of
correlations betweenrelatives of different degrees is the simple
polygenic one (Bouchard & McGue 1981). But unlike fertility,
no one disputes that the trait measured by I.Q. is passed on in
some manner from parent to child, either through the genes or

(1) Wrong (1980, p. 48) states that class differentials in fertility rates in the West
most probably emerged several generations before the decline in aggregate fertility

that began in the 19th century. Thus, the estimate made here of the number of
generations having a dysgenic pattern of births may very well be an under-estimate.
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through early family culture. Indeed, as Corning (1972,p. 261)

has argued:
“the heritability issue may not even be germane.If there

are strong parent-offspring correlations with respect to

various behavioral traits, it may not be particularly im-

portant whether or not these correlations are the result of

genetic transmission or family culture or both ...” (see, on

this same point, Jensen 1981b).

Of course, I am notclaiminghere that other forces could not

or will not move the meanI.Q.in the other direction. The large

decline in mean S.A.T. scores in the United States observed

since the middle 1960s (Zajonc & Bargh 1980) ironically

happened to the baby-boom cohort, a cohort which, according

to all evidence, was born during a rare eugenic period (though

the trend in I.Q. scores for the baby boom cohort is more

ambiguous, see Thorndike 1977, Roberts 1971, and Berger

1978, p. 30). By contrast, the cohorts born in the 1920s and

1930s during a period of supposedly dysgenic trends have

shown unambiguous increases in both mean I.Q. and mean

S.A.T. scores (Duncan 1952, Zajonc 1976). Neither the size

nor the direction of these large swings over time in mean

scores on intelligence and aptitude tests in the U.S. can be

explained (contrary to a statement in Karlsson’s recenttreatise

on the genetics of intelligence and creativity, Karlsson 1978,

p. 187) as lagged expressions of previous swings in thefertility/

intelligence relationship. As such, they suggest a greater em-

pirical influence of certain cultural and educational movements

on the central tendency of a population’s intelligence, par-

ticularly in adolescence, than the hereditarians have been

inclined to concede.Still, the unwillingness on the part of a

large number of highly intelligent and successful persons to

replace themselves such as we seem to be observing today in

the U.S., cannot help, given the widely acknowledged high

correlation between intelligence of parent and child, but have

an influence on the character of the next generation, perhaps

simply by lowering the mean around which these educational

and cultural innovations cause the measured central tendency

of intelligence to fluctuate. A particularly vulnerable time for

a civilization might be a period when a dysgenic reproductive

pattern is reinforced rather than counteracted by such innova-

tions. The West may be entering such a period now.

There are, of course, other traits, including mental ones,
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which are important to advanced civilization and which are
probably not captured by the I.Q.test (though insofar as they
are measurable quantitatively they may behighly intercorrelated
with I.Q. — Cattell (1972, p. 378) says, however, that now the
correlations approach zero): conscientiousness, altruism,
steadfastness, courage, sympathy, creativity, inventiveness,
integrity of character, aesthetic discrimination. Most such traits
like I.Q. probably have either high heritabilities or at least high
parent-child correlations, due to genetic transmission or to
family culture in the early years of child-rearing, that is, before
the wider society begins to educate and mold the child. Thus,
a positive research strategy for critics of the I.Q. measure and
its almost exclusive use in studies of eugenic or dysgenic trends
would be to test either directly or indirectly for a eugenic
pattern of births with respect to these other traits as well.
There is no reason that I know of to believe that persons well
endowed with these unmeasured mental and character traits
are not suppressingtheirfertility at a rate equal to that observed
for high I.Q. persons. Indeed, there is every reason to believe
that the blandishments of the ZPG movementhave hadgreatest
effect on this class of people (Weyl 1973). However, there is no
hard evidence to back up such impressions, to my knowledge.

At the same time, most students of the subject acknowledge
that the I.Q. test certainly measures a cognitive trait important
to a modern economy, though perhaps notall-important.
There is no better evidence of this fact than the very high
published mean I.Q. of that population empirically observed
to be best fit for life and work in such an economy,that is,
for the maintenance and running of the very complex systems
which go under the rubric of the modem economy,i.e., the
population of Japan. The very high measured mean I.Q. and the
very high economic productivity of the Japanese cannot be
coincidental.(2)

(2) Seventy years ago, Veblen noted the “facile apprehension of Occidental
methods and values in the domain of material knowledge” among the Japanese,as
compared to the seeming inability among other peoples, “even under hard compul-
sion,” to “effect anything like a practicable working arrangement with the Occidental
system of mechanical efficiency and economic control” (Veblen 1915a, p. 31).
Though he accepted as a matter of fact the racial [i.e., genetic] origin of national
differences (Arrow 1975), Veblen appeared not to subscribe to the genetic model of
national decay, at least as applied to modern nations,preferring to see such decayas
due to theinevitable institutional deterioration brought on by the corrosive effects
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The Gap in Average Intelligence Levels between Japan and

the West

Richard Lynn has published three articles with estimates

of the mean Japanese I.Q., all of which show it to exceed

that of Great Britain as well as of white Americans by 3-11

I.Q. points; the best estimate for the post-war cohort born in

the middle 1960s is at the upper side of this range (Lynn

1977, 1982; Lynn & Dziobon 1980). Lynn speculates that the

lower mean I.Q. of the pre-war birth cohort may be dueto the

poor diet and other kinds of physical deprivation experienced

by this cohort during the war and immediate post-war period.

The cohort born in the 1960s, by contrast, has been raised

in an environment materially not too different from that

prevalent in Europe andthe U.S.

Nathaniel Weyl, however, has expressed skepticism concern-

ing the size (though not the sign) of the Japan-U.S. difference

in mean I.Q.(see also the remarks in Cattell & Brennan 1981).

(3) For, as he says, a 10% superiority in arithmetic mean

“would presuppose such a decisive Nipponese superiority at

the highest intelligence levels as to give Japan leadership inall

fields of creative intellectual endeavor.” (Weyl 1978, p. 70)

A ten point gap in meanI.Q., given that the standard deviations

of both distributions are equal to 15, implies 4 times as many

persons with I.Q.’s over 130 (where the lower meanis 100)

and 14 times as many persons with I.Q.’s over 160. Indeed,

even a three point gap implies still significant, though more

moderate, superiority of 58% and 120% in these two classes.

But whereas the Japanese have achieved superiority in indus-

trial production, they appear not to have achieved superiority

or even parity in creative intellectual endeavor,at least not yet.

As Ellsworth Huntington reported over 70 years ago, “The Jap-

anese are generally conceded to be remarkable for a high

average of mental development rather than for individuals of

exceptional brilliancy.” (Huntington 1912, p. 260) A recent

article in the Sunday Business Section of The New York Times

presents essentially the same thesis (Lohr 1982).

of capitalism on certain precapitalist habits and classes which were essential to the

efficiency of that very capitalism (Veblen 1915a, 1915b). I shall review this succes-

sional model of national decay, which assumes a constancy in the genetic constitu-

tion of the population in question, in a subsequent paper.

(3) There are also reports that the gap discovered by Lynn has not been repli-

cated by other psychologists using different cognitive tests (Garmon 1982), but the

results of this research have yet to be published.
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A number of possible explanations suggest themselves to
account for the paradox posed by Weyl. For example, in
making the above illustrative calculations, I assumed equal
variances in the I.Q. distributions of the West and Japan, but
there is good reason to hypothesize that the Japanese variance
is lower (or that the Japanese distribution has less kurtosis,
i.e., is thinner-tailed). Freedman (1979) speculates that the
Japanese population is significantly more homozygousthan the

contemporary populations of the U.S. and Great Britain.
According to Freedman (1979), the Japanese have been genet-

ically isolated since 300 A.D. No large-scale military invasions

or folk migrations have taken place from the Asian mainland

since that time. Thereis no population of this size in the world,

according to Freedman, which has been genetically isolated

for anywhere near the number of generations the Japanese
have. Britain, comprising the small group of islands at the
other end of the Eurasian continent, was invaded by succes-
sive waves, between 400 A.D. and 900 A.D., of Saxons, Angles,

Danes and Norsemen and by smaller but possibly reproduc-
tively important numbers of Normansafter 1066. It has failed
to maintain genetic isolation into modem timesas the Japanese
have done. In the modern period, there has been considerable
migration into Britain of Huguenots and Jews, not to speak
of the steady influx of diverse genetic elements over the past
two hundred years as a result of worldwide colonial adventures
and the substantial post-war immigration of Pakistanis and
East and West Indians. Of course, no more heterogenous
and heterozygous population exists than that of the U.S.A.

In Japan, by contrast, 600,000 Japanese-Koreans constitute
the only notable minority; and it is significant that although
many of these are of second or third generation, they are far
from being assimilated — despite their being virtually indisting-
uishable from the Japanese, and their small numbers. Japanese-
born Koreans who speak only Japanese must still apply for
citizenship upon reaching their majority, and they are by no
means assured of a successful application (Lee 1981). In no
other country of the world is ethnicity so determinant of
nationality. In fact, there is even reported to be somereluctance
by the Japanese authorities to allow the opening up of any
more imperial tombs to study further the origins of the Jap-
anese people, as the results might bring the date of Japanese
isolation closer to 300-400 A.D. than to the traditional 660
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B.C. and thereby the origins of the Japanese themselves much
closer to those of the Koreans (De Vos & Lee 1981, p.7).
Freedman (1979) speculates that the very high degree of
altruism, Cooperativeness, and social cohesion observed in the
Japanese population is due to the high degree of genetic related-
ness of this population, large though it is. Certainly, the Jap-
anese themselves place great importance upon their homo-
geneity and long genetic isolation, as is shown bytheir treat-
ment of even very closely related minorities, such as the Jap-
anese-Koreans, and their reported reluctance to pursue the
scientific study of their origins with all the vigor for which they
are so well known.

One implication of the greater genetic homogeneity of the

Japanese is that polygenic quantitative traits there should, on

this hypothesis, show lower dispersion around their means.

I am aware of no published evidence on this question, though

it would certainly seem possible to use the same data used by

Lynn to test this hypothesis for the Japanese I.Q. distribution.

National data on morphological traits ought likewise to be
available to test Freedman’s hypothesis. (4)
A second possible explanation for Weyl’s paradoxis the fact

that high intelligence is only a necessary condition forcreativity,

not a sufficient one (Jensen 1980). There is at least anecdotal
evidence that the Japanese educational system acts to suppress

the developmentofcreative habits of mind. Deviance of thought,
which is at the heart of creativity, would on this hypothesis

(4) Freedman’s hypothesis of a greater homozygosity in the Japanese popula-

tion is put forward here as just that — a hypothesis. There is a long-standing hypo-

thesis to the contrary. Veblen (1915a), for example, describes the Japanese as a

hybrid population like that of the West, and Coon (1965, p. 134) remarks that

‘Japan was an archaeologically variable and busy region in late Pleistocene and early

post-Pleistocene times,” being the destination of several diverse peoples. Despite the

unusually long period of Japanese isolation stressed by Freedman,it is conceivable

that a caste-like organization could have prevented the intermingling of the descen-

dants of these various diverse elements in the Japanese population. The Eta, of

course, are a well-known, largely unassimilated lower caste group in Japan, number-

ing about 2 million (De Vos and Wagatsuma 1966). Less well known are the descen-

dants of Samurai, formerly themselves a caste-like group and also numbering about

2 million, who occupy today a disproportionate numberof the higher positions in

education, government, and business (Yasuda 1969), and may very well be continu-

ing to inter-marry to a considerable degree. Whether these relatively endogamous

elements are the descendants of different pre-historic migrant populations in Japanis,

as far as I know, an unanswered and perhapseven an unresearched question. I am not

competent to commentfurther on this counter-hypothesis to that of Freedman, who

obviously assumes something approximating panmixia in Japan.
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be particularly absent from the Japanese elite, which has been
selected almost exclusively on the basis of their academic
performance in an extremely demanding and rigid educational
system which hardly varies across the whole of Japan. Ad-
mission into the elite national universities is based solely on
achievementtests on specific academic subjects. A capacity for
hard work,high intelligence, great attention to detail are what
promotes one in such a system — butcertainly not an ability
to think outside of established frameworks, which is the mark
of the creative mind. In fact, creative habits could only act as
a drag on one’s performancein such a system.

However, it is possible that it is not the Japanese educational
system that is the true independent variable here, but rather
the character of the Japanese people which that educational
System was unconsciously designed to fit. For the relative
absence of inventiveness among the Japanese appears to pre-
date the Meiji era, when the current educational system was put
into place. Befu (1971) informs us that Japan “has always
been at a periphery of major cultural centers, ... where most
cultural innovations occur and from which these innovations
diffuse. Historical and geographical circumstances have made
Japan principally a borroweror receiver of cultural innovations
... [T] here are very few basic inventions which can be attributed
to the Japanese ... Rather, Japan has expended its energy in
integrating what it borrows with the indigenousculture. Japan’s
uniqueness... lies in its ability to work out‘stylistic’ refinements
of borrowed elements.” (Befu 1971, p. 33) To what extent
the culture molded by the historical and geographical circum-
stances of the Japanese also exerted selective pressure on genes
controlling certain behavioral traits, the high frequency of
which in turn molded the culture, is unknown. Lumsden and
Wilson (1981) show that — in theory at least — it is possible
for significant genetic changes to occurin responseto a stable
cultural pattern in a thousand years — their so-called “thousand-
year rule”. Freedman (1979) shows convincingly that certain
neonatal traits of the Mongoloid, such as docility and relatively
low proneness towardsirritability, are genetic in origin. Unfor-
tunately, there has been no sociobiological research on the
Japanese per se.(5)

(5) There is apparently almost a complete lack of interest by the Japanese in
sociobiology, at least as applied to humans, as well as in I.Q. studies and genetic
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What is of immediate interest, however, is the rather large

gap in the locations(i.e., central tendencies) of the distributions

of cognitive ability in Japan and the West. Forit is the high

average level of intelligence among the Japanese which accounts

(at least in part) for their success — indeed, preeminence — in

many areas of industrial and advanced economic activity,

though it must be granted that so far they have shown relatively

little aptitude for (or interest in) thinking abouttheinstitutional

framework which nurtures this activity or for contributing

the basic innovations which drive it. Theirs is an unexcelled

ability — in the language of economists — “to maximize an

objective funtion” in a game whoserules have been invented

elsewhere. An ability to becomeself-conscious about the game

itself, whose rules must be continually changed if it is to be

improved or even survive, has not yet shown itself among the

Japanese. But here we merely seek the origins of their very

great playing ability. Japanese demography has several distinct

characteristics, in addition to those of genetic demography

speculated upon above, which may provide some clues to
these origins.

Demographic Differences between Japan and the West

The demography of modern Japan has three characteristics

which distinguish it from that of the West. 1) In Japan, there

was not the one or two century-long gradual declinein fertility

which we observe in the West, but rather a very abrupt fall. in

fertility, in the early 1950s, from a nearly constant and quite

high level of fertility which had persisted as far back as the

models of variations in human intelligence. Cummings (1980) remarks that “Japanese

scholars, who are such vigorous translators of American fad books, have shown al-

most no interest in the currently popular American booksthat examinethe heredity-

intelligence-school achievementlink.” According to Cummings, “Japanese educators

have never paid muchattention to the innate abilities of learners, They have tended

to assume that anybody can learn a task given a determined effort ... Japan’s high

opinion of effort is complemented bya relative disinterest in heredity ...” (p. 151)

In an earlier paper, Cummings (1977) attributes the absence of I.Q. studies in Japan

to political resistance from the socialist teachers’ union, as well as from the right.

Atsuhiro (1980) notes a “near-absence of sociobiology in Japan” (p. 262). Freed-

man’s (1979) discussion of Japan provides one clue as to the origins of this dis-

interest, namely, the possibility that natural selection there has exhausted a much

larger part of the heritable variability in the population (see n. 7 below) than it has

had the opportunity to in more open populations, such as those of Great Britain and

the U.S.
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data on Japanese fertility go (Mosk 1979, see Figure 1). 2)
Fertility differentials by social and economic class and by
educational attainment are negligible in Japan, in contrast in
particular to the U.S. where the distribution of per-capita
births across the different educational and incomeclasses is
far from being uniform and where the poor and theless ed-
ucated bear a disproportionate number of the nation’s children
(Nohara-Atoh 1980, 1981a; see, for data on fertility differentials
by education attainment, Table 4).(6) 3) Since its abruptfall
in the early 1950s, Japanese fertility has remained at a remark-
ably constant, slightly above replacement, level, at least until
recently, in contrast again to the U.S. in particular, where
there have been substantial fluctuations in fertility over the
post-war period (Figure 2). In short, Japanesefertility has been
marked by abrupt, rather than smooth, transitions, between

whichstretch long periods of relative stability.

(6) Table 4 actually shows comparably negligible differentials in most West

European countries (i.e., Belgium, Denmark, France, Great Britain), after removing

the numerically insignificant (though potentially reproductively significant, Cliquet

& Balcaen 1979) class of persons with less than an elementary education.It is in East
Europe and the U.S. where the differentials are large. Note, however, that Nohara-

Atoh’s data for countries other than Japan are for the cohort reproductively active

in the 1960s whereas for Japan his data are for the 1970s. The 1960s were a period

of generally high fertility in West Europe when one might expect narrowfertility

differentials by educational attainment. The 1970s, by contrast, should reveal much

wider differentials, being a period of rapid fertility reduction which, according

to casual observation, appears to be particularly marked amongthe educated. Unfor-

tunately, no data on fertility differentials in Europe during the 1970s are available,

except for a brief report on the distribution of legitimate live births in England

and Wales in the Eugenics Society Bulletin (Anon. 1981). Note also that Nohara-

Atoh’s data are confined to marital fertility. Such data exclude from the numerator

of the ratio between births and population at risk, most illegitimate births, and

from the denominator, unmarried persons. Illegitimate births, while negligible in

Japan, constitute a significant percentage of all births in many countries of the West
(United Nations 1976, Table 32) and are probably concentrated amongthe less
educated. Though in previous generations, the exclusion of unmarried persons would
have biased the distribution of per-capita births by educational attainment in a dys-
genic direction, because of a lower marriage rate amongtheless intelligent (Higgins,
Reed, & Reed 1962), it is less clear what the direction and degree of bias is for the
current generation of men and womenof reproductive ages in either Japan or the
West. In the absence of any other information, perhaps the best assumptionis that
the degree and direction of bias is the same in both. Under this assumption, Nohara-
Atoh’s data significantly understate the difference in fertility differentials between
Japan and the West, because of the exclusion of illegitimate births from the data of
the latter, His data are the only comparative data on fertility differentials available,
to my knowledge, however. We badly need both a comparative study of current
fertility differentials, which avoids the defects of Nohara-Atoh’s, and a study ofhis-
torical fertility differentials in Japan, which welack altogether.
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There is a theorem in demography that fertility differentials
increase during periods of overall fertility decline (O’Connell
1981, p. 12). By this theorem, one would expect Japan to have

experienced less pronounced fertility differentials because
periods of fertility decline have been rather infrequent there.
In the West, by contrast, the periods of decline in fertility

have been long and drawn out and, thus, according to this

theorem, the fertility differentials by class should have been
more pronouncedthere.

It is interesting in this respect that Japan alone amongthe

developed countries has an explicitly eugenic law at the national

level. Though this law has primarily served, in the face of severe

population pressures in the immediate post-war period caused

by the repatriation of Japanese colonists and a very high birth

rate, to promote a lowerrate of growth in the Japanese popula-

tion as a whole, through an easing of restrictions on abortions,

framers of the Japanese Eugenics Law explicitly recognized

the danger of fertility suppression being concentrated among

certain classes and types of individuals and,at least at the begin-

ning, monitored the effects of the law to see if any such differ-

ential pattern was emerging.(7) A report by a Cabinet Popula-

tion Problem Council stated, “If conception controlis practiced

only among a part of the well-educated class, it is feared that

the quality of the people will be lowered. It should be evenly

(7) The Japanese geneticist, Ei Matsunaga, states flatly that ‘‘no eugenics move-

ment haseverexisted in [Japan] ” (Matsunaga 1968, p. 199), but this is, strictly speak-

ing, a misrepresentation of history. The Eugenics Review (1931) reports the estab-

lishment of a “‘Japanese Society of Race Hygiene at the Physiological Institute of the

Imperial University of Tokyo,” and Steiner (1938) notes “the rise in a newinterest

in problems of population quality” in Japan as ‘“‘seen in the recent establishmentof a

Society for the Promotion of Hygienic Marriages” (p. 723). Nisot’s exhaustive review

of national eugenics movements also documents the existence of a “Eugenics Society
of Japan” (Nisot 1929, p. 344). And we have just seen that there was definitely
an interest on the part of the Japanese governmentin the eugenics problem in the

immediate post-war period, though apparently no eugenics movement per se. It

is possible that the pre-war organizations were simply deferential replicas, lacking any

real roots in Japaneseintellectual and scientific culture, of counterparts in the other

Axis nations, where the interest in eugenics was evidently a very broad and deep one,

so that Matsunaga’s statement, while technically in error, does convey the correct

impression, However, there was an earlier eugenics movementof indisputably indige-

nous origins described by Yanaga (1949, p: 97) which had as its goal the inter-

marriage of Japanese with Caucasiansso as to improvethe racial stock of the former.

According to Yanaga, this, to the modern sensibility, rather bizarre idea was dis-

cussed and debated in the highest governmentcircles during the 1880s. Whereas for

Yanaga this movement demonstrates how all-pervasive the feeling of inferiority

towards Westerners was in Japan, for our purposes here it simply demonstrates a
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disseminated to every bracket of society both in urban andrural
areas and in every educational and occupational group” (quoted
in Whelpton 1949, p. 45; see also Koya 1957). Thus, as the
abrupt decline in fertility in Japan in the early 1950s hasall the
marks of being by design (Mosk 1979, p. 37), so too doesits
uniform expression across classes, groups, and regions. The slow
diffusion of fertility decline from the upper classes downward
and from the cities outwards, which is characteristic of the
West, does not seem to have been as prominent a feature of the
demographic transition in Japan (see, concerning regional varia-
tions in fertility in Japan, Tsubouchi 1970).

It is possible now to at least hypothesize a link between these
differences in aggregate and differential demography between
Japan and the West and the gap in the overall level of intelli-
gence which appears to have opened up between the two. My
own data on the magnitude of the dysgenic trend now current
in the U.S is roughly consistent with this hypothesis. If we
assume that the overall intelligence levels of the Japanese and
Western peoples were approximately the same at the beginning
of the 19th century, then the subsequent 180 years would have
been sufficient, given a 1 point decline in mean I.Q.per genera-
tion in the West and a stable mean in Japan, to create a not
insignificant part of the gap now observed. That is to say,
Japan effected its demographic transition very largely in the
space of a couple of years and monitored it carefully to make
sure that it had no dysgenic consequences. The West, by con-

trast, experienced a slow, laissez-faire demographic transition
in which fertility decline diffused downwards from the upper
classes and which, if we may extrapolate from my own data on

capacity for eugenic reasoning andan interest in eugenic solutions to social problems

(in this case, Japan’s backwardnessrelative to the West) on the part of the Japanese,

a Capacity and interest whose origins were quite probably independent of similar
tendencies in the West, The lack of any current interest in the subject of eugenics on

the part of the Japanese may be simply becauseit is irrelevant to them, at least as

long as miscegenation is ruled out. As Freedman (1979) suggests, natural selection

may have exhausted a large part of the heritable variability within the Japanese

population, This hypothesis implies a low heritability in such traits as intelligence

among the Japanese and probably a low variance in their phenotypic expression as
well, since environmental variance is not likely to be high in so culturally homo-

genous and highly centralized a nation. Both of these implications of Freedman’s
theory are testable, but, to my knowledge, neither has been tested. Alternatively, the

current lack of interest in eugenics in Japan may be simply because the political

climate is not hospitable to hereditarian ideas (Cummings 1977), given their associa-
tion with the defeat and the failures of Japan’s militarist and imperialist era.
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1.Q. and fertility for the U.S. and from studies of differential

fertility by income and social class for the pre-war generations,

had significant dysgenic consequences for its population.

Though only speculative, this hypothesis surely deserves further

study, as it ties together a numberof disparate phenomenathat

have hitherto been isolated.

A Sociobiological Model of Dysgenic Fertility

I return now to the problem of explaining the pattern of

differential and dysgenic fertility in the West (as well as the

absence of this pattern in Japan). Recall that Fisher’s hypo-

thesis of a progressive sterilization of the upper classes (who

recruit the more able in any given generation) was found

faulty on at least three grounds. 1) The upper classes have

shown themselves, most notably during the baby-boom,capable

of raising their fertility to and even above the national average.

For example, cohorts of men in the American Who’s Who born

between 1905 and 1930 exhibit fertility rates slightly exceeding

those of the same cohorts of white women in the U.S. as a

whole (Table 5, see also Sly and Richards 1972). Under Fisher’s

hypothesis that the upper classes suffer from progressively

lower fecundity, such sudden lurches upward in their fertility

should be difficult, if not impossible. 2) The heritability of
fertility, which has to be high for Fisher’s model to work, has

been shown repeatedly by subsequent investigators to be near

zero. 3) Finally, the fertility of the upwardly mobile, which by
Fisher’s model should be lower than average, has been shown by
at least some measures and for some cohorts to be higher than
average (Stevens 1981). In short, below average fertility among
members of the upper classes, among the more intelligent and
among those with more resources more generally, appears to be
deliberate in the West. Contrary to Fisher’s model, low fertility
did not creep up on the upper classes through intermarriage

with upwardly mobile but infertile members of the lower
classes. The paradox observed in the West of low biological
fitness among those socially and economically fit still presents

human sociobiology with one of its most challenging problems.
The most exhaustive and imaginative recent attack on this

problem is that of Barkow & Burley (1980) and Burley (1979).
Intelligence, argue Barkow and Burley, obviously conferred
upon its possessors tremendousselective advantages. In no other
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way are weable to explain the explosive growth of the hominid
brain in the past million years (Godfrry & Jacobs 1981). ‘“‘No
other organ in the history of life has grown faster.” (Wilson
1978, p. 87) At the sametime, this enhancementof intelligence
increased the females’ appreciation of and foresight with respect
to the dangers, pains, and inconvenienceof child birth and child
rearing and thereby her will as well as her ability to control her
fertility, thus potentially threatening her fitness. As a conse-
quence, other traits, both cultural and innate, evolved to coun-
ter the one great selective dzsadvantage of intelligence, namely,
that it would cause its possessors, particularly females, to under-
reproduce. Examples of such traits are concealed ovulation
(unique to the human), continuous sexual receptivity and
strong sexual desire (“‘[h]uman beings are unique among the
primates in the intensity and variety of their sexual activity”
(Wilson 1978, p. 140)), male dominance, and pro-natalist
dogmas and ideologies. “With the growth of intelligence,”
write Barkow and Burley, ‘early hominid females eventually
understood the relationship between ovulation, copulation,
and fertilization. They used this new knowledge to control
their fertility, reducing it to the point of eliminatingtheir genes
from the gene-pool. Since intelligence itself was of high adaptive
value, selection reduced not female intelligence but awareness
of ovulation.” The universality of pro-natalist dogmas likewise
suggests a reluctance on the part of females to bear children.
“Why should so many societies both pressure and reward

women for childbearing, if women were not reluctant to have

children . .. ?”? Barkow and Burley rhetorically ask. In fact, a
whole complex of genetic and cultural traits, which Barkow
and Burley describe, evolved to prevent women from usingtheir
intelligence to suppress their reproduction.

The modern economy, however, typically provides women
with both the autonomy(e.g., freedom from male dominance,
equal opportunity for employment in the money economy) and
the means(e.g., efficient and safe methods of contraception) to
thwart the various devices which had evolved, in turn, to

thwart the human female’s predisposition to under-reproduce,
(Why modernization has this effect is another question which
is not addressed by Burley and Barkow and which lies well
beyond the scope of this paper.) Furthermore, the higher the
intelligence of the womanin the modernsetting, the greater her .
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access to situations in society which will allow her the auton-
omy she requires to be able to suppress reproduction as well as
the greater the foresight of the pains and inconvenienceof child
birth and child-rearing and hence the greater thewill to use the
contraceptive devices which modernization provides her to
avoid reproduction. Sex, in which both the human male and the
female have an exceptional interest relative to other mammals
(Wilson 1978), can likewise be enjoyed by the moreintelligent
in the modern setting without the consequences of child-
bearing, though Kinsey reported the more educated to beless
sexually active as well (Haldane 1956). In short, despite its
overall adaptive value, intelligence leads in the modern setting
to maladaptive behavior.(8)

Barkow and Burley remark that this maladaptive behavior
should be highly adaptive at the level of the species (though for

(8) That luxury promotes a certain reproductive laziness and other kinds of
biological and cultural deterioration among humansis an hypothesis as old as the
ancients, Polybius: ‘In our time all Greece was visited by a dearth of children and
generally a decay of population... this evil grew uponus rapidly, and withoutattract-
ing attention, by our men becomingperverted to a passion for show and money and
the pleasures of an idle life, and accordingly either not marryingatall, or, if they did
marry, refusing to rear the children that were born, or at most one or two out of a
great number, for the sake of leaving them well off or bringing them up in extrava-
gant luxury.” (Shuckburg 1889, p. 510) Tenney Frank (classical historian): ‘“‘The
race of the human animal survives by meansof instincts that shaped themselves for
that purpose long before rational control came into play. Before out day it has only
been at Greece and Romethat these impulses have hadto face the obstacle of sophis-
tication.” (Frank 1916, p. 704) Benjamin Franklin: “The greater the common
fashionable Expence of any Rank of People, the more cautious they are of Marriage.
Therefore, Luxury should never be suffer’d to become common,” (Franklin 1775,
p. 473) Solzhenitsyn: ‘Even biology tells us that a high degree of habitual well-
being is not advantageousto a living organism. Today, well-being in the life of West-
em society has begunto take off its pernicious mask.” (Berman 1980,p. 7)

How do we account for this allegedly maladaptive response to luxury by the
human organism? The sociobiologist asks how it might have been adaptive in the con-
ditions under whichit originally evolved. Lorenz, for example, presents the follow-
ing evolutionary modelof this response: ‘At the time of its probable origin humanity
eked out a precarious existence. Hence it bears all the marks of a selection pressure
working in the direction of the utmost economy. At the dawn of humanity, men
could not afford to pay too high a price for anything. They had to be extremely
reluctant to make any expenditure of any kind of energy, of risk, or of possessions.
Any possible gain had to be greedily seized upon. Laziness, gluttony, and some other
present-day vices were virtues then. To shun everything disagreeable, like cold,
danger, muscular exertion and so on, was the wisest thing they could do, Life was
hard enough to exclude all danger of becoming too ‘soft.’ These were the circum-
stances to which our mechanism balancing pleasure and displeasure has been adapted
in evolution. They must be kept in mind in order to understand its present mis-
carriage.” (Lorenz 1970, pp. 978-979) Barkow and Burley’s modelis similar in spirit
to that of Lorenz,
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entirely fortuitous reasons), since it causes a reduction in the
self-destructively high overall population growthratealso atten-
dant upon modernization, but they fail to note the potentially
dysgenic effect on the species of this behavior.(9) As noted
above, their model predicts that the greater the intelligence of
the woman, the more capable sheis of avoiding conception and
the more able she is to locate niches in the society which
provide her with the autonomy required to withstand pressures
from kin and malesto reproduce.In short, Burley and Barkow’s
model predicts precisely the inverse relationship betweenfertil-
ity and I.Q. observed today in the U.S. as well as the fertility
differentials by economic and social class in both the U.S. and
Europe observed since the demographic transition began, with
the brief exception of a 10 to 20 year period after World WarII.
This latter burst of fertility, which was particularly marked
among the upperclasses, remains, as far as I know, unexplained
(Easterlin 1980, p. 277).
The absencein Japan ofthis inverse relationship suggests that

female autonomy is not yet prevalent there, which certainly is
in accord with the available statistical data for Japan as well as
casual observation of the relations between the sexes there.
Female earnings as a percentage of male earnings are lower in
Japan (55%) than in the U.S. (61%) and much lower than in
West Europe (between 70% and 90%) (Japan Statistical Year-
book 1981, p. 416; Statistical Abstract of the United States
1951, p. 407; Manley & Sawbridge 1980, p. 37). “Despite

(9) A few students of population in the West, such as Hardin (1972), Bajema
(1978), and Weyl (1973), as well as several Chinese demographers (see, for a bibli-
ography, Tien 1981), have flagged this possible “contradiction” in ZPG, but in gen-
eral it has received scant attention from mainstream demographers and population
scientists, as has the subject of population quality more generally. This is despite the
fact that the goal of the Population Association of America (PAA)is defined in its
constitution as the study of population in its “quantitative and qualitative aspects,”
and that for a number of years the PAA’s Population Index classified articles under
the heading of “policy on quality.” The classification, however, is moribund and no
longer appears in the Population Index’s Table of Contents. In short, the subject of
population quality has disappeared from the map of American demography (but not
entirely from that of economics, see Kuznets (1974) for a modern revival of Fisher’s
model, though in somewhatdisguised form). The only trace left of it is as a kind of
relic word in the PAA’s charter. In my view,this silence is not because American de-
mographers deem the subject unimportant but rather becauseofits association in so
many persons’ minds with eugenics (indeed, many of the PAA’s founders were
eugenicists, Kiser 1981) and the interest shown in thelatter by National Socialists
and the members of other extreme right wing movements (Vukowich 1971, Harvard
Law Review 1981), the implied association with which in turn could potentially
harm one’s career and standingin scholarly circles.
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relatively high educational attainment,” writes Linda Martin,

“women in Japan still face considerable discrimination in

employment and promotion opportunities, wage determination,

and retirement practices. When they enter the labor force after

completing their education, most women are considered only

temporary workers; lifetime employment is not expected or

encouraged.” (Martin 1982, p. 37) That is, the Barkow-Burley

model explains the absence of a dysgenic distribution of births

in Japan by the absence of female autonomy in that country.

At the same time, it predicts that if the status of women were

to improve there, then its first impact might be on the pattern

of fertility differentials. There are signs that the rate of partici-

pation by womenin the labor force has begun torise in Japan,

after a long period of decline unique in the developed world

(Martin 1982), and, perhaps not coincidentally, the fertility

rate to fall, also after a long period of stability unusual in the

developed world (Figure 2).(10) If the Barkow-Burley model

is correct, then these shifts should be accompanied bya pattern

of fertility differentials closer to that of the West, since they

suggest an increase in autonomy among Japanese women, of

which the more intelligent and the better endowed economi-

cally among them will, on average, take the most advantage.

That is, a dysgenic pattern of births should emerge in Japan as

it has elsewhere when andif females there achieve a measure of

autonomy, though it is not clear that this pattern would be as

severe as in the West, given the possibly greater genetic homo-

geneity of the Japanese and therefore the possibly smaller

genetic variability in Japan for natural selection to work with

(Freedman 1979).

Conclusion and Summary

Fisher’s model of civilization decline has been found wanting

in several respects: it assumes a high heritability in fertility and

(10) Nohara-Atoh (1981b), in a commenton Kikuchi (1980), attributes the rapid

decrease in the net reproduction rate of Japanese womensince about 1973 to the

rapid increase in the number of young womenpostponing child-bearing to later years

in order to attend college and arguesthat the fertility rate will eventually rise back up

to replacementlevels as these women moveinto the later years of child-bearing; but

there has been as yet no notable increase in the birth rate of older women predicted

by this hypothesis. Kikuchi’s hypothesis is, by contrast, that Japan is now experi-

encing, at something of a lag to that of the U.S. and Europe (see Figure 2), a new,

permanent level of below replacementfertility. So far, there is no evidenceto refute

Kikuchi’s interpretation of the data, or to support that of Nohara-Atoh.
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a low fertility among the upwardly mobile, neither of which
appears to be borne out by the data. That the fertility of the
upperclasses has managed to equal that of the nation as a whole
during at least one period of modern history likewise demon-
strates that it is not lower biological fecundity, contrary to
Fisher’s model, which is at the origin of the upper classes’
generally lower fertility. However, despite Fisher’s misrepresen-
tation of the origins of the differential birth rate across classes,
this differential does appear to be a persistent feature of mod-
ern, industrial nations, and this differential could have conse-
quencesfor the distribution of genotypes in a population.

I have made particular application here of the genetic model
to explain at least part of the recently recognized gap between
the arithmetic means of the I.Q. distributions of Japan and
the U.S. as well as Great Britain (Lynn 1977, 1982: Lynn &
Dziobon 1980). Fisher’s model suggests one partial source of
this gap: a difference in the pattern of fertility differentials
across Classes in Japan and the West, a difference we do observe
now. If we can further assume that during periods of high con-
stant fertility, birth differentials by class are negligible, then
this difference may well have existed for up to 180 years, since
the decline in Japanesefertility occurred comparatively recently
with great abruptness, whereas in the West it was gradual and
smooth, broken only by a couple of 10-20 year reversals of
trend; over the 19th and 20th centuries. 180 years, or six gener-
ations, is sufficient to produce a not insignificant proportion
of the difference in mean I.Q. observed, since the best evidence
says that the demographic transition in the West caused a one
point drop in mean I.Q.per generation. Note also that the intel-
lectual gap between Japanese and Westerners should continue
to grow as long as the characteristic birth differential by class
does not emergein Japan.
The modeloffertility suppression presented by Barkow and

Burley predicts that a birth differential will emerge in Japan
only if female autonomy becomesprevalent there. They argue
that womenonly replace themselves when forced to by pressure
from outside and, given freedom not to do so, will typically
under-reproduce (see also Badinter 1981).(11) According to

(11) Unwin (1934) describes a similarly relentless and ultimately successful revolt
by women in the advanced civilizations against the institution of absolute monog-
amy, around which, according to Unwin,all civilizations have been built. Absolute
monogamy, again according to Unwin,is the only familial institution so far observed
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their model, the more intelligent the woman, the more able she

will be to find autonomous positions as well as to employ

contraceptive devices, in a society where such positions and

devices are widely available. The combination of the two gives

her the means to thwart outside pressures from kin and males

to reproduce as well as to satisfy her own sexual needs. Japa-

nese society has so far only allowed the second, i.e., contra-

ception, to become prevalent and has thereby effected the

demographic transition to low aggregate population growth

without the usually attendant dysgenic distribution of births

across women, There is only the faintest of indications that

autonomy is becoming moreprevalent among Japanese women.

Moreover, the low variance in the quantitative expression of

polygenic traits in Japan predicted by Freedman (1979) on the

basis of the anthropological record in Japan, would blunt the

dysgenic effect that any increase in female autonomy there

would otherwise have.

Fisher’s model, in combination with that of Barkow and

Burley, provides, then, at least a consistent partial explanation

for one of the more interesting racial variations to have been

recently discovered, i.e., the intelligence gap between Japanese

and Westerners. It is less clear, however, that this model can

account for the phenomenon for which it was originally de-

signed: national decay and the decline of civilizations. The

most telling and so far unanswered criticism of the genetic

model of societal change is that it can only account for the

long-term direction of societal change, but not its rate, which

is usually rapid. Even those biologists who have been most

concerned about the potential for genetic deterioration in

modern societies have recognized that cultural decay is almost

capable of reducing sexual opportunity to the point where sufficient energy is re-

leased to build a civilization. Thus, in both Unwin’s and the sociobiological model

described here, civilization is inherently unstable, in that it inevitably erodes its own

foundations, Unwin unfortunately does not explain why absolute monogamyshould

be the only familial institution capable of diverting sexual energy into the creation

and maintenanceof a civilization. That populations have not discovered more stable

methods than absolute monogamyofreleasing such energy for expansive and creative

purposes, given the obviously great selective advantages of doing so, is a puzzle.

Unwin himself did not seem aware of this Darwinian paradox at the heart of his

model, As I mentioned above, the sociobiological model likewise does not explain

why modernization engenders female autonomy,at least in the West. Such cultural

facts are beyond this model’s purview. Both models, therefore, as models of civiliza-

tion decline, are theoretically incomplete.
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always much morerapid than genetic decay. Konrad Lorenz,
in a recent paper, for example, presents the following apostasy:

“By the very achievements of his mind, man haselimin-
ated all those selecting factors which have made that
mind. It is only to be expected that humaneness will
presently begin to decay, culturally and genetically, andit
is not surprising at all that the symptons of this decay
become progressively more apparent onall sides. | may
have changed my mind quite a bit concerning the relative
importance of cultural and genetical dehumanization; the
former proceeds faster by so much that one might regard
the second as a rather unimportant cura posterior. This
change of priority in my opinion was admittedly caused
by Roszak [the author of Making of a Counter Culture|,
who has thoroughly frightened me with his convincing
exposition of the dehumanizing effects of technocracy.
However, the genetic “domestication”of civilized manis,
I am convinced, progressing quite rapidly.” (12) (Lorenz
1976, p. 126)

Hermann Muller, the eminent geneticist and eugenicist, towards
the end of his life likewise recognized the “creeping pace” of
dysgenic trends as compared to the “fast growing menaces
presented by our cultural imbalances” (Muller 1973, p. 128).

Such cultural imbalances, of course, could be simply the
hypertrophic expression of much smaller genetic changes, as
Raymond Cattell suggests. We should not underestimate the
effect of small changes in the mean valueofa trait in a popula-
tion, according to Cattell, because of (1) the possible phenom-
ena of emergents..., i.e., the interactions in a groupall of I.Q.
105 may produce considerable differences in group behaviour
from interactions in a group of I.Q. 100 ... (2) If most creative
leadership comes from those above an I.Q. of, say, 130, the
absolute number in this group (with a normal distribution)
changes to a greater degree with relatively small changes in the
mean.” (Cattell & Brennan 1981, pp. 336-337) However, as
noted above, there is evidence for the recent past that genetic
and cultural changes have actually been in opposite directions.
Hypertrophy and nonlinear amplification cannot as yet trans-
late a negative change into a positive one, or vice-versa. And

(12) Unfortunately, Lorenz does not tell us what it is heis convinced by, and
this failure by Lorenz to be concrete on so momentous an hypothesis is the object of
Campbell’s most telling criticism (Campbell 1976).
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even the small differences used by Cattell in his example take

several generations to appear, whereas significant cultural

change can take place within the space of a single generation.

The postulation of non-linear amplification of genetic change,

therefore, does not appear to be a sufficient explanation of

either the short-term direction or the pace of change in modern

humansocieties.

The special characteristics of the Japanese people and nation

may be especially resistant to the erosive forces, both cultural

and genetic, which industrialism has set in motion in the West

(Gordon 1982). The strength of this immunity,if it is such,its

sources, both genetic and cultural, and their relative impor-

tance, should be subjects of abiding interest to students of

mankind. The rapid development and industrial dominance

of Japan confer upon these subjects a certain importance

as well.
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POPULATION INTELLIGENCE AND

NATIONAL SYNTALITY DIMENSIONS

RAYMONDB. CATTELL and JERRY M. BRENNAN

University of Hawaii

The authors further develop the concept of national ‘personality’ or

syntality, incorporating the concept of population intelligence, and consider

methods for making valid cross cultural comparisonsof syntality.

The Model of Population-Syntality Relations

The term syntality was introduced as the equivalent in an

organized group of personality in the individual (Cattell, 1966).

Assuming that a wide span of behaviors in either are factored

we finish with functionally unitary traits a profile of scores on

which describe uniquely a given personality or a given syntality.

If the groups entering the calculation are nations weare then

describing in universal terms the culture pattern of that nation.

(Later one can group nationsintolargerhistorical“civilizations,”

in Toynbee’s (1947) sense, by the pattern similarity coefficients

among national syntality profiles, as recently done by Cattell &

Brennan (1981)).
The difference between a syntality and a population charac-

teristic is that the former is scored on some organized behavior

of the group as a whole, e.g. the numberof treaties it makes,

the GNP, the frequency of its involvement in war, its plan for

welfare, etc., while the latter is a mean of the population e.g.

in age, in numberofchildren per family, in intelligence score.

The line has not been easy to draw between these and the scores

on syntality factors have often been found to contain popu-

lation measures e.g. frequency of divorce, per annum expendi-

ture on education (Cattell, Breul & Hartman, 1952; Cattell,

Graham & Woliver, 1979).
The theoretical model supposes that any syntal act or per-

formance is a function, just as in the personality behavioral

equation, of scores on syntality factors, 5] to S_, and factor

analytically obtained “behavioral weights,” b’s, peculiar to the

factor Sy and to the performance J. Thus

aij = DISH+ bjgSoj +... + bjkSki [1]
where i is the individual nation ‘or other group concerned.

These b’s are functions of the nature of the act and the situ-

ation in which it is performed. For example, the act of involve-
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ment in war proved (in the 1936-1936 period) to be weighted
largely on twoorthree syntality factors thus:

Frequency ofInvolvement =.6A + .3B -.4C.
where A 1s the factor called “cultural pressure with intol-
erance of burden” (Cattell, Graham & Woliver, 1979);
Bis “affluence”; and C is an uninterpreted factor loading
high artistic and educational support.(From Cattell, 1949).

[2]
The score of a group on a syntality dimension is hypothe-

sized to be a function of the population characters and the
group structure, represented by t’s. As an initial. approximation
on which to develop further the model is assumed linear and
additive, as in] 1] thus

Sxi = tx[Pi + txgPoi t+... + tynPni [3]
where the P’s are scores on a population traits for the given
group.

Despite the complication of having to enter a systems theory,
however, we must assume here a two-way causal action, in that
the population characters in part determine the syntality and
the syntality in part determines the personality of the popu-
lation (See, On the theory of group learning, Cattell 1953).For
example the intelligence of the population might in part de-
termine the decision to adopt a syntal structure of higher edu-
cation and the existence of higher education might help de-
termine the average real standard of living in the population.
Thus the systemsaction reciprocal to (3) is:

Pyi = €y]S]i + ey252i +...t €ykSki . . [4] |
where e’s are used to indicate the “‘educative’’ action, in the
broadest sense of educative, of the cultural syntality traits
upon the individual and therefore on the population average.

Only in manipulative experiment (and therefore with small
groups in experimental group dynamics) has it been possible as
in the work of Asch (1952), Cattell & Stice (1960), Fiedler
(1954), Borgatta & Bales (1955) and several others to find the
extent of a one way causal action, namely, from personality to
syntality, as in [3] By testing on the 16 Personality Factor
questionnaire 1000 young men, and then measuring the per-
formances of the neonate groups in which they were put
together, Cattell & Stice (1960) were able to show that there
are substantial causal effects of population characters upon
group performance. For example, neurotic traits in the popu-
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lation significantly reduced one of the two main morale

dimensions of groups. Prior to this Psychologists, with clinical

restriction, had theorized more about what the culture does to

the neurotic than what the neurotic does to the culture! A

generation later this one way thinking is repeating itself in

regard to the criminal.

Preliminary Evidence on the Likelihood of Significant

Population-Syntality Trait Relationships

With the recent belated but rapid rise in socio-biological

science (Wilson, 1979; Lumsden & Wilson, 1981; Cattell,

1972; 1974; Lynn, 1977, 1979; Eysenck, 1971; Darlington,

1969; Pearson, 1981; Hardin, 1977) we get increasingly re-

minded that some of the P’s in equation [3] are likely to be

substantially genetic. In this case the largely genetic population

traits may affect the cultural syntality, but the cultural syntality

will not immediately affect that subsection of P’s — population

traits — in equation [3]. The word “immediately” 1s necessary

because any culture almost certainly in the long run exercises

genetic natural selection, very occasionally by deliberate eu-

genic action, more generally by unrecognized consequences of

syntality and structure — as often dysgenic as eugenic. (The

reduction of child bearing in more intelligent women through

their high employment outside the homerelative to the less

employable would be a currentinstance).

The presentarticle throws light on the uncommoncase ofa

population-syntality connection in which there is good reason

to believe in a substantial heredity in the population trait —

namely, intelligence.

To keep a duesense of the speculative level of present theory

in this area let us recognize herewith the sparsity and extreme

recency of empirical evidence on personality-syntality con-

nections, regardless of heritability. True, there have been,

since Benedict and Mead, considerable expenditures on cross

cultural research, but it has been on quite specific cultural

customs, and the relations to broader cultural developments

have been argued by psychoanalytic and other intuitive

approaches. In nine-tenths of this work an insufficient number

of cultures and a psychometrically poorly defined and measur-

able set of variables (often different for each investigator) have

been used to permit statistically dependable correlational
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analysis.

between major national sub-cultures. By 1969, Cattell, Eber &
Tatsuoka (1970, p. 254) had raised to 12 (and soon afterto 16)
the national samples scored for anxiety and other personality
factors. In 1971 Lynninterrelated these anxiety scores in a very
interesting manner with various population and syntality scores
such as suicide rate, alcoholism, sex customs, and climate and
emerged, despite the inevitable ‘“‘patchiness” of data, with some
impressive leads regarding theories of population-syntality
relations.

Confirmation of significant correlations across cultures, not
only of one population trait with another, but of population
and syntality, was obtained on

a

still larger sample (18 countries)
recently by Cattell) Woliver and Graham (1980). Despite the
complex causal chain that must commonly exist some of these
proved readily understandable in terms of the syntality factor
being a relatively direct product of the population factor. For
instance, syntality factor 6, intolerance of cultural pressure,
marked by frequency of riots and clashes with other countries.
correlates significantly with lack of guilt proneness (0 factor)
and high surgency (F), i.e. uninhibited temperament, in popu-
lation measures.

The Syntality Dimensions Hypothesized to Correlate
with Population Intelligence

This general setting has called for discussion before approach-
ing the present results which are on the only other unitary trait
— intelligence — on which a comparable amountof empirical
data has begun to accumulate.
A long backlog of speculative theories awaits testing when

such data becomes available. Four syntality factors have been
checked as to pattern and speculated uponasrelated to popu-
lation intelligence, since their discovery 25 years ago (Cattell,
1949; Cattell, Breul & Hartman, 1952; Cattell, Graham &
Woliver, 1979). They are labelled:

1. Vigorous adapted development-vs-underdevelopment, load-
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ing high industrialization,restriction of birth rate, many calories

of food per day per capita, may telephones per capita.

2. Intelligent affluence loading variables of education and

affluence such as high GNP, much domestic mail per capita,

much air travel per capita, high expenditure on education, more

Nobel prizes in science, freedom of the press from censorship,

etc.

3. Morality-morale-vs-anarchic anomie. In the Cattell, Breul

& Hartman (1949), Cattell (1949), and Cattell & Gorsuch (1965)

studies this stood out as a pure “high morality”factor, loading

low murder rates, low drunkenness convictions, low venereal

disease, and low typhoid incidence (Community conscience on

water supply, etc.). But, either through the lapse of forty years

or because the new factoring spans a wider world of cultures, it

altered more to an unsophisticated community life with low

death rate, low hypertension,etc., as opposed to a sophisticated
66 7.9
anomie.

Cultural Pressure with Sublimation

(The dimension numbers to this point have been the same as

in the main replicated list (Cattell, Graham & Woliver, 1979)

but we now shift to dimension 8 in that series.) Loads measure

of high urbanization, more patents sealed per 100,000, more

Nobel prizes in science, high GNP, high ratio of divorces to

marriages, much membership of international organizations

(governmentally and privately), low ratio early to late marriages,

etc.

Factors 1, 2 and 4 overlap appreciably in loaded variables in

the area of high energy usage, tertiary to primary occupations,

and “highly civilized” characteristics generally. Yet the factor

analytic verdict is that there are three distinct factors, and in

the earlier discussions those distinct interpretations were started

for them which have stood up to subsequent additions. The

meaning of the first is that of the level of advance, in differ-

ent countries, of an historical process of industrialization. The

second has evoked theories: (1) That greater expenditure on

education is a by-product of affluence through natural resources,

(2) That higher education and technology produce greater

wealth from an average supply of natural resources, and (3)

That, in a world of easy international cultural communication

higher levels of education and affluence are alike products of

a higherracial population level in intelligence.
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The third in this trio, cultural pressure, has received an
interesting psychodynamic explanation, recognizing that the
complications of high urbanization produce manyergic frus-
trations. The drives affected, being blocked in both their bio-
logical expressions and the outlets for pugnacity arising from
the frustration eventually, in part, appear in sublimations in
creative arts and sciences. The morality dimension (No.3) needs
no special explanation, and is probably tied to earlier religious
developments.

It is these four dimensions of syntality that we would, a
priort, and for reasons discussed more fully below, expect to
be related to population intelligence, and in factit is only these,
and a fifth that was unanticipated, that approach significant
correlation in the expected direction whencorrelations of intel-
ligence are worked out (Table 1) with all nineteen syntality
dimensions.

In forming the above hypothesis we have also been guided by
the preliminary study of Lynn (1979) which seems to be as
yet the only one in the field, though Jonassen (1961), and
Thorndike (1939) come near to making similar inferences
possible. Lynn worked on division of Britain rather than
nations, which loses some of the organic causal action of the
latter, but gains by leaving no doubt aboutthe comparability of
intelligence and educational measures. Theclusterof correlations
he finds, which includesin positive association population intel-
ligence scores, mean earnings, higher degrees, and memberships
of the Royal Society per capita could well be a cluster produced
by overlap of the above factors, If anything the causal feedback
within districts, not organically separated, might be expected
to be less than that which must occur within independent
systems, as nations are, to a greater extent. Consequently it has
seemed wortwhile to explore for significant relations of popu-
lation mean intelligence and the four syntality dimensions
described in this section.

Results and Discussion

Attempts at cross cultural comparison of intelligence test
scores have been very few, and for good reasons. Lynn (1977 b)
has made a comparison of American and Japanese populations
on the WAIS, finding a mean of 106 for the latter. This is
interesting and maybereal, but we cannot acceptit as reliable
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evidence because it is hopeless to compare items on a translated

traditionalcrystallized intelligence scale like the WAIS.

Fortunately, culture fair intelligence tests such as the IPAT

Scales, the Raven and others have beenavailable for forty years

and have gradually had their properties (1) and their degree of

culture fairness established. Space precludes the lengthy digres-

sions some critics might wish here so the reader is referred

elsewhere (Cattell, 1971, 1979; Horn, 1976) with the observa-

tion that (1) culture fairness and freedom from test sophisti-

cation are different properties, and the administration must

eliminate the latter, (2) differences so far seen have no relation

to remoteness of cultures: for example the U.S. Midwest and

Taiwan score almost identically on the same form, but north

and south Italy (personal communication by Professor L.

Meschieri) have appreciable difference, (3) the factor structure

of the subtests remains similar in different countries, e.g. the

U.S. and Germany (Weiss, 1969).

The identical IPAT four subtest Culture Fair Scale 2 has now

been independently standardized in the U.S., Germany,France,

Britain, India, Japan and (unpublished) in Taiwan andpossibly

other countries. A separate report will be prepared on com-

parisons of these formal standardizations, but they are not

numerous enough to give us the correlations needed here.

Instead we turn to the recent remarkably extensive sampling

with the IPAT Culture Fair Scale 3 by Buj (1981) in 21 Euro-

pean countries. His list (1981, p. 168) we raised to 24 by in-

cluding the U.S.A., at 100 I.Q, (since the standardization

centered thereon), Ghana at 82.2, also from Buj, and Japan at

103 (a compromise of culture fair and Lynn’s value). The

countries included, for all of which we fortunately have scores

on all 19 syntality dimensions were: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ghana,

Great Britain, Greece, Holland, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan,

Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, U.S.A.,

and Yugoslavia.

Naturally a great deal turns on the sampling procedures and

the sample sizes used. They ranged from a low of 75,where the

standard error of the mean would be 2.0 to 1572 (Germany)

where it would be 0.6 and to the U.S.A. standardization sample

3140) where it would be 0.27. As to procedure Buj balanced for

male and female, age and socio-economicstates, but naturally

wn this first collection of such data some “wobble” from ideal
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sampling has to be accepted. The mean I.Q.’s ranged from
109.4 (Holland) to 82.2 (Ghana). The standard deviations were
more variable than would be expected. However, the U.S.A.,
on which the original standardization was made, stands close
(100) to the mean, 101.3, of all 24 countries, which might be
expected of a large country based on the melting pot prin-
ciple.
The correlations with the syntality dimensions described in

the last section are given in Table 1.
The correlations with the remaining dimensionsare all sta-

tistically quite insignificant and, with two exceptions,negligible.
They are with F4, -.31; F5, -.18, F6, .06; F7, .02; F9, 0.26;
F10, -.07; F1l, -.04; F12, .21; F138, .06; F14, .03; F15, .01;
F16, .06; F17, -.11; F18, -.06 and F19, -.23, the factor numbers
being those given in Cattell, Graham & Woliver (1979). The
“suggestions” in the two exceptions are of some positive
correlation of intelligence with smallness of country and some
negative correlation with Muslim culture. Statistically these are
way downat a P<.15 and P<.23 level (two-tailed).

As Table 1(a) shows, (1) all correlations are in the hypothe-
sized direction of association. Vigorous Adapted Develop-
ment reaches a commonly accepted standard of signific-
ance. Intelligence, Affluence and Morality are not far behind,
and can be considered definitely suggestive.
The hypothesis now proposed is that high population intel-

ligence favors all four of these these particular developments,
but that historical and environmental circumstances addition-

Secondly we looked at the Table 1(b) matrix which, except for
a small negative r of variable 3 and 4 is compatible with the
existence of a general factor.
The simple structure rotation of the original primary syn-

tality factors, though carried far (Cattell, Graham & Woliver,
1979) was not carried to fixing factor correlations to the level
of precision needed for a really accurate second order analysis,
so at this point, and with too few variables for fixing a second
order simple structure we have notseen fit to factor Table l(b),
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but only to take out the first, unrotated, principal component.

It proves to load Syntality factor 1, by .78; 2, by .78; 3, by .49;

4, by .64 and intelligence by .58. With the standard errors of

~s on 24 cases we cannot conclude that .58 is definitely less

then .78, so it remains possible that the commonfactor to these

syntality dimensions is the fluid intelligence level. However,

with out knowledge of the relation of fluid and crystallized in-

telligence factors we would hypothesize that these results so

far suggest a general fluid intelligence factor through all four

plus a crystallized intelligence or other cultural development

common mostly to vigorous adapted development and intel-

ligent affluence but presentalso in cultural pressure.

To develop a well integrated hypothesis here it is necessary

to sail into the stormy waters of the debates on inheritance of

intelligence and the clash of sociologists and socio-biologists. On

the first we believe evidence is now very strong that the popu-

lation heritability of fluid intelligence, g,, stands between 60

and 70% and of crystallized intelligence between 40 and 50%

(Cattell, 1981). Regarding the second, our opening model

accepts that syntality dimensions are determined by both

genetic and environmental-historical influences. Additionally

the genetic endowments themselves are a product of genetic

mutation and environmental selection. Lumsden & Wilson

(1981) point to the unprecedented increase of humancranial

capacity in the comparatively short period of the ice ages.

Severity of natural selection was obviously important but it

could not have been effective without a sufficient abundance

of mutations. Cattell (1971) has suggested that cultural devel-

opments could not infrequently be the consequences of genetic

innovations, bringing populations into new environments and,

especially, new areas of perception and activity in existing en-

vironments. Perhaps the mutual feedback of genetic and en-

vironmental actions, as in the ice age illustration, is more

common, but the possibility of causal initiative in cultural

change must be given to both. This concept, with refined and

exciting mathematical model forms, has recently been developed

further by Lumsden & Wilson (1981) in what they call ‘‘cul-

turgens” which are zones and forms of cultural development

dependent upon and conditioned by genetic developments.

(The art of painting would make little headwayin a population

born color blind.) Incidentally we would suggest to these and

other socio-biologists that although quite specific cultural
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TABLE1

(a), Correlation of M
Hypothesized to relate neta Oreiy re synality alts
Traits ’ Orrelation among

(a) Correlations with Population Intelligence

r P
.

(one-tailed)Vigorous Adapted Development .34 .05Intelligent Affluence .25 .12
Morality-morale .30 .08
Cultural Pressure with Sublimation .15 .25

(b) Correlations Among Syntality Traits and Intelligence
1 2 3 4 51. Vigorous Adapted Development

2. Intelligent Affluence .40
3. Morality-morale .27 .o7
4. Cultural Pressure with Sublimation .48 47 .15
9. Population Intelligence .34 .25 .29 .15

elements — like painting — maybesuitable elements for relating
to specific genes, the objectively determined major cultural
dimensions in syntality may prove more suitable than specific,
narrow, social indicators for relating to the equally objective
personality and ability source trait structures in populations.

In the present case of intelligence we should note that (a)
If groups are derived from a larger population the breakdown
of the variance among group means into genetic and environ-
mental parts would be the same as foundfor individuals namely
60-70 to 30-40, (b) That in the absence of auxiliary information
our best estimate of the genetic intelligence rank is the sameas
that for the given data, (c) That in all groups — districts, cities,
nations, classes, races — yet examined on intelligence tests the
within group variancehas uniformly proved much greater than
the between group mean differences. Nevertheless the latter
must not be underestimated because of (1) the possible pheno-
mena of emergents (Cattell, 1938), i.e. the interactions in a
group all of I.Q. 105 may produce considerable difference in
group behavior from interactions in a group of I.Q. 100. (There
probably operates here also the demonstrated coercion to the
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bio-social mean (Cattell, 1981)). (2) If most creative leadership

comes from those above an I.Q. of, say; 130, the absolute

number in this group (with a normal distribution) changes

to a greater degree with relatively small changes 1n the mean.

Let us note, however, that no matter what one may con-

ceive a priori about the importance of mean differences, the

correlations obtained here are actually between national syn-

tality scores and means on population intelligence scores. And

let us note also that if any notew

of these correlations the two that are

most obvious will have reduced them below true values.

They are (1) the usual attenuation from invalidity in factor

estimation (which we must admit to be appreciable because of

the changing weights in syntality estimates) from non-com-

parability of data defined across countries, and the difficulty

of getting comparability in Buj’s samples, and (2) the restriction

of range in that with two exceptions the 24 nations taken for

intelligence measures are all ‘Western cultures’, whereas the 120

countries factored for syntality dimensions are the world’s

total. Incidentally, a future improvement would also be to get

the syntality factor score estimation patterns from refactoring

within the subgroup concerned, since Cattell & Brennan’s

(1982) taxonomic analysis shows such well defined cultural

subgroups that the factors within each are likely to deviate

from those foundin the total population of countries.

In this broader context of considerations, unfortunately not

presently reducible to exact statistical corrections but pointing

to true values larger than those above, the hypothesis, if not the

conclusion, that we draw is that we have here an example of

Lumsden & Wilson’s culturgen model. The technical-industrial

developments in the Vigorous Adapted Development factor;

the maintenance of “civilized” living standards in the intelligent

Affluence factor; the avoidance of crime and disorder in the

Morality factor, and the reaching of creative heights in the arts

and sciences in the Cultural Pressure factor, are all aided by a

higher level of intelligence in the population, which, in fluid

intelligence is substantially genetic. These four different devel-

opments — roughly industrial technology, gentlemanly edu-

cation, appreciation of moral standards and cultural creativity —

are each substantially determined by different environmentally-

aided, historically-initiated, ongoing processes and traditions,
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SOME CHANGES IN SOCIAL LIFE IN A COMMUNITY

WITH A FALLING INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT

By RAYMOND B. CATTELL
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(d) In political and social life (pp. 443-444).

(e) In general culture (pp. 444-449).

V. Summary (pp. 449-450).

From “The British Journal of Psychology,”

Vol. XXVIII, Part 4, April 1938.

I. ORIGIN OF THE PROBLEM

From a recently completed survey(5, 7) of reproduction rates obtaining at

various levels of intelligence in the population of Great Britain, I have

drawn the conclusion that, at the present moment, the averagelevel of

native mental capacity is falling at the rate of approximately one point

of 1.Q. per decade.

This conclusion depends upon two premises: (1) that throughout the

whole intelligence range the average size of family for each intelligence

class is inversely related to the intelligence level, and (2) that, although

the gene complex determining individual intelligence is far from being

understood, the facts of psychological measurement indicate that, even

for quite small groups, intelligence of children may be predicted from

intelligence of parents, as if mental capacity were a product of heredity.

Though the observation that mental capacity is largely inborn has

long been accepted by the majority of psychologists, it has not always

been so favourably received by workers in sister sciences. The truth of

the observation need not be discussed afresh here, since the evidence up

to date has been comprehensively summarized elsewhere(6), but it 18

relevant to point out that even the most generous allowance for environ-

ment which those wishing to stress environment have dared to claim,

would fail to account for more than a small fraction of the variability

of intelligence quotient existing in our population.



treatment of the relation of culture to the biological quality of the units
constituting the group would become relevant to practical politics, for
the methods of combatingthe decline must depend upon a sound analysis
of cause and effect among the conditions accompanyingit.

II. Limrrs or THE DIScUSSsION

Social consequences might conceivably follow either from changes
in the absolute level of intelligence, the distribution form remaining
constant, or from changes in distribution, e.g. standard deviation, the
average level remaining unchanged.

Both kinds of change appear to be taking place, for a bulge in the
distribution curve at the 70-90 1.Q. level would increase standard
deviation if, as seemslikely, the upper intelligence levels are passing
out of the phase of greatest family restriction; but in a first attack on
the problem it seemsbest to limit the discussion largely to the downward
shift of the distribution curve as a whole.

To argue that certain social changes must of scientific necessity follow
the posited changes in biological character is not to expect that they
will do so as a matter of historical fact. For intelligence is only one
of many independent factors, and the cultural influences among the
latter, e.g. the influences of individual leaders, are more rapid and
unpredictable in action though, of course, their action is itself modified
by the factor we have to consider here. Secondly, the primary social
and economic consequences of the intelligence change will interact
among themselves, masking, transmuting and producing consequences
of a second order. These consequences are too numerous and complex
to be discussed in a first study. Moreover it would be premature to
attack them until the first set of direct consequences has been approved
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arch. Except in rare instances the discussion will

therefore confine itself to the first and direct influences of a falling

intelligencelevel.

TII,. METHODS OF SOLUTION

To look for the effects entirely, or even mainly, in the cognitive

field——in educational, academic and technical industrial efficiency—

merely because the variable we are dealing with is a cognitive one, would

produce analtogetherfalse solution of the problem.

Clinical experience has convinced the present writer that the researches

of, for example, Burt (1), Healy (10) and Terman(16), showing mental capacity

to be one of the more important factors determining the individual’s

character development, tend to understate, by simplifying, the extent

to which character education is limited and modified by the individual’s

mental capacity. If this is true of the individual, it must apply even more

powerfully in society, which to a far greater extent creates its own

environment. For, apart from the heritage of skills and intellectual

furniture handed down from previous cultures and now almost constant

the world over, the mental capacities of the members of a group (and

whatever other psychological qualities, if any, are fixed by inheritance)

are themselves the environment shaping the formation of character and

limiting the patterns of emotional adjustmentin living individuals and in

the coming generation. It is true that this heritage, which may seem dis-

posed of over-lightly in the above sentence, includes the use madeof the

(constant) physical world and also the economic system, its level of

energy supply and its structure. But these, in a community which has

long had various alternatives open to its choice, must in the end be

selected largely according to the community intelligence level.

The fields in which these effects will be felt and their particular

character must, of course, in the end be decided by experimental and

statistical methods,like any other problem of social psychology. Suitable

experimental situations may not easily be found, for groups of differing

intelligence average generally differ also in racial type and cultural

history, whilst to pick out groups within the same race and nation does

not provide all the conditions required, for such groups would rarely

have had any extensive control over their own legal, economic and

social customs. Studies of a sufficient numberof groups, evenif differing

racially and in social heritage, should, however, permit some general con-

clusions to be drawn,just as the gathering of data on a sufficient number of



be made on the qualitative differences in their manners of organization,rules, customs and moral standards. Quantitative results could beobtained by comparing their scores in competitive games and communityprojects; whilst the technique for measuring attitudes, interests andallied questionsofenergy disposal, would almost certainly yield interestinggeneral laws.
Doubtless the findings would be far more surprising than any to bededuced from armchair analysis. The present writer once had the oppor-tunity of seeing a team of mentally defective youths play at football a

team of normals of the same age and weight. The former won rathereasily, this result being seemingly due to the fact that, thwarted in
mental expression, they had given moretimeto acquiring physicalskills,

solidarity to their team work.
This article, presenting a first approach to the problem, must unfor-

tunately dependlargely on deductive reasoning, employing our knowledge
of the nature of mental capacity and an analysis ofsocialsituations. But
there are already, here and there, valuable empirical studies connecting
intelligence and behaviourin specialfields ofsocial life, and upon these we
can draw for the construction of foundations. These fields are the applied
sciences of industrial psychology, child guidance, and educational psycho-
logy, plusa few specific studiesinsocial psychology. Since the consequences
in the educationalfield are relatively certain and clear cut, and since
effects elsewhere to some extent ensue naturally from them, it would be
best to consider educationfirst.

IV. NATURE OF CHANGES DEDUCED

(a) In education
Probably the mostsignificant improvementof our educational system

during the past decade has been the progress of the precise classification
of children according to real ability, extending from the special schools,
through the C, B and

A

classes of the elementary schools, to the A classes
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of selective secondary schools. In these distinct streams the children

proceed at very different rates for, as Burt has shown, the variability

in mental age tends toresult, at least in someof the main school subjects,

in an even greater variability of attainment age.

But of greater significance to society is the fact that im the ‘child-

centred’ schoolof to-day the curricula and methodsare adapted, not only

in levels but in quality and range, to the capacities of the children; for

‘nterest is a function of capacity and teaching without interest is futile

unless tyranny is invoked. This means that anyalteration in the numbers

of children born at the variousintelligence levels will lead inevitably to

changesin the proportions of young citizens having the various kindsof

training and curricula. To take an instance from one end ofthescale:

the 24° increase predicted in the numbers of feeble-minded will result

‘na similar increase in the schoolleavers trained only in crude handwork,

barely able to read and unable to carry out elementary calculations. The

modern child-centred school only serves to bring out more clearly the

truth inherent in all educational systems: that the standards and types

of education, when the communityis giving thebest it can to all children,

are at the mercy of birth-rates.

This general change, in which those fitted for advanced and abstract

studies dwindle whilst those profiting only by simple, concrete education

increase, needs next to be considered quantitatively with regard to the

maintenance of scholastic standards in all types of school, with their

existing curricula and goals. The fall of intelligence with which we have

to deal amounts to six months of mental age in a generation. Sucha fall

might be offset by greater time given to the main subjects of education,

either by economising on the unfortunate ‘frills’ or by increasing the

length of schoollife.

Although theresults of education canclosely simulate native wit, the

product of substitution will not be quite the same.1 Proficiency in such

subjects as arithmetic and English (notably style and vocabulary)

correlates much more closely with ‘g’ than does proficiency in simple

manual and mental skills. Consequently in the former a point 1s soon

reached in the declineof intelligence beyond whichinsufficient intelligence

is compensated for by a quite exorbitant expenditure of time, or not

at all. Teachers who complain that an extra year or two of schooling will

1 As every academic teacher knows, education beyond a student’s actual capacity can

have a sterilizing effect on the mind and a stultifying effect on personality; but these

psychological complications cannot be followed up here. Whilst this article was being

written a landlady, describing a visitor to the writer, said, in good faith, “He was an

educated man, but not stupid....”
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until we look at economic effects. Since the feeble-minded child costs £36per annum (the residential defective costs far more) against £12 or £13 forthe average child, and sinceat every level the less intelligent pupil costsmore (whilst never reaching the samefinished level), existing scholasticstandards cannot be maintained without deflecting more state expenditureinto education. And this sets up a chain of more remoteeffects throughthe economic drain upon the othersocial services,

(6) In economic life
Recent studies(4,7) in this country and several in America have

provided us with knowledge ofthe distribution of intelligence in various
occupations. There is a definite and significant grading of average1.9.
according to the complexity of the occupations or to the level of rewards
to be expected from the occupation.! A good dealof overlapinintelligence
exists, the lowest quartile of the medical doctors, for example, being
at the same level as the highest quartile for precision fitters or shop
assistants.

Atfirst sight we might suppose that a fall in the average intelligence
quotients, with the distribution form remaining constant, would result
in a shortage of men with suitable capacity for the more skilled or
‘professional’ occupations, and an excess of those able to absorb only
that minimum of lore necessary for unskilled labour.

This assumes that in most occupations men have already reached the
limits of their educability. Such a saturation point in education has
perhaps been reached in the professions, where men fail to be better
teachers or doctors not through any lack of training but through their
own limitations, but it is scarcely true of, for example, the ranks of
unskilled labour, in which, as our scatter diagrams show (4), thereis still un-
doubtedlya fairproportion of menofhigh capacity not using that capacity.

Because of this last-mentioned fact, the dwindling of the actual
supply of natural capacity could easily be met for a generation or more

* Substantially the same orderis found for the children offathers in these occupations,
but with more overlap between groups, probably owing to the regressive effect of the
mothers, a result of incompletely assortative mating.

* It would be a mistake to assumethat the scatter of ‘total effectiveness’ is as great
as the scatter of ‘g’. Among those successful in teaching, for example, it seems that lower
intelligence is systematically associated with better temperamental endowment(2, 4).
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by a better utilization of available ability. Gray & Moskinsky (9),1 among

others, have shown that in our school population only about half of

those with secondary schoolability actually go to secondary schools.

On the other hand a more thorough combing ofthe school population,

a more complete extraction of good ability from the unskilled occupations,

may lead to costly inefficiency where we least expect to find it. Forit is

a mistake to assume that the occupation requiring the longest training

is necessarily that requiring the highest general ability. A good foreman

or charge hand needs a high level of generalintelligence for the complex

human and material problems which not infrequently crop up. And even

in mechanized factory work, as G. H. Miles (3) has recently pointed out,

“countless. ..operations have arisen which demandlittle bodily activity

and much specialized mentaleffort and concentration”. It may be more

important to avoid incompetent surgeons than incompetent railway

foremen, and this combing of the population for good brains is indicated

also by social justice; but it is not a solution of the problem of declining

intelligence, even temporarily.

Though it is obviously untrue to say that in all occupations men are

called upon to behave in ways characteristic of their intelligence at its

upper limits, they are, in a great number of acts and decisions, working

close to this upper limit. Any fall of intelligence might be expected to

involve industry in a disproportionate increase in training to compensate

for deficiencies or to avoid difficulties which would not have arisen with

the moreself-sufficient worker.

When such education is not given, or where it is useless to seek in

education compensation for the lack of native wit, the result of a heaping

up of individuals at a certain low intelligence level will be unemployment

at that level. In all branches of industry, commerce and administration,

a certain ratio of the numberof highly trained to less trained has been

established by the nature of the work to be done. The employment of

a certain number of men of lesser ability requires the catalysing and

directive influence of men more gifted. A falling off in the numbers of

the latter means unemployment for the former.

Looking at the matter more broadly, we may say that any given

culture establishes a certain distribution curve of demandforintelligence

at various levels, and that harmony must exist between this curve and

the curve of supply given by the birth-rates at various intelligences.

1 These workers obtained 42:9% as going to secondary schools, but their age group

was from 9:0 to 12-6 years whereas 11+ is the normal age for transferring to a secondary

school.
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Originally these curves must have been identical, for a society could not
invent or borrow a culture more complex than it could understand. But
dislocations might take place through alterations in either of the curves.
A widespread earthquake, for instance, or a war, by creating immense
demands for relatively unskilled labour, would be inappropriate to the
present curve of supply (Fig. 1), but any bulge in the lower part of the
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Fig. 1.1 A. Supply greatly in excess of demand at 75 1.9.—negligible wage. B. Supply
and demand equal—normal wage, C. Demandgreatly in excess of supply—disproportionate
wage. (1) Distribution of actual 1.Q.’s. (2) -~—-— Distribution of demandfor1.Q.’s.
(3) ...... Rate of rewardsarising from relation of (1) and (2).

 

intelligence distribution curve such as is caused by the present change
in the curve of birth-rates would adjust to such a curve of demand.
In stable, progressive conditions of civilization, on the other hand, such
a change in the curve of supply must result in unemployment being
greatest at the lower levels of intelligence.

In confirmation of this we may consider Fig. 2, showing the in-
telligence levels of children of unemployed in the two areas surveyed in
the original research. It may be objected that in any period of un-
employmentit is only natural that the more intelligent will in competition
secure jobs; but it is yet to be proven that these are too intelligent for
the jobs they take.

* I am indebted to the Hugenics Review for permission to reproduce the diagrams
shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
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Students of population have long seen the errors of the naive view

that unemployment is due to overpopulation; next they have passed to

studies of the economicsof production and distribution; but it is possible

that they will find at the root of the economic problem a psychological

problem arising from the social effects of too great a range of innate

individual differences in mental effectiveness.

Any attempt to discover the more direct effects upon wealth of

changing intelligence levels must rest upon generalities. Recent work

has shown a correlation of 0:9 to exist between the earning power of

occupations and their mean intelligence demand (7). It has been argued

Average of
City Population

40

—_a——— City (155)

(24)

  
ewes Country   

101

—<t——$—INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS.————_>-

Fig. 2. Intelligence distribution of children of unemployed persons.

by some serious sociologists that the capacity to produce wealth is

associated with inheritable mental attributes such as intelligence, but

the facts of persistence of wealth in certain families may prove equally

well an association of the capacity to seize property from others with

inheritable or environmentally produced deficiency of character.

Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that the wealth of a community

possessing a given quantity of raw material depends upon the quality

and number of its inventive and organizing brains—and if inventive

capacity is high enough, almost anything can become raw material.

A decline in the numbersof high intelligence quotients must consequently

mean a decline in the amount of goods and energy available for distri-

bution in that community.
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(c) In moral standards

The experiences of Child Guidance Clinics and the repetition in
various parts of the world of the researches of Burt(1) and Healy (10)
indicate that delinquent children are on an average of significantly
lower intelligence than non-delinquent children from the same social
stratum.

Among the probable causes of this connexion seem to be: (1) The
duller child does not so easily foresee the consequencesof his actions or
the likelihood of detection. (ii) Low intelligence is associated with
suggestibility to evil counsels. (iii) In a complex environment the less
able child is less successful in finding the normal amountof self-expression
for psychic energy. He is more frequently frustrated or exploited by
others. He is, in general, more hard pressed by economic restriction.
In short, he has to handle a greater load of suppression. (iv) Whilst he
suffers from this greater curtailmentof directinstinctive expression,heis
at the same time less able to achieve satisfaction in alternative indirect
expression; for adequate intelligence is a condition of satisfaction in
sublimations through art, music, science, social service and the activities
approved by civilization. (v) Since he is of low intelligence there is a
statistical probability that he has been brought up by parents of low
intelligence, who have followed inconsistent and short-sighted policies
in character education.

The relative importance of each of these processes would be better
understood if there were evidence as to whether delinquencyis associated
with absolute low intelligence, or merely with intelligence which is low
relative to the average for the group.

If the latter, then a decrease in average intelligence, the scatter
remaining constant, would not result in increased delinquency, for the
tendencyto delinquencyis in proportion to the maladaptationofthe lower
ranges to the culture standards of the pervasive average. This argument,
however, overlooks the fact, long pointed out by such psychologists as
McDougall, that the crust of custom and tradition has a persistentlife
of its own, beyond that of the individuals creating the custom. Though
the average of intelligence mayfall, therefore, the standards of behaviour,
discrimination and sublimation can be expectedto persist for a generation
or more, with only sporadic patches of decrepitude. It is the discrepancy
between the level of this persisting culture and that of the mental
capacity of the new generation of living individuals whichis crucial to
the development of delinquency.
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Under delinquency we commonly think solely of delinquency against

society, yet there are some formsof behaviour damagingtothe individual

and society which might be called delinquency against nature, for they

arise from a mishandling of human dealings with nature. Such behaviour

extends from the small child hurting himself because he refuses to

recognize the physical properties of a chair to a society injuringitself

through reckless use of an obviously limited supply of natural resources.

In child-guidance work it is often very strikingly illustrated that the

child whose stupid reactions bring him into excessive conflict with his

fellows is also excessively scarred through accidents arising from a stupid

handling of natural objects. This delinquency against nature involves

the group as well as the individual; for the group suffers from the

individual’s excess of activity over judgment. |

From such considerations it seems reasonable to conclude that

delinquency as it is commonly understood—‘delinquency against

society’—is a function of the difference between the individual’s
intelligence and that of the average of the society to whose standards he
is constrained; whereas delinquency in the wider sense—‘delinquency

against nature’, resulting in any kind of damage to society and the
individual—is a function of the absolute level of intelligence.

Owing to that persistence of culture habits described above, however,
the fall in average intelligence which weare discussing would, in fact,
result in an increase of both types of anti-social action. It would be
interesting to know what part of the present increase in juvenile
delinquencyis attributable to intelligence distribution changes.

Throughout it has been the plan of this enquiry to confine the
investigation to the direct psychological effects. Nevertheless it cannot
be overlooked that these would often be powerfully accentuated or
modified by simultaneous effects operating in other fields, e.g. the
increase in economic divergence discussed above would increase the
provocation to delinquency. The possible reciprocations of primary con-
sequences, resulting in consequencesof a second order, are too numerous
to study here; but in the matter now being discussed there is a point of
such interest that it would seem to justify departing from the condition
that other things are equal, and following up the result of another social
variable varying along with intelligence.

Above we have supposed that the demandsof culture will persist at
their present level. Although culture habits in their deeper levels have
considerable persistence, there are times, e.g. at the birth of some new
religious impulse, or the impact of one culture upon another, when few
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things can change more tapidly. It is possible, therefore, that instead ofpersisting the present restraints will either slacken, in response to thefall of intelligence, or that an attempt at over-compensation will be madeby tightening up inhibitions to a hitherto unobtained level.
Before looking at the consequencesofthese alternatives,it is necessary

a clerk. This involves a certain psychological strain and demands,generally, more intelligence than the original mode of behaviour. But
instincts may even become what Freud has called ‘aim inhibited’, i.e.
sublimated to some goal resembling but not as satisfying as the original
biological goal. This renunciation demands ‘plasticity’ in the nervous
system, a thing about which we knowlittle, but generally it also requires
intelligence, for the substitutes offered are generally of a complex
kind.

Neither of these instinct changesis, in itself, better carried out by
reason of good intelligence (unless it should be proved that ‘plasticity’
correlates with intelligence). Pascal is said to have responded to a
disappointment in love by becoming increasingly entranced with the
higher mathematics, and this sublimation is clearly not possible without
such an intelligence as would make mathematics fascinating; but a feeble-
minded person might respond equally well to the samesituation, as in
cases I have observed, by an interest in painting walls or smashing stones
with a hammer. Similarly a man who doesn’t get his food by the
enjoyment of hunting may earn it, if he has a low 1.Q., by turning a
crank, with no more long-circuiting than occurs in the individual with
a higher 1.9. who does the work of a clerk.

The chief reason, therefore, why the person of greater capacity is less
delinquent and moreable to tolerate either long-circuiting of instinct or
its sublimation must be that civilization offers more opportunities for
long-circuiting and sublimation at higher levels than at lower levels of
complexity.

For all individuals some of the time, and some individuals all of the
time, the psychological strain of these instinct modifications—which
I shall call ‘deflection strain’—must approach thelimit of toleration, so
that delinquencyis threatened. This problem has been dealt with from
one aspect by Freud in Civilization and its Discontents. From the present
aspect we see that any marked fall of average intelligence with the same
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standard of culture is going to increase‘deflection strain’ to an explosive

pitch.

In individual psychology it frequently happens that free-floating

emotion from unexpressed unconscious sources irrationally fastensitself

upon some chance external object, or that unconscious attitudes are

‘projected’ upon innocent objects. The irritation engendered by the

frustrations of ‘deflection strain’ may well be one of the main drives for

acts of war, and for the projection of hostile attitudes upon foreign

countries. A fall of intelligence in a civilization which retains its com-

plexity in spite of the less adequate mentalities of its bearers may,

therefore, be associated with an increased readiness to action which

relieves the tension of ‘deflection strain’ by war.

The first solution of the ‘deflection strain’ arising from intelligence

decline whichis likely to appeal to a community conscious of its cause,

would be a systematized relaxation of moral standards, permitting more

direct instinctive satisfactions and harmless and culturally valueless

long-circuitings. The widespread creation of easy amusements in the

cinema, the radio and the best-seller novel show that this is going on

to-day, and theseinstitutions might cater for a fall in averageintelligence

in such a way as to handle ‘deflection strain’ without allowing any

increase in delinquency. Economic measures might do the same, for

‘deflection strain’ is greater for low than for high intelligences under

conditions of material deprivation. The substitution of lower for higher

recreational values is, however, a moral loss to the community in the

fullest sense of morality.

There remains the alternative of the community being provoked,as

it were, by the threatened decline into an actual increase of restraints

and the imposition of higher standards, such as might occur in a strongly

religious society. Granted sterner inhibition the limits of deflection strain

would then be indicated not by an increase in delinquency but by a

mounting incidence of suicides, melancholiacs and perhaps neurotics

generally. At the same time there would be a loss of expressiveness and

joie-de-vivre throughout the community, with resultant changes in the

creativity and in the general type of culture. To maintain the same

percentage of delinquency with a falling intelligence average, therefore,

it seems that the community must either invent substitute satisfactions

at a low level or revert to Spartan or Puritanical standardsof suppression.
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(2) In political and social life
Weare confining consideration in the main to consequencesofa fall

of intelligence, but the kind of change actually foreshadowed in the
birth-rate survey described almost certainly includes also an increase in
the standard deviation, principally througha relatively large increase in
the 70-80 1.9. range remote from the present mode.

Thepolitical consequences of such a change may be expectedtoarise
directly through the increasing mentaldistance between individuals, and
indirectly through changes in economic status brought about by the
change. Outstanding amongthe latter would be the development of a
larger ‘social problem group’ orat least of a group supported, supervised
and patronized by extensive state social welfare work. Even if, through
the supersession of lavssez-faire by controlof earnings, increased economic
divergence were prevented, the direct ‘distancing’ effect would still
persist: people may have uniform wage-rates and yet diverge greatly in
social life and habits through differences in complexity of occupation,
prestige and the presence or absence of intellectual interests. Any
increase in the standard deviation is inimical to that human solidarity
and potential equality of prestige which is essential to democracy.

Experimental evidence in the political field is slight but consistent.
In three American Universities (14) where the students had already been
tested for intelligence, a questionnaire permitting a rating on a Radical-
Conservative scale and in whichthe political views were given adequate
place, showeda significant relation between higherintelligence and more
radical views. Other researches(8,11) confirm this relationship. Terman(16),
having worked out from childhood records the 1.Q.’s of eminent men in
political life, afterwards sorted them into radical and conservative
groups. The latter had the lower averageintelligence.

Psychological analysis suggests that the aboveis not the whole story.
To see all sides of a question, to make a discriminating and qualified,
rather than an all-or-nothing response, requires higherintelligence. A fall
of average mental capacity means an increase in the number of people
capable of being led into extremist positions.

safely given to a child in proportion to his intelligence. Newer systems
of education, allowing the child considerable rights of self-determination,
work admirably with gifted children; but at the other end of the scale,
among border-line feeble-mindedchildrenin specialclasses, it is noticeable
that children neither desire nor tolerate much individual freedom. It is
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as if, intuitively, or through experience, they realize that the greatest

happinessof all concerned depends upon their being given rigid rules of

conduct prescribing behaviour even to the extent of most detailed

traditions and taboos. In social behaviour, as in arithmetic, they cannot

safely be left to proceed far on their own.

Though the above relation of conservatism with lower intelligence

has been described in the political field, the failure to appreciate reform

or to desire the freedom to which reform will lead is shown equally, by

the questionnaire study (8), to hold for progressiveness in the social field.

Reformers during a generation suffering a falling average of intelligence

will consequently experience greater difficulty in finding support for

intelligent modification of obsolete, unadjusted habits and a slowing

down of social change may therefore be expected.

The above considerations combined suggest the probability of political

changes of a complex kind. They include lack of cohesion between social

groups, together with changes of mental attitude such as might lead to

the dissolution of the ideal of democracy; a decrease of the tempo of

liberal progressiveness, an increase in those who pin their faith to

simplified extremist formulae; and a hardeningof rigid disciplines which

preclude individual freedom.

(e) In general culture

There remain for discussion certain effects of a more general kind on

the mentallife of the group as a whole.

Among people exposed to much the same cultural influences, it 1s

surprising how highly the amount of general information at the command

of any individual is dependent upon mental capacity. Correlations of ‘g’

with size of vocabulary, for example, are commonly ashigh as 0°8.

The smooth and efficient running of social life in a civilization of a

complex kind, having many specialized institutions, requires a reasonably

high level of general knowledgein all its members. Civilization is, after

all, largely a body of knowledge—words, for example, do not live in

dictionaries, but in the minds of writers—and people who cannot heed

important parts of that background certainly cannot acquire the

appropriate attitudes. Furthermore, any specialized question, affecting

the life of the community as a whole, must be able to impinge upon a

sufficient number and variety of alert people to ensure that the reaction

+s such as to be in the interests of the community as a whole. A decline

in averageintelligence means a shrinkage of the field of general knowledge

which each personis capable of absorbing, and consequently a reduction
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in the numberof people aware of anything but the simplest issues within
the ambit of their daily lives. This must lead to an inertness of society
and a dangerous slownessor lack of integration in responding to political
and social dangers.

This problem has already been studied experimentally in the previous
section with regard to politics; we may here look at it in a more general
way. Any new idea appearing in a community can be reacted to by those
who understandit either in a friendly or a hostile fashion. But the people
who do not understandit will usually treat it in a hostile fashion. livery
idea must have, accordingtoits complexity, a certain percentage of the
community capable of appreciating it. It can percolate downwards very
rapidly so far but, reaching the larger stratum of people who understand
it with difficulty, it moves very slowly and must dependfor its progress
upon emotional pressure and extraneoushistorical factors.

There is thus for every idea a certain 1.9. which may be called its
‘demostatic level’, down to which it may be fully understood, and an
1.Q. stretch below that over which it has some lesser influence, which
may be called its ‘percolation range’.

Thus in thefield of literary art Leavis(12) complains that “the rate
at which cultural news penetratesis surprisingly slow. . .considering the
elaborate machinery for disseminating such news which civilization
possesses”, and continues “the Book Clubs are instruments not for
improving taste but for standardizing it at the middlebrow level, thus
preventing the natural progression of taste that in the later eighteenth
century, for instance, was assisted”. The phenomenon would be explicable
on the present hypothesis on the grounds that in the eighteenth century
‘taste’ had still not penetrated to its demostatic level, whereas to-day
it has, and the maligned Book Clubs are only stabilizing each variety of
taste at its most natural and stable level. The naive supposition that
progress of ideas downwards throughsociety is continuous though slow,
arises from the observation of slow movementin the ‘percolation range’;
but in fact no idea can get beyondits percolation range, and maybe pro-
ceeding to an arrest at an 1.9. level which must be quite high in certain
instances, e.g. the Special Theory of Relativity.

The vigour with which mental energy invests an idea or course of
action is a function of the simplicity of the latter. Corresponding to the
demostatic level and percolation range in society there is for each
individual, in the range of ideas which assails him, an upperlimit of easy
comprehension ending in a point beyond which no further complexity
can be handled at all. To the range beyond this point he can generally
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apply nothing but a passive hostility; to the middle range of dim com-

prehension he can give only weak support or criticism; to the lowest

range he can givethe full weight of his emotional life. Consequently the

amount of energy available in society for any given idea must depend on

the demostatic level for that idea and the percentage of people in the

given community above that1.Q.level, plus a value obtained by multiplying

the numbers in each level of the percolation range by a fraction which

diminishes from one to zero in passing from the top to the bottom of the

percolation range. This we maycall the ‘psychic energy investment’ of

the idea, and it will vary from community to community according to

the average level of 1.9. and the distribution of I.Q.

Between any two mindsin the same culture there is bound to be more

or less overlap in knowledge,interests and sentiments. This we maycall

‘mental overlap’, and upon its extent depends the amount of social

cohesion in any purpose which may attract the energy of society. Good

mental overlap does not ensure common purpose, but it is the necessary

fruitful soil of common sympathy in which the latter may grow.

A reduction of average mental capacity means a reduction of mental

overlap in all minds and a failure of any mental overlap whateverin the

socially, geographically and occupationally more remote minds; so that

social cohesion, and the size of the group in which successful cohesion

can be maintained, are diminished. Reduction of mental overlap arising

from that diminution in the radius of individual minds produced by

the substitution of lower for higher 1.9.’s thus has two major con-

sequences:

(1) The impairment of social cohesion.

(2) Reduction in the intensity of culturallife, which is the sum of

these overlaps, or, otherwise expressed, of the total psychic energy invest-

ment of a given set of ideas—the ideas which give form to that culture.

A similar process must take place within the limited fields of the

special sciences and arts. The inability of what we regard as the in-

telligent person to cope with the increased complexity of modern culture

has been met by accepting the device of specialization. Versatile minds,

capable of taking all knowledge for their province, are far rarer to-day

than in Elizabethan times; indeed it has begun to be considered pre-

sumption to attempt proficiency in more than one field of learning.

Yet co-ordinating minds are always urgently needed, and the progress

of one science often depends upon its being brought into relation with

another. Either a further increase in accumulated but undigested
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information, or a decline of mental capacity in the workers serving those
sciences, or both, would have the effect of bringing major progress to a
halt and ofpreventing a synthesis of sciences either for the practical good of
the community or for the attainment oftruer philosophical perspectives.

The relation of intelligence to the type ofinterests, particularly social
and recreational interests, must next be considered, for the latter react
subtly yet strongly on the individual personality as a whole, and
consequently upon the effectiveness of the individual as a member of
society.

In a research in which children’s preferences for various tests were
studied, the present writer found that the obtained order of preference
was practically the reverse of the order of ‘g’ saturation(3). Above a
certain modest intelligence demand the occupations were most liked
which demandedleast useof intelligence. The same is found with school
subjects; the brilliant child may prefer English or Mathematics, both
highly ‘g’ saturated, but the dull child takes a natural interest principally
in handwork, games and simple repetitive tasks.

In the recent research on popular reading habits, mentioned above(12),
the literary student scornfully compares the standard of the accepted
newspaper of 1850 with that of to-day, adding some scathing comments
on fifty years of free and compulsory education. But, as indicated in
the discussion on demostatic level, the difference is far more simply
explained as being dueto the increased social rangein the reading public,
necessarily accompanied by an increased percentage of readers from
the lower ranges of the intelligencedistribution curve, a change equivalent
to a decline in the average mental capacity of the reading public. Even
so the decline in standards might not have occurred without the news-
paper magnates’ devotion to “supplying the public with what it wants”’.

_ But had this not been done on commercial grounds it would have been
done on grounds of freedom; indeed in most fields of recreationit is in
any case impossible to prevent people doing the things for which their
level of intelligence best fits them. It is a short-lived mistake to force
Aldous Huxley on people who wantall-in wrestling, or Beethoven on
those who can only enjoy the crudest of cinema drama.

Whencoercion by schoolmaster and highbrow ceases, asit is ceasing,
because of its fruitlessness, a more subtle kind of coercion in the reverse
direction will have to be taken into account. Comparing the tone of the
Press in America and in this country, H. G. Wells has cautioned us that
there are no more fools in America than in Great Britain. It is only that
they are more vocal there.
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Once free expression is conceded it is clear that the type which

constitutes the modeof the intelligence distribution is going to become

the most loudly expressed. Owing to the emotional force of the gre-

garious instinct and the wear and tear which the individual constantly

suffers in trying to detach his reactions from those of the dominant

average, the modes of expression of the moreintelligent are always con-

strained towards those of that average. Without a sharper splitting of the

social life of intellectual classes this is inevitable, and since intellectual

classification is not the sameassocialclassification, being less organized,

only societies based on special interests keep the rarer interests alive.

These psychological forces quickly bring in their train material and

economic associates. Thus when publishing becomes a purely commercial

proposition, no publisheris likely to take on a ‘highbrow’ author with

small circulation when he can employ a ‘best-seller’ author. The more

widely used commodity actively pushes that desired by a few people off

the market, whether that minority happens to be merely eccentric or

culturally important.

Some alienation of the recreational and cultural interests of various

classes may well occur if we continueto facilitate, through equalization

of opportunity, the sorting out of classes accordingto intelligence, and if

the naturalvariability of intelligence is at the same time increased through

the present birth-rate trends. In any case the fall in the 1.q. level of the

modeitself must result in a significant impoverishment and stultification

of the cultural life of the average and the superior.

Finally we have to consider a general change towards which many

primary and secondary changes are working. We have seen that there

must be some decline in the cultural level attained by education, and

some arrest in economic progress. To these effects must be added a

decrease within the community as a whole of qualities of foresight

and resistance to suggestibility, for deficiency in these is particularly

characteristic of persons of defective intelligence(15).

Increasing deflection strain not alleviated by any deliberate or

accidental lowering of cultural demands may be reacted to, as we have

seen, either by individual delinquency or war. But since all the above

changes in education and economics, the diminished foresight and

increased suggestibility, are such as to produce minor or major internal

or external sufferings or calamities, the course of history may well lead

1 An academic acquaintance, visiting the dentist remarked, “seeing a dentist before a

tooth hurts is an act of pure intelligence”, and though foresight is a conative rather than

a cognitive quality it undoubtedly correlates with intelligence.
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to adjustment by way of increased inhibition rather than by way of
appropriate reduction of deflection strain.

In that case two responses are possible; either the traditional
reaction to frustration byreligious emotion and observance or the newer
expression ofthwartings through the phantasy ofthe novel and the cinema.
This phantasy expression is to-day reaching tremendous dimensions, and
we have probably not seen the end of its development or begun to
appreciate its damaging effects on ‘reality thinking’ habits concerned in
other spheresoflife.

As regards the increase in a religious type of adaptation, it is clear
that the trend of rationalist education may be powerfully against this,
but the increased conservatism, suggestibility and limitation of mental
range are in its favour. And rationalist notions, at least constructive
rationalist notions attempting to give a philosophic conception of life
in keeping with all the established findings of modernscience, are bound
quickly to reach their demostatic level, whereas the cruder symbolisms
and approximations to the same truths contained in religion will readily
acquire, owing to the bulge in the lower ranges of the 1.9. distribution
curve, a far higher psychic investment energy. The imponderables,
especially in this final calculation, are too many to justify the statement
that a back-to-religion movement in the conventional sense of religion
is probable, but the rough draft of a formula for the social response to
an 1.Q. decline can at least be given, and one possible solution of it is
clearly an increase in religious forms of self-expression.

V. SUMMARY

This thesis, elaborated partly on experimental and partly on analytical
grounds, indicates that the probable consequences of a downward shift
in the intelligence distribution curve are as follows:

1. A fall in academic standards in the schools.
2. A change in the curriculum of schools towards less abstract and

generalized studies.
3. An increased cost of education.
4. Increased unemploymentin theless-skilled occupations.
5. Decrease in the average real earning capacity of the community

as a whole.
6. A rise in the frequency of delinquency (unless there is a deliberate

lowering of moral standards) or/and proneness to aggression between
nations.
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7. Alternatively,if inhibitory forces prevail, either (a) an increase in

the social equipment provided for phantasy compensations, or (6) an

increase in religious expression.

8. An increase in the percentage of people adopting extreme or

uncompromising political view-points, together with the growth of a

generally conservative position.

9. An increased retardation in the percolation of ‘cultural news’,

together with a lowering of the intensity of culturallife and a diminution

in the rate of scientific discoveries and other specialized advances.

10. A shift of cultural and recreational interests to cruder tastes and

forms of expression, together with an increased divergence of interest

between different groups and a greater domination by the average.

11. A check to the growth of social and political freedom and a

reversion to a more detailed prescription of individual behaviour.
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